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Of t he above only nu.mbers 7, 12, and 13 are under joint authorship. Number 7 divides natlLrally into two as pects, t li eoretical and technical . Mr. Whelan was res ponsible for t he latter and I for the f ormer and for the writing of the paper. 
'~ 
In t he case of number 12, Mr. Collins clid tl1e pro~amming and the computing. The scope , methodology and the writing were due to me. Number 13 was written in England by Hudson and Hanley. I was included because t he specific hybrid magnet referred to contained a resistive solenoid designed and built in Au s tralia by a team under my 
2 
le ade rship . ·wi th regard to nun1ber 14 , t he joint authors comprised the research group under my direction. 
~ 
The fourteen papers cited relate to an enterprise whose eoal was t he establishment of a high rria311eti c field facility and the development of a long durat-ion magnet more powerful than existed elsewhere in the world . The achievement of this goal was expected to be of great value in making possible new lines of research in s olid s tate physics and t he work was we l l supported by a nu,11.ber of prominent physicist :· in Aus tral ia and EnG"land . The feasibility of the pro,7ect depended entirely on the existence within the .Depar tment of Engineering Phys ics of the u11ir:,ue energy storage device known as the Canberra holopolar generator . 
· ~ 
Quas i-continuous fields of 21 Tesla were available. at the time (1966 ) a t tbe National Magnet Laboratory of the Massachusettes Institute of Technology. The term quasi-cont i nuous is used to indicate that the magnet producing the field is capab l e o:t; producing it for the order of hours provided the electrical energy input and the .coolant flow are maintained but that norrn::1lly the magnet is energised for only a matter of seconds because of the limited capacity of the energy- source . 
The goal here referred to aimed a t generating a 30 Tesla field in a spherical volume of 5 cm diameter (the sa11e as t;1e r.1r . 1 . ·i1 • m1, :-;ne t for rc 7,sons of standardisation of insertion. equipment). Such i n tense fields may only be produced -even now - by resistive s olenoids i.e. by passing ver:y large amounts of electrical power into a solenoid shaped electrical conductor. The power must then be removed as heat by means of a coolant and hence a large proportion of the problems encountered in developing these devices lie in the are a of heat transfer at extreme rates. In common with most other laboratories water was cho sen as the coolant. 
References 1 and 2 describe the achievement of the first part of the goal, namely the building of a facility for cooling and monitoring lar[;e electromagne t := and also for switching power to them . Since the development of the 30 T magnet was neces sarily to be a research pro ject in its ovm right the building of this facility turned out also to have a rese arch content since the req1.1irements it had to meet were not able to be met by any oth_er existing facility. In essence the coolant system had to be capable of supplying coolant at flow rates and pressures whose range and general level exceeded those exi s ting in other laboratories. The monitoring component of the facility was unusually extensive for it was required both to ensure the safe operation of the 30 T magne t and to provide the data upon which to base an understanding of the behaviour of a d-evice built · according to untried principles . 
As well as the problem of heat transfer already mentioned the other great problem with resistive (and al l) high field magnets is tha,t of extreme m_echanical stresses . The literature on both of these problem areas is fairly extensive beginning with Fabry in the last cet,ury and including sucb notal1les as Kapi tza and Cockroft. However a review of tr1e literature on r elevant stress anal ysis revealed that it was inadequate for the extreme ·conditions t hat were to be attempted . I was mindful of the experience of Montgomery and co-workers at I1 . I . T. who in their attempt to achieve 25 T witnessed a number of seemine;ly inexpl icable mechanical failures and bum-outs which in the end compelled them to settle for a lower field . Others too, including Kapitza , had experienced mechanical failures which they were unable to satisfactorily explain in terms of a reasonably exact and plausible theory. Ultimately I produced references 3 and 4 which were my attempt to fill in the gap that I detected, and upon this analysis was based a further survey of constructional techniques. 
One of the most popular me thods. of construction is that due to Bitter -described in my reference 5. I found t hat a comprehensive analysis of the consequence s , of this method in relation to mechanical stresses was not 2,vailable . I was especially , interested in the effect of varying the inte rleaving pattern and also in the modes of friction failure sipce the Bitter teclmique relies on stress transfer through a frict-, i on bonded interface. All these t hings are exaJnined in my r e ference 5 and the consequ-
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sequent limitations of the Bitter techr•ique delineated in reference 6. 
It turned out that because of the limitations of the Bitter technique a new constructional method had to be devised for the inner parts of the magnet which experienced the most intense magnetic fields and mechanical stresses. This method and the underlying principles are described and explained in r eferences 8 and 9. The outer part of the m:ienet was cons tructed generally in . accordance with Bitter but the method had to be taken to extremes in order to extract a desi gn of sufficient strength . The desi8Il of the outer solenoid is described in r eferences 5 and 10 and the pr oblems encountered in construction are related in part in ref 5. 
The ·practicability of the new constructional technique chosen for the inner solenoid depended on the discovery of an alternative method of bonding the turns of the "subcoil " elements to repl ace the method of bonding by friction. This bond had t o be mechanically strong at temperatures up to 150°c, electrically insulating, and unaffected by the presence of hot water . In addition the bonding method had to allow the turns to be spaced at a specific pitch . Epoxy resin was an obvious first cho ice but tests shd,wed that in about six months water diffused inwards from the exposed edc-e and destroyed the e poxy-to- copper bond . Numerous experiments confirmed the nature of failure and the rate of diffusion and showed that the mechanism of bond failure was unrelated to any adverse effect s of the water on the resin strength but rather that the diffused water molecules at the resin- to- metal interface competed with tl1e resin t o form chemical bonds ·with the sur face molecules of the metal. Thus as a layer of hydroxide was formed on the metal the resin- to - metal bond was progres sively destroyed. On the other hand resins which we r e effectively impervious to ·water were invariably enamel-l ike and had to be applied as a solution and subseq_uently baked to remove the solvent and cause polymerisation . Clearly these could not be u sed as bonding agents as there had always to be an escape path for the solvent during baking. In fact a simple experiment sho1.,red t hat the escaping solvent s.o honeycombed the resin with passages that the resin was left virtually without strength. Finally after a year's research a bonding method evolved which is essentially to precoat the metal with a baked phenol formaldehyde layer and to then bond the coated me tal surfaces together with an epoxy resin the latter being applied in excess and allowed to exude as the , ._ turns are correctly spaced in a lathe- like machine. This method of bonding is describ~ e d i n t he patent reference 14 . 
Besides t he method of bonding t he turns to~ether described above, there are sever al other unique and previously untried features of the 30 T magnet particular-ly the method of distributing and applying the friction bondine force in the outer solenoid (normal to the bond interface) and the method in both solenoids for terminat -ing the electrical connections so as to avoid assymrnetry. The importance of this is discussed i n refs 5,8,9 and 10 . 
The many novel features of the 30 T magnet necessitated careful instru- .. · mentation in order to asQertain whether the performance was safe and in accordance with expectations . The various aspects of the instrumentation system are discussed in reference 7. The results of testing the magnet are discussed in reference 11. 
Following the success of the 30 T magnet which is now the largest and most powerful of its kind in the world and which has performed wi tl1 unusually high reliability , I decided to explore the nossibility of creatine hieher fields using the principles of the 30 T magnet which had now apparently been proved. This resulted i n publication 12 . 
Finally I was invited to le ad a team to design and construct the inner high field section of a hybrid magnet for the Clarendon laboratory, Oxford. A hybrid magnet is a combinat ion of a · low field superconducting outer solenoid and a resistive inner solenoid . A1tl1ough this was i n many respects merely the re-applicat ion of the principles of the 30 T magnet , there were nevertheless several novel fe -.'.!,tures 
High-field-magnet laborator at Canberra 
P. 0. C~rden, M.E., A.M .I.E.Aust., A.M.I.Mech.E. Ci) 
Synopsis 
Water-cooled electromagnets producing magnetic fields of hundreds of kilogauss and consum111g many megawatts of power may be energised for periods as long as several minutes by the 500 MJ Canberra homopolar generator and cooled by a unique cooling-wa.ter system employing compress.ed ajr. The system is automated and power is controlled by a variable-resistor circuit breaker and high-capacity isolators. 
1 Introduction 
In August 1966, Australia 's first high-field-magnet 
laboratory began operating. There are several such labora-
tories elsewhere jn the world, for example at Oxford and 
Cambridge in the UK, at Cambridge, Mass ., USA, and at 
, Leiden in the Netherlands. The magnets are used as experi-
mental tools mainly in the study of solid-state physics. It is 
necessary to concentrate the magnets geographically because 
of the expensive common facilities they require, in particular 
motor- generators of up to IO MW continuous capacity and 
closed-loop cooling-water systems of several thousands of 
, gallons per minute capacity. 
; The laboratory at Canberra is unique since it operates 
; solely on a pulsed basis, the pulsing being, however, of many 1 seconds or minutes duration and hence quasicontinuous for 
'1 most experimental purposes. The reason for operating in this 
, _manner is to exploit the Engineering Physics Department's 
homopolar generator, which has repeatedly delivered powers 
of 300 MW or more and pulse energies of 500 MJ. In this 
way the economic barrier imposed by conventional con-
tinuous-power equipment, and the practical difficulties of 
\ absorbing large amounts of power from the national grid, are 
· bypassed . 
i All the features described here are innovations designed to 
! enable the generation of useful volumes of magnetic fields of 
: as high an intensity as can be obtained with available 
[ materials. It is thought that this limit is about 500kGs. 
2 Homopolar generators 
Michael Faraday, towards the middle of the last 
i century, constructed the forerunner of the homopolar 
machine. He rotated a disc, through which passed a magnetic 
field, and observed an e.m.f. between the disc axis and a 
stationary contact rubbing on the outer edge of the disc. 
· Modern homopolar or unipolar generators (h .p.g.) make use 
,, of ·this principle. By preserving cylindrical symmetry in the 
exciting field and in the arrangement of electrical contacts 
and conductors, these machines can be made to convert 
'' mechanical (shaft-turning) energy into electrical energy in a 
,. high ly efficient manner. A homopolar generator is also 
reversible; i.e. it will perform equally well as a motor or a 
generator. Thus, when no mechanical power is drawn from 
it or supplied, it possesses the characteristics of an electrical 
capacitor of capacitance 2£/ V2, where Eis the kinetic energy 
of the disc and Vis the voltage. 
The Canberra machine3• 6, 11 has four rotating discs each 
weighing 20ton. At full storage capacity, the peripheral 
'velocity of the discs is two thirds of the speed of sound, and 
.this is the rubbing speed for the outer current-collecting solid 
brushes. 10 The electromagnet, which forms the exciting field 
through the discs , weighs 1500 ton and stands 20 ft high. The 
quivalent electrical capacitance is some 5000 F, and discharge 
urrents of up to 1 · 8 x l 06 A have been obtained. 
Electromagnets 
High magnetic fields of the magnitude and duration 
lvc are considering here are generated exclusively by water-
; ooled 'air-cored' electromagnets. Tran-cored electromagnets L __ 
'.)a per 5516 P , first received 1s t Augus t an d in revised form 16th Novem-:Je r 1967 
~r. Carden is with the Depa rtment o f Engineering Physies, Australian ~ ational University, Canberra ACT, Australia · 
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are limited by saturation to about 40kGs. Superconducting 
electromagnets are limited to about 120kGs. Above this 
figure, the only means of generation is by copper or copper-
alloy solenoids. For other than very short duration fields, 
water cooling is essential. Electric current densities up to 
40kA/cm2 and power densities up to 3 kW /cm 3 are common. 
Field intensities, dimensions and powers of the lamest avail-
able electromagnets are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH-FIELD-MAGNET LABORATORIES 
Number 
Highest 
Highest available power 
of high-field-Country 
magnet available -
la borato ries field Continuous Pulsed 
kGs MW MW 
Australia l 165 300 (1 s) 
5 (1 min) Europe (excluding 2 90 4 
USS R) 
Japan . . I 120 4 UK 3 130 3·5 
USA 7 205 8 32 (4s) 
Many different types of water-cooled magnets are described 
elsewhere. 4 • 5 , 7 A particularly successful design was developed 
by Francis Bitter2 in 1936. This design is essentially of a single-
layer solenoid. In its simplest form each turn consists of a set 
of thin copper discs, each with a central hole and a radial slit. 
The discs are interleaved with each other and with similar 
discs of insulation to form a continuous helix, the overlap 
between adjacent discs being up to 90°. Specially shaped end 
plates are used to make contact with the end discs, thus 
enabling connection to the power source and to provide a 
means of axially clamping the stack of discs together. 
4 ANU facilities 
The Australian National University Magnet Labora-
tory has at present one Bitter electromagnet producing 
Fig. 1 
View of magnet with cryostat above 
Busbars and cables joining magnet and isolator can be seen and also the cooling-water pipes 
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5kGs and requ1nng 5 MW, 25000A and I000gal/min of oling water (Fig. I). A 300 kGs magnet is presently being signed. This will require 200kA and 3000gal/min of cooling 
ter to remove the 30 MW of heat generated. These magnets 
[
pare favourably with what is available now in other parts 
he world, as can be seen from Table I. 
t the AN U, current is carried from the h.p.g. in 
minium busbars through an electrolytic variable resistor 
a hydraulically operated isolator to the magnet. 
Current control and circuit breaker 
The primary purpose of the electrolytic variable resistor 
o act as a circuit breaker, but it also provides current 
iHtrol to within a few per cent of any desired law, as can be 
il by the examples in Fig. 2. It was built in the first place 
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examples of field waveforms and associated depths of immersion ·~ electrolytic variable resistor I 
ntervals of Is are shown 
5 on the 5th August 1966; curve (a) is an exponentially decaying field wave-of peak value 140 kGs. Th e circuit resistance is maintained constant, as ted by the depth-of-immersion curve (b) . I~ on the 5th April 1967 ; curve (c) shows one of the nearest approaches to •int field achieved. The peak value is 96kGs 
(d) shows the corresponding depth of immersion 
·ovide a test load for the h.p.g.3• 9 Essentially a 70001b 
1j. of caustic so_da is raised by a hydraulic servos-ystem to 
1erge to varying degrees a set of steel electrode plates. 
1servo input is by means of easily cut wooden cams, 
n 
I'.. 
1 --------
.. , 1-c 1s 
cttrl'e sho1Vs an actual recording of electrolytic-resistor tank 'aiainst time during a trial circuit hreak, together with the !anding record of liigh-jield-magnet voltage showing acceptable ' voltage at break 
I 
dt 
exce pt that there is a secondary servo input operative only 
al the extreme limits of travel of the tank to bring it to rest, and a latch mechani sm to disengage the primary servosystern. T he variable resistor acts as a circuit breaker whenever the latch is operated, the effect being to drop the tank away 
from the electrodes in a fraction of a second. Fig. 3 shows a 
recording of tank height against time during a trial circuit 
break. The device is known to break currents of over a 
million amperes effectively, and is expected to operate satis-
factorily with the currents and magnet inductances anticipated 
in the future . 
6 Electrical isolator 
An isolator capable of carrying 200kA has been inclu-
ded in the circuit for reasons of safety and to facilitate circuit 
checking. [t is, of course, an essential item when more than 
one magnet is available for connection to the h.p .g. 
The ANU design is intended to be compact to match the 
geometry of the busbar system. The principle of operation is 
shown in Fig. 4 . A single row of copper bars of alternate 
8 
Fig. 4 
Diagram of 200kA isolator (actual height about 2ft) showing principle of operation 
A Vertical canti lever conductors clamped at lower end. B Bridging pieces capable of sliding in direction shown at C connect two adjacent verticals or separate them with insulation . D Heavy arrows and frame represent contact squeezing system operating at 'switching line' 
polarity enter the isolator hori zonta lly, turn at right angles 
and rise vertically to a 'switching line'. A similar set of 
separate bars drop vertically from the sw itching line to the 
level of the incomi ng bars , turn at right angles and continue 
horizontally out of the isolator. The two sets of vertical bars 
are interleaved and firmly clamped at their lower ends. The 
upper ends may be slightly sp rung a part and are, in fact, 
interleaved yet again with a se t of copper bridging bars at the 
switching line. When a hydraulic clamp acting along the 
switching line is pressurised, the ci rcuit through both poles of 
the isolator is complete. On the other hand, when this clamp 
is relaxed and the bridging set is moved horizontally, Bakelite 
insulating sections are drawn between the contacts, thus 
effecting electrical isolation . 
The bridging set is moved by hydraulic means, and the 
whole switching sequence is controlled by an electronic logic 
circuit which derives information from limit switches and 
pressure switches on the isolator. 
7 Water-cooling system 
The water-cooling system comprises the bulk of the 
equipment of the magnet laboratory. It is capable of forcing 
4000gal/min of chemically pure water through a magnet at 
200lbf/in 2 . It operates in a pulsed manner to match the nature 
of the power received from the h.p.g. The water travels in a 
closed loop (Fig. 5) rapidly during a pulse, between a cold 
storage tank, through a magnet to a hot storage tank, and 
slowly during the period of recharge of the h.p.g., from hot 
storage, through a heat exchanger back to cold storage. 
During the rapid part of this cycle, the flow is powered 
by means of compressed air stored in a ?ft-diameter spherical 
reservoir and released to the space above the water in the 
cold-water storage tank by means of an electrohydraulic 
servo-controlled 3 in· air valve. The servosystem is, in turn, 
controlled from an electronic variable-function generator, 
whose function may be tailored more or less by trial and 
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error to obtain the desired water-flow law. In this way, water 
may be conserved and matched to the magnet power law. 
Control of water flow by throttling air flow is to be preferred 
230 ft 3 
500 lb/in2max 
3 in electrohydraulic servo 
air control valve 
compressa-
120'.) imp gallon 
capacity 
't'==X I magnet I I -,-=. -=...-::. = 
H 6in pipe ~--~ 
-line 
multistcige centrifugal pt.mp 100 golknin at 500 
,---~ lb/i n2 
to cooling tower 
Fig. 5 
Diagram of water-cooling sy .<,tem showing essential components capacities, pressures etc. 
Valves marked H are hydraulically operated on or off 
to direct throttling of the water. Firstly, the size of the valve 
to be servo-operated is smaller for air throttling; secondly, 
one obtains a si;nooth water flow free from the danger of 
water hammer; and thirdly, there is a slight thermodynamic 
advantage gained from air throttling, in that the energy 
dissipated in the throttle is returned to the air causing further 
expansion. However, a simple on- off water valve is required 
to prevent initial flow by gravitation and to finally halt flow 
after a pulse when compressed air still in the cold reservoir 
would otherwise maintain it. This valve is hydraulically 
operated and is equipped with a hydraulic device which limits 
the closing rate, thus preventing water hammer. 
A feature of the ANU cooling system is the conservation 
of compressed air. After a pulse, a high-pressure multistage 
centrifugal pump is used to pump the water in 5 min or so 
from hot storage through a heat exchanger to co.Id storage. In 
so doing, compressed air is displaced through a bypass valve 
back into the compressed-air reservoir. This feature, besides 
, being an economical way to compress air, ensures the mini-
mum time between pulses. 
7.1 Dissolved air 
Building a water-circulating system where water and 
compressed air were in contact for appreciable times was hot 
' engaged upon before considerable thought was given before-
hand to the problem of dissolved air in the water. This was 
particularly pertinent because of the possible deleterious 
effects of oxidation upon the many electrical contacts within 
a Bitter solenoid. However, it was clear that this danger 
could be reduced by using chemically pure water, and in any 
case in principle a_n impermeable membrane could always be 
, inserted in the cold storage tank to separate air and water. 
A theoretical study based on the known diffusion properties 
'' of air in water revealed that the solution rate of air depended 
on the mean exposure time of water molecule1S to the regions 
, close to the water surface adjacent to the compressed air. ,I The study appearing in detail in Appendix 11 may be sum-
, marised by Fig. 6, where it will be seen that short exposure 
times, characteristic of rapid eddies of small dimensions, 
favour rapid solution. Consequent to this study, return water 
' from the heat exchanger was introduced into the 6 in-diameter 
'outlet pipe of the cold storage tank rather than directly into 
11· it, in order to reduce eddy velocities at the surface. During 
1the 'pumpback' part of the water cycle, we have measured 
solution rates corresponding to an exposure time of l - 2min 
(A in Fig. 6). It is interesting to note that viscous effects 
;at the cold-water storage-tank wall during refill would be 
'1 PROC. JEE, Vol. I 15, No. 5, MAY 1968 I 
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expected to limit the eddy velocity to the same order of 
magnitude as the rate of rise of water level (Fig. 7), i.e. ½ ft/min. Assuming a water-surface exposure distance of 
'20'/o 
per min 
"O"/o 
per min 
1'Yo 
per min 
B-
~lb/in2 
400 
' 300 
~ 200 
0 ·1¾ 
per min 
0 ·1S 1s 10S 1 min 2min 3rnn Orm 
Fig. 6 
Rate of solution of dissolved gas in water against mean exposure time of water molecules to surface layer 
Rate of solution expressed as percentage of saturated value at atmospheric pressure per minute 
AER 
a b 
Fig. 7 
Diagrams illustrating probable flo w eddy currents m cold store 
a During slo w filling (pump back) b During pulsing In (a), measured rates of so lution are compatible with the assumptions that surface velocity = rate of rise of surface level(½ ft/min) and mean exposure distance = 1 ft 
I ft (vessel radius 3 ft), the expected maximum exposure time 
would therefore be 2 min. Hence it appears that we have 
reduced the solution of air to the lowest rate possible during 
this part of the cycle. 
However, during the rapid-flow pulse through the magnet, 
conditions are quite - different in the cold storage vessel. 
Apparently the rapid entry of compressed air induces surface 
turbulence, giving a twentyfold increase in rates of solution 
and a corresponding exposure time of only 1 /4s or so (C in 
Fig. 6). Despite this high rate of solution, the duration is 
comparatively short, and the total quantity of air introduced 
is, in fact, about the same as during the slower more docile 
part of the cycle. . 
Clearly the dissolved-air concentration would build up to 
saturation values 'and remain so if a deaerating plant were 
not included. We have built a vacuum deaerating unit which 
treats continuously 10 gal/min drawn from the hot-water 
storage tank and returned to it so as to promote mixing. In 
this way, the concentration in the hot storage tank is made to 
decay exponentially overnight to less than 1 % of the equili-
brium concentration at ambient temperature and atmospheric 
pressure. Thus we have ensured that the magnet will not be 
exposed unnecessarily during periods when it is not in use. 
When more magnets are brought into service using the same 
cooling system, and it is shown that dissolved air is indeed 
harmful, it may be necessary to fix a plastic bag inside the 
cold storage vessel to separate the two media. Plans are well 
in hand for doing this when the occasion arises. 
7.2 Water purity 
Water purity is monitored by means of a conductivity 
cell and meter, and is generally below I µmho/cm. Materials 
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ed in contact with the water have been selected for their ·istancc to corrosion in the presence of oxygen. Thin-walled o to 16s. w.g.) pipes and vessels are generally of stain-•~ steel. Large pipes, 6in diameter, are of mild steel with internal formaldehyde coating. The interiors of 6 in valves the cold storage tank (a pressure vessel) are similarly lined. 
1~ use of corrosion-resistant materials a11d linings has been 
1~nded to include the compressed-air reservoir and con-ing pipework to the cold storage vessel. This has been e to prevent scale being produced in a region where it 
1/ easily be blown into the water and finally block the small 
1~ing holes in the magnet (typically I /8 in-diameter or less). commercial demineralising plant is in use having a city of I 00 gal/h and a special oxygen-resistant element. 
Design considerations 
The essential elements of the water-cooling system and r sizes are shown in Fig. 5. The capacity of the storage :s is related to the energy-storage capacity of the h.p.g. ,1e maximum of 500 MJ is released (no matter at what ier level), the temperature rise in the 160 ft 3 or so of 1lable water will be 9degC. However, when allowance 'lade for margins at 'either end of a pulse (to ensure a r pulse always occurs within the period of a water pulse), for reduced capacity in cases where high pressures are ired, as will be explained later, a more likely figure he water-temperature rise through the magnet is 20 or fgC. Higher average water-temperature rises are not 1Sable, because hot spots in a magnet are always likely to ,\ase local water-temperature rises considerably, because, economical heat transfer in the heat exchanger and :iated heat sink, magnet inlet water temperatures may high as 30°C, and because boiling within the magnet be avoided owing to the possibility of an unstable heat-:fer condition. 1 · 8 
pe sizes in the pulse circuit have been selected as a )romise between cost and friction drop over the length ,ved (dictated by the geometry of the building). 
r constant-flow pulses, the air valve is throttled in such nner as to maintain constant pressure in the cold storage I, despite the consequent drop in pressure in the air foir. Obviously the cold-storage-vessel pressure can only aintained as long. as it is lower than the air-reservoir Ure. The quantity of water Q transferred before equality ·essure occurs depends on the dimensions of the air roir (volume V), the initial pressure P0 within it, and essure being maintained in the cold storage vessel P2. sis shows that, for adiabatic conditions in both vessels, 
'. Q = -~(Po _ I) 
y P2 
' 1
1g the ratio of specific heats of air at constant volume onstant pressure. The capacity of the air reservoir, , has been chosen so that all the water may be expelled :the cold storage when the pressure is maintained there f the initial air-reservoir pressure. Under these condi-,a flow of 4000gal/min may be maintained at a pressure ntial of I 25 lbf/in 2 at the magnet. Higher pressures. may ained for shorter pulse times. · 
System control 
\
1 
The safe, efficient control of the equipment described 11\a rily occupied a great deal of the designer's attention. l~atifying, but at the same time sobering, to realise that rst few months of operation most of the safety routines ed were at one time or another called upon to prevent terous sitLmtion developing. 
';tically all the logic circuitry consists of identical s, each of which may be made to perform the logic , ns of AND or OR and which contain a driver stage b energise indicating lights and relays. The modules, ) H the ANU, use silicon transistors mounted on plug-in circuits. 
lie displays are used extensively. An inexpensive, ~ and flexible method for constructing mimic diagrams :en developed which makes use of ink drawings on 
I 
drawing material. 
Operations immediately prior and during a pulse are com-pletely automatic. The circuit checks that all is ready and a llows initiation by a 'start' signal which commences two cycles of events in parallel: one involving the h.p.g. and the variable-resistor control cam; and the other involving the commencement of water flow through the magnet and the closure of the isolator. After several seconds, before current has begun to flow, stock is taken of the situation, so to speak . [f all is satisfactory, the latch mechanism on the variable resistor is actuated just as the control cam is about to com-mand the rise of the electrolyte tank. 
Protection is provided against poor synchronisation of the energy and cooling pulses, as well as the more obvious con-ditions of inadequate water flow compared to magnet power and magnet overheating. 
During the pumping-back stage of the cycle, pumps and valves are operated manually by remote control. 
Between pulses, magnet resistance and busbar insulation resistance are monitored automatically. 
Several permanent protective routines are built into the control system which operate at all times, whether the equip-ment is under a~tomatic control or manual control, as it would be for instance during maintenance periods. One of the most important of these ensures that the high pressures (up to 500 lbf/in 2) which may be contained in the air reservoir are not allowed to pass to the magnet casing and hoses, which are rated at only 200lbf/in 2. Another ensures that a cooling pulse will not continue past the point where the cold-water reservoir is empty. 
9 Conclusion 
Perhaps the only criticism that can be levelled at the h.p.g. is that highly precise current control has not yet been achieved. This has not concerned experimenters so far, but as magnet powers increase we are likely to have less and less control over repeatability and pulse shape unless steps are taken to improve the situation. 
R. A. Marshall of this department is working on the design of radially movable brushes connecting the two rotors. These will enable precise control of the h.p.g. voltage with response times dependent only on the mechanism moving the brushes. Considering this modification and the experience of over 500 pulses during the past year of operation of the 165 kGs magnet, indications are that the combination of homopolar generator and air-ct.riven cooling system is suitahle for handling magnet powers of many tens of megawatts. · 
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11 Appendix 
Mechanism of solution of air in the cold sto·rage vessel 
Consider first a vessel partially full of water containing no dissolved air and having absolutely no motion. If the rest of the vessel is now filled with compressed air, we may consider that the surface layer of the water instantaneously dissolves air up to the equilibrium concentration level given by Henry's law. 
PROC. IEE, Vol. l 15, No. 5, MAY 1968 
' 
Henry's law applie,d to our case states that the equilibrium concentration of dissolved oxygen or nitrogen in water at a certain temperature is proportional to the partial pressure of the gas in contact with the water. 
Migration of the dissolved gas beyond the surface layer is a process of diffusion, the basic equation of which is · 
QC 
J = - D -ax 
where J = diffusion flux, e.g. grammes of dissolved gas cross-ing unit area per second (the area being parallel to the water 
surface); 
c = local i·nstantaneous concentration of dissolved gas, 
, e.g. g/cm3 
x = distance co-ordinate normal to the surface, cm 
D = diffusion coefficient whose value has been taken for 
the components of air as 
D = 10- 4 cm2/s 
The result of the diffusion process is that the saturated surface layer grows in depth, and one may gauge the rate of growth by defining a boundary depth Z so that, from the air-water interface to depth Z, the water is substantially saturated, i.e. it is at or close to the equilibrium concentration level, and beyond Z the concentration is substantially zero. 
It can be simply shown that Z is of the order of magnitude 
Z = , l (Dte) 
where re is the time for which the water surface has been 
exposed to the compressed air. 
Substitution of representative values will show that, when there is no motion in the water, the relative amount of dis-solved air entering the water is quite insignificant; e.g. if te = I Omin Z ~ ¾cm, which must be compared with an average depth of remaining uncontaminated water of approxi-
mately 80cm. 
Let us now consider the case where there is motion within the water of the form of nonturbulent eddy currents of a irculatory nature about horizontal axes (Fig. 8). There may be a number of these currents circula ting in different directions. We are interested in those which have the air- water interface as a boundary. Each of these may be considered as disturbing he surface over -a length y and width x , the characteristic mrface velocity (in they direction) being v. 
e 
The exposure time for a surface particle will therefore be 
y 
V 
Nhen a surface particle finally submerges after time te, we nay consider that the water to a depth Z below it has reached ·•·aturation. We will assume that this saturated layer mixes 
·1 
OC. IEE, Vol. 115, No. 5, MAY 1968 I 
-~ 
thoroughly with the rest of the water before being exposed to the surface again. 
air 
1 y I.---- --, 1-- m terfac e 
.1,--.v.-->-.:---,···.·,;' l l_'G·•:' J-P,·· ~/ 
·.- .·. ~-:_ ·_-,_· ;_·~-· ;~~~~ <· __ ;: ~ -~-.: 
a 
V 
~ 
Fig. 8 
Idealised eddy currents illustrating terms used in the analysis 
a Side view 
b Plan view 
In time t, therefore, the total surface area exposed will be 
A = vtx(~) 
e xy 
where A is the area of the interface surface, A/xy being the number of eddy systems di sturb.ing the surface. 
The total volume of water reaching saturation is therefore 
Vs = AeZ 
= vtA \!(Dt) 
Y e 
= ✓ (~)At 
The average rate of increase in concentration over water volume Vis 
6.Cav = VsCs = f(D) Cs 
t Vt 'Y le h 
where Cs is the equilibrium (saturated) concentration and h is the characteristic depth of water ( = V/ A). _ 
Fig. 6 is a plot of this equation for various air pressures, the water temperature being about 20° C and h ~ 1 m. The ordinate dC0 Jdt is for any component of air in terms of percentage of saturation at atmospheric pressure. 
It will be seen that, during pumpback, measured values of dC
0 vf dt for oxygen imply te ~ 1- 2min, which, as explained in the text, is about as large as one can expect with ideal-flow re-entry geometry. 
During pulsing, dC
0 Jdt was found to be very high, indi-cating short exposure times consistent with small rapid eddies 
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SUMMARY 
The High Field Magnet Laboratory at Canberra is 
described. High-field water-cooled electromagnets produce 
magnetic fields of hundreds of kilogauss, consume megawatts 
of power and require thousands of gallons of cooling water per 
minute. 
Engineering details are given of the pulsed water 
cooling system, electrical and control systems, and instru-
mentation. 
The paper is prefaced by a description of the Can-
berra homopolar generator used as energy store and power 
source for the Magnet Laboratory, and by a discussion of the 
scientific uses of high magnetic fields. 
111 
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1. 
1. Introduction 
The int_ention of this paper is to describe in some detail the equipment and 
facilities at Australia's first and only High Field Magnet Laboratory. However, since 
the Laboratory depends entirely for its power supply upon a unique energy storage de-
vice lmown as a homopolar generator, and since each electromagnet, together with 
its cooling equipment form with the homopolar generator an integrated system for the 
transformation and ·control of energy, · some space will first be devoted to a brief des-
cription of the homopolar generator and its capabilities. A fuller description will be 
found in references 1, 2 and 3. 
The electromagnets we are speaking of consume from 5 MW d. c . upwards 
to an easily conceivable 100 MW. The homopolar generator can meet these power re-
qufrements and has in fact repeatedly delivered powers of 300 MW or more. Further, 
the techniques are well established for increasing this threefold. However, being es-
sentially a storage device, discharge times are a function of power, the product of the 
two being limited to 500 MW seconds (megajoules). 
1. 1 Homopolar Generators 
It was Michael Faraday, towards the middle of the last century who 
constructed the forerunner of the homopolar machine. He rotated a disc through which 
passed a magnetic field and observed an e.m.f. between the disc axis and a stationary 
contact rubbing on the outer edge of the disc. By taking care to preserve cylindrical 
symmetry in the exciting field and in the arrangement of electrical contacts and conduc-
tors, such a device can be in fact converted into a highly efficient transformer of me-
chanical (shaft turning) energy into electric energy. Such a device is termed a homo-
polar (or unipolar) generator, h. p. g. for short. On the other hand if a large degree of 
asymmetry in magnetic field is introduced, and rubbing contacts are dispensed with, 
the generated currents will flow within the disc itself forming a useful braking device 
often used in watt hour meters, speedometers and the like. 
The symmetrical device, the h. p. g., is in fact reversible, i.e. 
when fed with current in the reverse direction it will motor. The Canberra h. p. g. 
(see Figure 1) has no mechanical connections to its shaft at all, but has large mas-
sive discs which accelerate when fed with electrical energy, thus storing it in the 
form of kinetic energy. The energy is reconverted into an electrical output by 
merely connecting the load of appropriate impedance across the discs through spe-
cial brush gear. The efficiency of conversion is normally 99%. 
The Canberra machine has four rotating discs e~ch weighing twenty 
tons. At full storage capacity, the peripheries of the discs are moving at two thirds 
the speed of sound, and this is the rubbing speed for the outer brushes. The electro-
magnet which forms the exciting field through the disc weighs 1500 tons and stands 
25 feet high. The equivalent electrical capacity of the h. p. g. is some 5, 000 farads 
and discharge currents of up to 1. 8 million amperes, lasting for a second or so have 
been obtained. The electrical feature most essential for its application to the genera-
tion of high magnetic fields, however, is the maximum stored energy--500 megajoules . 
Introduction 
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It is this feature which enables the powering of electromagnets requiring tens of me-gawatts for periods of several seconds--long enough for the majority of experimental applications and longer than is possible anywhere else in the world. 
Figure 1. 
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Diagram (half section) of the Canberra homopolar generator showing schematically the current paths (arrows), brush rings (A), rotors (B), bearings (C), and energising magnet steel yoke (D). 
1. 2 High Magnetic Fields and Solid State Physics 
The chief experimental use of high magnetic, fields is in the sphere of solid state physics. This branch of pure science has steadily grown in importance i since World War II and received a tremendous boost with the invention of the transistor, 
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which grew directly from the results of research in this field. Since then, other semi-conductor and magnetic devices, lasers and the like have eventuated, showing the pro-mise of this tN)e of research. 
In many respects, the physics of the solid state is complementary to atomic physics which for so long has outshone it in prestige. For it is in the solid state, where atoms and molecules c rystalise and interact in orderly fashion, that one must change from considering the properties of individual atoms to the consideration rather of one ·la'rge atom with millions of permissible electron orbits and new quantum proper-ties. 
In many branches of science, a method of study is to distort the ob-ject of study and try to build up a lmowledge of its properties from the relation between the properties of the distorting influence and its observed effect. Examples of this ap-proach are to be found in nuclear physics and chemistry and this essentially is how high magnetic fields are used in the study of the solid state. Most properties of matter in the solid state are influenced to some extent by an imposed magnetic field, this being a result of the fact that the interaction between atoms is largely electro-magnetic in nature. It is not surprising therefore that high field electromagnets have proved an in-valuable tool, comparable to some degree to the accelerators of atomic physics . 
1.3 Electromagnets 
High magnetic fields of the magnitude and duration we are considering here are generated exclusively by water-cooled "air-cored" electromagnets. Iron cored electromagnets are limited by the magnetic saturation property of ferrous materials to about 40 kilogauss. Super-conducting electromagnets, devices which make use of the fact that certain exotic materials at very low temperatures have zero electrical resis-tance, are limited to just over 100 kilogauss. Above this figure the most economical means of generation appears to be with copper or copper alloy conducting material formed into a solenoid configuration. For other than very short duration fields, water cooling is essential. Electric current densities of up to 40 k amps/cm2 and ·power den-sities of up to 3 kw/ cm3 are common. Field intensities, dimensions and powers of the largest available electromagnets are shown in Table I. 
A particularly successful design of magnet has been developed by an American, Francis Bitter. The Bitter design is essentially of a single layer solenoid. In its simplest form, each turn consists of a set of thin copper discs, each with a cen-tral hole and a radial slit. The discs are interleaved with each other and with similar discs of insulation to form a continuous helix as illustrated in Figure 2, the overlap between adjacent discs being up to 90°. Specially shaped end plates are used to make contact with the end discs, thus enabling connection to the power source and to provide a means of axially clamping the stack of discs together. On energising such a stack, an accessible magnetic field occurs in the central hole, largely in the axial direction. 
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TABLE I 
Number of high field Highest avail- Highest available power Country magnet laboratories able field k. g. M.W. 
continuous pulsed 
Australia 1 165 300 MWfo . 
1 sec., 
5 MW for 
1 min. 
I 
( Europe I 
(excluding 2 I 90 4 
U.S. S. R.) I 
I 
I j 
I 
/ 
I 
Japan ,J 120 4 ) 
U.K. 3 t 130 3.5 I ! 
r 
U.S. A. 7 i 205 8- 32 for 
4 sec. ' ! l 
U.S. S.R. ? I ? t ? ? } . 
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Figure 2. One turn of a typical Bitter disc comprising two copper 
discs A and B and one insulating disc C, all split and 
interleaved. Holes are for water cooling. 
4 
r 
Figure 3. View of Magnet with cryostat above. 
the cooling water pipes. 
Busbar and cables joining magnet and isolator can b~ seen, and also 
01 
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The interaction of the current with the magnetic field produces tre-mendous bursting forces and in fact the design of these magnets is in many respects similar to the design of thick-walled cylindrical pressure vessels. A magnetic field of 150 k. gauss is somewhat similar to a pressure acting in the central access hole of 13,000 p. s. i. The relationship is a square law, which points immediately to the limi-tation of unreinforced copper of about 52, 000 p. s. i. for 300 k. gauss. 
The situation is worsened by the fact that the copper discs have to be perforated with numerous cooling water holes (aligned in the axial direction) and are in any case operating at an appreciable temperature. 
2. The A. N. U. Facilities 
The Australian National University Magnet Laboratory has at present one Bitter electromagnet producing up to 165 kilogauss and requiring 5 MW, 25, 000 am-peres and 1000 g. p. m. of cooling water (see Figure 3). A 300 kilogauss magnet is being designed: this will require 200, 000 amperes and require 3, 000 g. p. m. of cooling water to remove the 30 MW of heat generated. These magnets compare favourably with what is available now in other parts of the world as can be seen from Table I. 
At the A. N. U., current is carried from the h. p. g. in aluminium busbars through an electrolytic variable resistor and a hydraulically operated isolator to the magnet. The electrical circuit is shown in Figure 4. 
I 
,--------- ••• ./..A I Isolator I vvyvvvv· • / __ 
t 1 
• •5 m 52 - oo 25 ko. 
1 
..._ • 
1 
5000 Farads t: / ~/mH 
Initially I 
200V. 1 ( \ 
,v 350 V• ---------------------~I '- ~lmsz. 
) .._ / 
Figure 4. Equivalent electrical circuit diagram of homopolar generator 
(capacitor ~ 5, 000 farads), electrolytic variable resistor 
(and busbar resistance) cO to ~ . 5 m r2 - , isolator and 
magnet inductance and resistance (approx. 1 mH and 8 m r2 ) . 
The variable resistor acts as current controller and circuit 
breaker. 
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2. 1 Current Control and Circuit Breaker 
The primary purpose of the electrolytic variable resistor is to act as a circuit breaker but it also provides current control to within a few percent of any desired law. _It was built in the first place to provide a test load for the h.p.g. (see Blarney et al, reference 1). Essentially a 7, 000 lb. tank of caustic soda is raised by a hydraulic servo system to submerge to varying degree a set of steel electrode plates.5 The servo input is by means of easily-cut wooden cams, except that there is a secondary servo input operative only at the extreme limits of travel 
7 
of the . tank to bring it to rest, and a latch mechanism to disengage the primary servo system. The variable resistor acts as a circuit breaker whenever the latch is op-erated, the effect being to drop the tank away from the electrodes in a fraction of a second. Figure 5 shows a view of the variable resistor and Figure 6 shows ,an actual recording of tank height vs. time during a trial circuit break. The device is known to break currents of over a million amperes effectively and is expected to operate satisfactorily with the currents and magnet inductances anticipated. 
Figure 5. 
--- ~' 
Photo of electrolytic variable resistor circuit breaker in open c-ircuit position, i.e. tank lowered. The wooden cam which provides input information to the height-controlling hydraulic servo-mechanism can be seen clearly. The overhead busbar system is designed to take the full 1. 6 million amperes capa-ble of being delivered by the homopolar generator. 
' •I 
f 
I 
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Figure 6. Upper curve shows an actual recording of electrolytic 
resistor tank height vs. time during a trial circuit 
break, together with the corresponding record of high 
field magnet voltage showing acceptable reverse voltage 
at break. 
2. 2 Electrical Isolator 
An isolator capable of carrying 200,000 amperes has been included 
8 
in the circuit for reasons of safety and to facilitate circuit checking. It is, of course, an essential item when more than one magnet is available for connection to the h. p. g. 
The A. N. U. design is intended to be campact to match the geometry of thebusbar system. The principle of operation is shown in Figure 7. A single row of copper bars of alternate polarity enter the isolator horizontally, turn right .angles and rise vertically to a "switching line". A similar set of separate bars drop vertically from the switching line to the level of the incoming bars, turn at right angles and cont-inue horizontally out of the isolator. The two sets of vertical bars are interleaved and firmly clamped at their lower• ends. The upper ends may be slightly sprung apart and are in fact interleaved yet again with a set of copper bridging bars at the switching line. When a hydraulic clamp acting along the switching line is pressurised, the circ-uit through both poles of the isolator is complete. On the other hand, when this clamp is relaxed and the bridging set moved horizontally, bakelite insulating sections are drawn between the contacts thus effecting electrical isolation. 
The bridging set is moved by hydraulic means and the whole switching sequence is controlled by an electronic logic circuit which derives information from limit switches and pressure switches on the isolator. Figure 8 is a logic diagram showing the connection between operations involved in opening and closing the isolator. 
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Figure 7. 
C ...... 
I I U I Ii 
Diagram of 200 kiloamp isolator (actual height about 2 ft) 
showing principle of operation. (A) Vertical cantilever con-
ductors clamped at lower end. (B) Bridging pieces capable 
of sliding in direction shown at (C) connect two adjacent 
verticals or separate them with insulation. (D) Heavy arrows 
and frame represent contact squeezing system operating at 
"switching line". 
2. 3 Water Cooling System 
9 
The water cooling system comprises the bulk of the equipment of the Magnet Laboratory. This system is capable of forcing 4, 000 gallons per minute of chemically pure water through a magnet at 200 p. s. i. It operates in a pulsed manner to match the nature of the power received from the h. p. g. The water travels in a closed loop, rapidly during a pulse, between a cold storage tank, through a magnet to a hot storage tank (see Figure 9); and slowly during the period of recharging the h.p.g ., from hot storage, through a heat exchanger back to cold storage. 
During the rapid part of this cycle, the flow is powered by means of compressed air stored in a 7-foot diameter spherical reservoir and released to the space above the water in the cold water storage tank by means of an electrohydraulic servo controlled 3 in. air valve. The servo system is in turn controlled from an electronic variable function generator whose function may be tailored more or less by trial and error to obtain the desired water flow law. In this way water may be conserved and matched to the magnet power law. Control of water flow by throttling 
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The lower diagram is a schematic 
of the isolator. The heavy lines 
represent the incoming and outgoing 
current paths. The isolator may be 
closed by insertion of bridging bars 
(shown as an "H" sideways) and appl-
ication of squeeze pressure shown 
diagrammatically as a small ram 
above the upper current lead. X2I 
and X3I are limit switches which 
send a "1" when activated by the 
bridging bars! Xll is a switch 
which sends a "1" when the squeeze 
ram is released. 
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S14 and S15 are normally "0", 
but change to "1" for a period 
of about 3 seconds at the beg-
inning and end respectively of 
a current pulse. 
M9A and M9B are the only -man-
ual controls associated with the 
isolator and are effective only 
in "non op" mode. 
Solenoids A and B operate 
the hydraulic control valves in the 
direction shown when signals R6 and 
R5 respectively are "1 ". 
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Figure 8. Isolator Logic Diagram 
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Figure 9. The cold storage tank (spherical), hot storage 
tank and some of the piping and valves. 
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air flow is to be preferred to direct throttling of the water. Firstly, the size of the valve to be servo operated is smaller for air throttling. Secondly, one obtains a smooth water flow free from the danger of water hammer, and thirdly, there is a slight thermodynamic advantage gained from air throttling in that the energy dissi-pated in the throttle is returned to the air causing further expansion. However, a simple on-off water valve is required to prevent initial flow _by gravitation and to finally halt flow after a pulse when compressed air still in the cold reservoir would otherwise maintain it. This valve is hydraulically operated and is equipped with a hydraulic device which limits the closing rate thus preventing water hammer. 
12 
A feature of the A. N. U. cooling system is the conservation of com-pressed air. After a pulse, a high pressure multistage centrifugal pump is used to pump tlie water in 5 minutes or so from hot storage through heat exchanger to cold storage. In so doing, compressed air is displaced through a bypass valve back into the compressed air reservoir . This feature, besides being an economical way to compress air, ensures the minimum time between pulses. 
2.3.1 Dissolved air 
Building a water circulating system where water and com-pressed air were in contact for appreciable times was not engaged upon before consi-derable thought was given beforehand to the problem of dissolved air in the water. This was particularly pertinent because of the possible deleterious effects of oxida-tion upon the many· electrical contacts within a Bitter solenoid. However, it was clear that this danger could be reduced by ensuring chemically pure water and in any case in principle an impermeable membrane could always be inserted in the cold storage tank to separate air and water. A theoretical study based on the known diffusion properties of air in water revealed that there was a great dependence on the mean exposure time of water- molecules to the regions close to the water surface adjacent to the compres-sed air. The study, appearing in detail in Appendix I, may be summarised by Figure 10, where it will be seen that short exposure times, characteristic of rapid eddies of small dimensions, favour rapid solution. Consequent to this study, return water from the heat exchanger was introduced into the 6 in. diameter outlet pipe of the cold storage tank rather· than directly into it in order to reduce eddy velocities at the . surface. Ideal-ly, by means of flow dispersing vanes, it should be possible to reduce surface veloci-ties to the order of magnitude of the rate of change of water level, but because such devices are bound to interfere with the rapid efflux of water from the cold storage ves-sel, they have not been considered. It is thought that the rate of change of level has a , limiting effect because of viscous effects at the tank walls (see Figure 11). It was thought that surface velocities during the slow refilling of the cold store would be some-, where between the efflux velocity from the 6 in. pipe and the rate of rise of level, i.e. , somewhere between 45 ft/min and 1/2 ft/min. Assuming a surface exposure distance of 1 ft (vessel radius 3 ft), it was therefore concluded that exposure times should be I -
1 between one or two seconds and 2 min. Recent measurements (Figure 10) on the sys-, tern indicate that actual values of exposure time are between 1 and 2 min. 
201'/min 
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1l/11'1in 
. /',,/min 
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Figure 10. Rate of solution of dissolved gas in water vs. mean exposure time of water molecules to surface layer. Rate of solution is expr-essed as percentage of saturated value at atmospheric pressure per minute. 
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a 
Diagrams illustrating probable flow eddy currents in cold store (a) during slow filling (pump back) and (b) during 
pulsing. 
During the rapid flow pulse through the magnet, conditions are quite different in the cold storage vessel. Apparently the rapid entry of compres-sed air ind~ces surface turbulence giving a 20-fold increase in rates of solution and a corresponding exposure time of only 1/4 second or so. This effect is worsened no , doubt by the fact that it is customary to begin a pulse with the cold stored water at atmospheric pressure. The small air space above the water ha$ therefore first to be pressurised, causing the initial air velocity to be quite high for a short time. 
Despite the high rate of solution during-a pulse, the dura-tion is comparatively short and the total qu~tity of air introduced is in fact about the \\11 same as during the slower more docile part of the cycle. 
. The initial development of the magnet cooling system was \ based on an assumed average figure for air solution of O. 5% per minute during a , working· day's cycling. The percentage figure refers to the percentage of the equili-\ brium air concentration at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. On this 
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basis, 100% corresponds to approximately 8 p. p. m. (by weight) of dissolved oxygen and 16 p. p. m. of nitrogen. (The laboratory acquired a biological dissolved oxygen meter calibrated to this scale which has proved most useful in understanding the me-chanism of air solution.) It was planned to provide a vacuum deaerator capable of reducing _the air concentration overnight to a low value. The simplest way of operating this deaerator was to draw off from the hot water storage tank a continuous flow for treatment and to return the deaerated water to a different part of the same tank. Pro-vid9d there was gbod mixing· in the storage tank, the air concentration there should 1 fall exponentially overnight, the time constant being simply volume of water stored/ rate of treatment. 
In our case the stored volume was approximately 1000 galls so that by selecting a treatment rate of 10 g. p. m. one should obtain a time constant of under two hours. Starting from 100% therefore, it was hoped that iri 12 hours over-
1 6 - 1 night (6 time constants) the air concentration would be reduced to ( ~) or 4 %. Furthermore, it was calculated that this same .deaerator operating during the day should be able to limit the concentration to 50% (with air dissolving at 0. 5% per min). 
The important consideration, however, was to be able to , reduce concentration rapidly at the commencement of shut down periods and in this , regard the selection of a treatment rate of 10 g. p. m. seemed adequate. Without ade-quate knowledge of the mechanism and rate of air solution and its effects, it seemed imprudent to outlay any more money on this or any alternative method of lowering air concentration. 
In practice we have measured average air solution rates of over twice the assumed figure of 0. 5% per minute. This we believe is partly due to · turbulence introduced during pulsing as already explained. Over 400 pulses have been taken by the magnet since August 1966 and so far no ill effect has been noticed on the electrical or cooling characteristics of the magnet. We are, however, designing a plastic membrane and hope to introduce it at a later date. 
2. 3. 2 Water purity 
Water purity is monitored by means of a conductivity cell and meter and is generally below 1 micro mho per cm. Materials used in contact with the water have been selected for their resistance to corrosion in the presence of oxygen. Thin-walled (up to 16 s .-w. g.) pipes and vessels are generally stainless steel. 
I 
Large pipes 6 in. diameter are mild steel with an internal formaldehyde coating. The 
1 
interiors of 6 in. valves and the cold storage tank (a pressure vessel) are similarly ; lined. The use of corrosion resistant materials and linings has been extended to in-;'. elude the compressed air reservoir and connecting pipe work to the cold storage ves-''\ sel. This has been done to prevent scale being produced in a region where it may ; easily be blown into the water and finally block the small cooling holes in the magnet : (typically 1/8 in. diameter or less). 
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A commercial demineralizing plant is in use having a capa-city of 100 gals per-hour and a special oxygen resistant element. 
2.3. 3 Design considerations 
The essential elements of the water cooling system and their sizes are shown in Figure 12. The capacities of the storage tanks are related to the energy storage capacity of the h. p. g. If the maximum of 500 megajoules is released (no matter at what power level), the temperature rise in the 160 or so cubic feet of available water will be 9°C. However, when allowance is made for margins at either end of a pulse (to ensure a power pulse always occurs within the period of a water pulse), and for .reduced capacity in cases where high pressures are required, as will be explained later, a more likely figure for the water temperature rise through the magnet is 20° C or 30° C. Higher average water temperature rises are not advisable because hot spots in a magnet are always likely to increase local water temperature rises considerably; because for economical heat transfer in the heat exchan~er and associated heat sink, magnet inlet water temperatures may be as high as 30 C; and because boiling within the magnet is to be avoided due to the resulting unstable heat transfer coefficient. 
Pipe sizes in the pulse circuit have been selected as a com-, promise between cost and friction drop over the length involved (dictated by the geome-try of the building). 
The design performance is given in Figure 13. Here, avail-, able pressure at a magnet is plotted against flow for two particular values of pressure in the cold storage vessel. Constant flow pulses are visualised during which the air valve is throttled in such a manner as to maintain constant pressure in the cold storage , vessel despite the consequent drop in pressure in the air reservoir. Obviously the cold storage vessel's pressure can be maintained only as long as it is lower than the air re-servoir pressure. The quantity of water (Q) transferred before equality. of pressure occurs depends on the dimensions of the air reservoir (volume V), the initial pressure (Po) within it, and the pressure being maintained in the cold storage vessel (P2). Analy-
. sis shows that for adiabatic conditions in both vessels, -Q = y_ ( Po - 1). ( y being '. 
y P2 . the ratio of specific heats of air at constant volume and constant pressure. ) The capa-city of the air reservoir, 230 cubic feet, has been chosen so that all the water may be expelled from the cold store when the pressure is maintained there at half the initial , air reservoir pressure. The lower curve on Figure 13 refers to this condition when Po is at its design maximum of 500 p. s. i. The upper curve is for a higher P2 in which , case the quantity of water transferred is reduced to half. 
2. 4 System Control 
i The safe, efficient control of the equipment described necessarily \occupied a great deal of the designer's attention. It is gratifying, but at the same 
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time sobering, to realize that in the first few months of operation most of the safety routines provided were at one time or another called upon to prevent a dangerous sit-uation developing. However complex the system may appear, it has shown its worth and in fact has since been added to rather than reduced. 
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Pressure available at a magnet vs. constant flow for two 
particular values of initial pressure in the cold water 
storage vessel. Upper curve, 500 imp. gals. transferred; 
lower curve 1000 imp. gals. transferred. 
, The control problem may be divided into two broad sections: the l_ olicy of control; and the technical means of achieving it. It will be mainly the for-\mer that will be discussed here since it is this that lends purpose and consistency '1 · o the latter. 
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2.4.1 Policy 
At the time of conception of the Magnet Laboratory, the h. p. g. and electrolytic variable resistor were going concerns . It was imperative that the magnet laboratory control system interfere as little as possible with the existing h. p. g. system and it was just as imperative that the h. p. g. system should not be orientated towards any particular user but should remain capable of the max-imum flexibility. Under these circumstances there was little choice other than to create for the magnet laboratory, an independent system, relying as little as possi-ble on information from the h . p. g. system and even possessing built-in protection against possible malfunctioning of that latter system. 
As has already been described, the electrolytic resistor was endowed with an additional latch feature which converted it into a circuit breaker as well as a current regulator. This resistor therefore presented a curious problem: its current regulating feature was traditionally an integral part of the h. p. g. system but its circuit breaking capability, being the only means of de-energising the magnet in an emergency, was an essential part of the magnet control system. The policy so-lution was as follows: it was the responsibility of the h. p. g. to provide the magnet current asked for; it was the magnet laboratory's responsibility to ensure that this current was within safe limits with due regard to the quantity of cooling water flowing, and to cause the circuit breaker feature to trip should the safe limits be exceeded. The latch mechanism was therefore tied into the magnet system, the rest of the opera-tion of the electrolytic resistor remaining tied to the h. p. g. system. 
As far as automatic operation was concerned, the policy was that all the operations for a water pulse, together with essential monitoring should be automatic. The reason for this was solely on account of safety and efficiency. During 
1 
pump-back (the slow return part of the cycle) however, operations were entirely in the operator's hands except with regard to certain safety overriding features. 
2.4.2 Operating modes 
It was recognised that on many occasions water pulses alone 1 would be required, without necessarily involving the h. p. g. control system. There , would also be occasions when individual components would be required to operate with-out involving the full sequence of events of a water pulse. These occasions would occur during testing and maintenance. To make provision for this need, the policy was ex-
I panded to include two modes of operation: "mode op" and "mode non-op". The later was a non restrictive mode where every item could be individually operated provided such I operations were basically "safe". For example in "mode non-op" the isolator could be 
I 
! opened or closed at will, the only restrictions being that it could not be closed on live 1  i busbars or opened when carrying current. 
II 
I 
' 
i Another example was the water valve, which could be operat-\ ed at will except that it automatically closed when the water level in the cold storage 'I I  
,I 
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vessel ,vas very low. This was to prevent compressed air being blown through the water system and into the hot storage vessel. An additional back up protection was that concurrently the hot storage vessel was opened to atmosphere. These restric-tions were quite basic and always in force in either mode. Each operable item had a set of sjmilar basic restrictions which were always in force. 
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In contrast "mode op" was quite restrictive. In this mode, items operable in a pulse were under automatic control only. The term "safe" now : had a wider scope because in this mode it was possible to receive electric power from ~; the h. p. g. 
The idea of two modes could only be pursued, of course, if it were made impossible to receive h. p. g. power while in "mode non-op". Provision against this happening was incorporated in the policy of pulse initiation. The view was taken that the h. p. g. could initiate a pulse at will but it was the magnet laboratory con-trol system's responsibility to accept the power only when it was safe to do so and when ' it was required. (In practice of course power is delivered when required, but the safe-ty of the magnet should not be dependent on this being always so. ) The magnet labora-tory's control system does this by compiling automatically a check list of all essential conditions to be fulfilled prior to a pulse. It requires then a warning signal from the h. p. g. two seconds before the h. p. g. initiates a power pulse. This signal is used to initiate water flow and to close the isolator switch. When the system has established that the isolator is closed and that water flow is adequate, the latch mechanism is primed, thus allowing the electrolytic resistor to be raised to the conducting condi-tion. An essential item on the check list is that the mode must be "mode op". Only when all items on the check list are fulfilled will the control system accept the warn-ing signal from the h. p. g. To aid communication, a "ready" signal is sent to h.p.g. control at this time also. 
2.4 .3 Normal sequence 
During normal current pulsing, the mode is, of course? set "mode op" and the following sequence of events occurs. We will assume a current pulse : has just ·occurred and we shall follow events up to the initiation and through the execu-
1 tion of the next current pulse. The operator, by push button control, starts the high : pressure pump and opens the "bypass valve" which allows displaced compressed air to return to the air reservoir. The pump is automatically switched off by a float switch ' in the cold water storage reservoir. At the same time a "level correct" signal is re-gistered in the automatic check list. 
Sometime during this "pump back" stage another "level \ correct" check list signal will have been registered indicating that there is sufficient 1
, room available in the hot storage tank to receive a full pulse of water. 
,\ 
,i The operator will close the bypass valve by push button and ,: open a vent valve allowing the small quantity of compressed air left in the cold store I 'I 
'1 
I 
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to escape to atmosphere. The equipment is now in a "standby" condition. Only two items will normally be required to complete the check list, and the water, not being in contact with compressed air, will remain at a steady level of air concentration (or slightly decreasing with time due to the evolution of small air bubbles in regions ren-dered supersaturated after the reduction in pressure to one atmosphere). 
Items not yet mentioned whi.ch will by now have been regis-tered on the checklist are: 
--gauge pressure in cold store zero (necessary to eliminate excessive side loads on the gate water control valve while opening, a situation which might cause ex-cessive and variable delay). 
--air valve ready--indicating the function generator is ready to begin its cycle. 
--hydraulic pressure okay--essential because of the dependence of opera-tions on hydraulic power. 
--three manually-operated valves in correct position. 
--air pressure in reservoir satisfactory 
--water temperature satisfactory 
--isolator switch open 
--busbar and circuit breaker insulation satisfactory 
--magnet resistance satisfactory 
The last two items are included to check that odd items such as tools or wires have not been left in dangerous positions, and to check the state of the insulators in the electrolytic resistor which are subject to immersion in caustic soda. 
The remaining two items on the checklist are: 
--vent valve closed 
--operator's confirmation that all is ready including the experimenter--indi-
1 cated by pressing a "ready" push button (this confirmation is automatically lost should ,I 
,I any item on the check list subsequently disappear prior to the initiation of a pulse). 1  
Once an operator has completed the list, a "ready" signal 1 is sent to the h. p. g. control and the magnet laboratory's control system will now accept 1 
.I 
':1 
.1 
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an initiating signal from the h. p. g. When this arrives, the following events occur automatically: 
22 
--the function generator commences cycling, in a half second or so opening , the air valve and pressurising the cold storage reservoir. 
--the water valve opens 
--the isolator closes 
Normally in two or three seconds all these operations have · been completed and a substantial quantity of cooling water is flowing. The control sys-tem checks that this is so and then inserts the latch in the circuit breaker mechanism just prior to the rising of the tank of electrolyte. 
2.4.4 Protection against faults 
II Should the latch be inserted too late, the tank will not follow 
'I the cam and the circuit breaker will remair open throughout the time of the pulse. 
r, 
ii 
On the other hand should the latch be inserted, but for some , reason the tank be considerably late in rising, the latch will again be withdrawn. These 
I • 
two features prevent serious lack of synchronism between the current and water pulses. 
I The occurrence of any of the following during a pulse will ' cause the circuit breaker to trip: I 
I 
--magnet temperature too high 
--water flow too low compared with electrical power input 
At the end of a pulse, the completion of the electrolytic re-sistor control cam cycle initiates an "end of cycle" signal which opens the isolator ,and closes the water valve (the function generator controlling the air valve by this itime having completed its cycle). At the same time the circuit breaker latch is with-:drawn and the system is ready for "pump back". 
2.4 .5 Control hardware 
, Practically all the logic c.ircuitry for the magnet laboratory 
1
;system is comprised of identical modules each of which may be made to perform the ']logic functions of "and" or "or" and which contain a driver stage used to energise 1\indicating lights and relays. The modules, made at the A. N. U., use silicon transis-ltors mounted on plug-in printed circuits. I 
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Mimic displays are used extensively. An inexpensive, re-liable and flexible method for constructing mimic diagrams has been developed at the Magnet Laboratory which makes use of ink drawings on special drawing material. Figure 14 shows the control panels and instruments. 
2. 5 Instrumentation 
Instrumentation provided in the laboratory (apart from experimenters' instrumentation) includes a float driven potentiometric contents gauge in each reservoir and a back-up pressure-operated contents gauge in the hot water reservoir; a propeller driven water flow meter (the propeller producing electrical pulses at a rate proportion-al to flow); a multichannel temperature indicator using thermistors; insulation and mag-net resistance meters, various pressure gauges, magnet voltmeter, a magnetic field meter employing a field pick-up coil and an electronic integrator, and a multichannel galvanometer recorder. 
3. The Future 
Undoubtedly the main work of the laboratory at this stage must be oriented towards building and putting into operation as soon as possible the 300 kilogauss mag-, net. Many physicists from Australia and overseas have indicated that they would wish I to experiment in such a field and have expressed the opinion that this venture is of 
1 great value to science. 
i 
The main purpose of the existing 165 k. g. magnet is therefore to establish 1 a working laboratory as soon as possible and to give us experience with the so1-t of pro-,. blems likely to be met with the larger magnet. 
Experiments in solid state physics have been carried out with the present magnet by Monash University's Physics Department under the direction of Professor Street. The results of these experiments will be published in the scientific literature in due course. Other experiments are planned for the near future and it is anticipated ', that as . facilities increase the 165 k. g. magnet will come into almost full time operation. 
Design of the 300 kilogauss magnet has not yet been finalized. It is expect-. ed that this magnet will weigh about 3 tons and require a total power of some 30 MW. , ·divided approximately in the ratio of 2:1 between outer and inner solenoid respectively. 
1 
The solenoids will be connected electrically in par?-llel, requiring 200, 000 amperes at 150 volts. It is hoped to have the magnet operational towards the middle of 1968. 
,; Some effort is being channelled into solving the problem of more precise 
i
1magnet current control. It is anticipated that eventually magnetic field stability of I 
;
1
1
10. 1 % will be required. There are three ways this might be practically achieved: by I :controlling the h. p. g. field; by providing a set of radially moveable inner brushes on .I ~he h. p. g. which would convert the h. p. g. into a variable voltage machine; or by a lQeries resistor . 
Figure 14. Control panels ·and instruments, showing mimic diagrams, ultra-violet galvanometer recorder (5th panel f~om right), air valve function generator (6th panel), meters and gauges overhead. 
N 
1-f::>. 
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The last method is now being used, but ah. p. g. current feed back would have to be employed to obtain the accuracy called for. The first method is not appli-, cable when powers exceed 40 MW or so because the inductance of the h. p. g. field windings will not allow a rapid enough increase in field to compensate decreased rotor , speed without seriously exceeding their voltage rating. The second method is the most ' promising offering as it does fast response and high efficiency. R. A. Marshall of this department, who developed the original brush gear for the h. p. g., is at present work-ing on this solution. 
4. Conclusion 
Although the A. N. U. Magnet Laboratory is in its infancy, it holds promise, given the chance, of making significant contribution to science. If it is successful, it will be by virtue of the present monopoly it holds on large power sources and by the calibre of the researchers it is able to attract in this present developing stage. It is therefore, like most scientific ventures, a gamble and being just that, is prone to falling victim to the attitude which questions its worth in favour of ventures having more recognisable returns. It is hoped that this attitude will not prevail and that the project will meet with the support it needs to become a resounding success. 
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APPENDIX I 
The Mechanism of Solution of Air in the Cold Storage Vessel 
Consider first a ves,sel partially full of water containing no dissolved air and having absolutely no motion. If the rest of the vessel is now filled with compress-ed air we may consider that the surface layer of the water instantaneously dissolves air up to the equilibrium concentration level given by Henry's Law. 
Henry's law applied to our case states that the equilibrium concentration of dissolved oxygen or nitrogen in water at a certain temperature is proportional to the partial pressure of the gas in contact with the water. 
Migration of the dissolved gas beyond the surface layer is a process of dif-fusion, the basic equation of which is 
J -D 
d C 
d X 
where J is the diffusion flux, for example, gms of dissolved gas crossing unit area per second (the area being parallel to the water surface); 
c is the local instantaneous concentration of dissolved gas, for example, in gms per c. c. 
x is the distance co-ordinate normal to the surface (in ems) and 
D is the diffusion coefficient whose value has been taken for the components of air as 
D -4 2 10 cm. /sec 
The result of the diffusion process is that the saturated surface layer grows in depth and one may gauge the rate of growth by defining a boundary depth Z such .i that from the air-water interface to depth Z the water is substantially saturated, for :, example it is at or close to the equilibrium concentration level, and beyond Z the con-e entration is substantially zero. 
It can be simply shown that Z is of the order of magnitude 
z I D t 
e 
he-r:e t is the time the water surface has been exposed to the compressed air. e 
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Substitution of representative values will show that when there is no motion in the water the relative amount of dissolved air entering the water is insignificant. 
e.g. - if t = 10 mins e 
z :::;;:. 1/4 cm, 
which must be compared with an average depth of remaining uncontaminated water of approximately 80 ems. 
Let us now consider the case where there is motion within the water of the form of non turbulent eddy currents of a circulatory nature about horizontal axes . There may be a number of these currents circulating in different directions. We are interested in those which have the air-water interface as a boundary . Each of these may be considered as disturbing the surface over a length y and width x, the charac -teristic surface velocity (in the y direction) being v (see Figure 15). 
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The exposure time for a surface particle will therefore be 
t 
e 
L 
V 
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· When a surface particle finally submerges after time t , we may consider that the water to a depth Z below it has reached saturation. We tn1 assume -that this saturated layer mixes thoroughly with the rest of the water before being exposed to the surface again. 
In time t therefore the total surface area exposed will be 
A 
e 
A 
vtx( · ) - xy 
where A is the area of the interface surface, ~ being the number of eddy systems disturbing the surface. xy 
. The total volume of water reaching saturation is therefore 
V = A z s e 
vtA 
- -
y 
I Dt 
e 
_ J D . At - t 
e 
The average rate of increase in concentration over water volume _V is 
8. C V C av s s 
t V =,} D 
where Cs is the equilibrium (saturated) concentration 
,.and h is the characteristic depth of water ( = 1 ) 
C 
s 
h 
1 Figure 10 is a plot of this equation for various air pressures, the water tem-
'jperature being about 20° C and h ~ 1 meter. The ordinate dC av is for any compo-
1 
dt ~ent of air in terms of percentage of saturation at atmospheric pressure. 
i 
I 
i 
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It will be seen that during pump-back, measured values of 
dC 
av 
dt 
for 
oxygen imply te ~ 1-2 min. which as explained in the text is about as large as ,one can expect with ideal flow re-entry geometry. 
dC 
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. During pulsing d;v was found to be very high indicating $hort exposure 
times consistent with small rapid eddies. 
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The paper deals primarily with the elastic stresses 
.,neous (bonded) plane helical solenoids which are 
1bers of multicoil systems. The terms ' bonded' 
nded' are defined with regard to solenoid types 
~ F G H constants in stress equations 
ial co-ordinate 
r radius of solenoid 
er radius of solenoid 
;gnetic induction 
iJ radius a 
ponent of B in radial direction 
t solenoid centre 
.. ponent of B due to infinite solenoid alone 
ponent of Bm due to infinite solenoid alone 
,xternal to infinite solenoid 
iin in direction 1 
dulus of elasticity 
!y force, force per unit volume 
I average current density 
al 
ding moment 
procal of Poisso n's ratio 
al principal stress, compressive 
gnetic pressure ' 
iltant axial compressive stress. l 
;tant 
1r stress in the a-z plane 
.ensionless factor expressing relative magnitude of 
,ternal field 
cipal stress, azimuthal direction, tensi le 
I tensio n with no external axial force· applied to 
denoid 
al displacement of point in solenoid due to strain 
:!r disk thickness 
.meter in stress equation 
.I coordinate 
l 02/a1 
1 of half solenoid length to a L 
:~cient of friction 
t ability of free space 
IQ[ 
and conditions under which they operate. Distinction is 
made between the treatment required for bonded and 
unbonded solen9ids, the work of other authors being 
clarified in this respeq. The case of an infinitely long 
homogeneous solenoid with non-zero external field is 
analysed and expressions for the stresses are derived . These-
formulae are sufficiently manageable to be used in the 
preliminary design study of real solenoid systems with 
some loss in accuracy. They are directly applicable under 
certain conditions for the stress analysis of real solenoids . 
A set of computed stress curves are included in an appendix .. 
i0.f3 ratio of half 'correlation distance' to a 1 
* average or mean value, e.g. u*, t*. 
1 Introduction 
Single- layer plane helical solenoids are particularly suited for 
the generation of high intensity magnetic fields because of the 
robust construction they allow. The essential feature of these· 
solenoids that each ·turn is small in the axial direction but 
large in the radial direction. The azimuthal current densi ty 
therefore bears a reciprocal relation to radius. As examples of 
this type of solenoid, mention should be made of those 
developed by Bitter (1936, 1937, 1938, 1939) in which the 
plane helix is made up of disks, cut along a radius, inter-
leaved with insulation and clamped to form, effectively, a 
continuous helix (figure 1 ). If the clamping force is suffic ien tly· 
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Figure J Typical single turn of a Bitter.solenoid consisting 
of two conducting disks and one insulating disk. Holes 
are for water cooling 
large, these s9lenoids may be regarded as completely bonded. 
plane helices. 
Solenoids are also constructed from physically continuous 
helices in which case it is more attractive to bond the turns 
together using a synthetic resin and insulating material. To 
meet the requirement for more intense fields it is found 
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ble, for stress reaso ns, to turn to multicoi l systems of 
tric solenoids. This pa per is concerned primarily with 
embers of such multico il systems which are bonded 
helical solenoids. 
:5ses in plane helica l solenoids have been investigated by 
, most notably Kuznetsov ( I 961) and Leon (1964). 
"H tsov analyses a single Jong unbonded helix using a 
~stress system and an exact relationship for the axial 
',nent of field intensity in the central region. The 
·s is not appl_icable to bonded solenoids because a 
i)tress system is _ not a suitable model, being one where 
'tress is everywhere zero and axial strain varies with 
n. Leon makes use of a precomputed field profile along , 
iedian plane of a solenoid . His method is therefore 
1
tble to members of multicoil systems. Leon claims 
( analysed a homogeneous, isotropic solenoid (regarded 
,; synonomous with 'bonded solenoid') and makes two 
~ftions about shear stress s in the a-z plane: s = 0 and 
b o. 
I 
first assumption is correct but the second is generally 
ct, as can be seen by the general shear stress distri-
11 in figure 2. As shown in appendix 1, the derivative of 
z 
(a) Cb) Cc) 
if J I 
+-• J). ,). c-- · -c: --+- -u ;i' . • - .. !- - -o-l . - . ' ' _g· 
12 Section of a bonded solenoid showing the 
:Jve of shear stress with respect to z to be generally 
io at the median plane. (a) Mean body force per 
:~al length, (b) radial displacement u, (c) shear 
,ir du/dz. 
!i:ar stress in the a-z plane is the agent for effectively 
t puting the body forces over a length 2a 1 ~f3, defined if correlation' distance so that, within this length , the 
t .rnl stress is practically constant and a function of the I< 
·ody force (f)a *. In addition to this, Leon has based his 
1
\ on a plane stress system. On two counts therefore, 
hod is not strictly applicable to bonded solenoids. 
uznetsov and Leon have analysed what is in effect a 
'.it::lamped unbonded solenoid, i.e. one where turn-to-
i j~tive motion is allowed. The stability of such solenoids 
1er question. 
1u ld be mentioned at this stage that there is great need 
fll1ize the parameters of solenoid systems because of the 
m of the strength of materials, the size of existing 
{
ources and the cost of new ones. 1 n the development 
i. vork comparative studies have to be made rather than 
t ,, determinations of stress, and for this work manage-
. 'xact formulae are of more use than exact unwieldy 
bis attitude appears justifi.ed because of the dearth 
,rimental evidence to support -any set of formulae 
~use, in any case, formulae based on the assumption 
· astic material should not be expected to predict 
,;hanical failure of · a ductile solenoid which will 
occur in the plastic state, except where fatigue is 
\· 
eftresent work was undertaken to satisfy this need in c1 to the development of a 30 Wb m-2 (300 kG), 30 MW 
c.li  pulsed system (pulses of many seconds duration 
limit~d by the p~w~r source). Here, initial local yielding was 
cons1dere~ pe_rm_1ss1?l~ provided subsequent stress changes 
were elastic w1thm l1m1ts based on fatigue considerations for 
the expected life of the solenoid. 
This implies that after the first pulse, stresses would not be 
zero. There would for instance be a zone of compression 
around the inner boundary of each solenoid and tension near 
the outer boundary. Provided stresses in this non-energized 
state are less than the yield stress, subsequent pulses should 
cause no more yielding, merely changing the compression 
zone to tension and raising the stress in the tension zone. The 
stress changes during pulses other than the first would there-
fore be elastic and an elastic analysis is applicable. Such an 
analysis of course can give no idea of how close to rupture 
the solenoid is during any particular pulse, i.e. to what degree 
the device can be over energized before rupture occurs. This 
can only be determined through a study in the plastic state. 
2 Bonded and unbonded solenoids 
The terms 'bonded' and 'unbonded' have already been 
referred to and will be used elsewhere in this paper. It will 
therefore be useful to dwell a little on the meaning of these 
terms. A bonded solenoid will be defined as one which is 
essentially homogeneous and isotropic. An example would 
be a continuous plane helix having its turns glued together 
with a thin layer of insulation. The insulation must be 
relatively thin so that its differing elastic properties have 
negligible effect on the homogeneity and isotropy of the 
structure. A continuous plane helix could also be bonded 
effectively by friction , resulting from electromagnetic and 
applied axial compression. In this case the test to show that the 
solenoid is bonded is to assume that it is and examine both the 
resultant axial stress everywhere and the shear stress along 
planes orthogonal to the axis. The axial stress must be 
compressive and the shear stress less than the axial stress 
multiplied by the coefficient of friction. 
For Bitter disk solenoids a third criterion applies with 
regard to the effect of the disk slits. This is discussed further 
in § 5.2. 
The term 'unbonded' covers all plane • helical solenoids 
which are not 'bonded'. lt is applicable to all cases where there 
is no effective turn-to-turn mechanical interaction, or where 
the plane helix cannot be regarded as physically continuous. 
An example of the latter would be a Bitter disk solenoid 
having relatively few disks so that the azimuthal force 
requires, for transfer past the slits, an appreciable disk 
interface area to generate the required friction. 
3 Stress analysis of an infinitely long bonded solenoid 
For an infinitely long homogeneous isotropic solenoid, planes 
origina lly orthogonal to the z axis must remain plane and 
parallel. The use of a plane strain system is therefore appro-
priate, i.e. axial strain is considered constant and independent 
of position. Since field intensity is independent of z, the body 
force/ = JBz (Nm - 3) is also independent of z and hence 
shear stress in the a- z plane and orthogonal to the z axis is 
zero. The basic relations outlined in ~ 3.1 are developed in 
detail in standard texts (e.g. Case 1940). 
3. L Basic relations 
Consider an elemental ring (figure 3) radius a, radial width da, 
and axial length unity. The radial compressive stress acting 
on the ring is p and the azimuthal or 'hoop' tension is t. The 
difference in compressive stress acting on the two sides of the 
ring is dp. Consideration of force balance on a section of the 
rmg gtves 
dp 
p + t = Ia - a da (1) 
where/ is the radial body force acting within the ring due to 
the interaction of current (azimuthal) and field (axial). 
f plane helical solenoids 
tdo 
,!Elemental ring for stress analysis 
I·· -
B are local average values of current density and 
respectively, then 
f = JB. 
ll 
omogeneous elastic material the basic stress- strain 
IP IS 
el = ~ (t1 - f2 + !3) 
E m (2) 
ii the modulus of elasticity, m is the reciprocal of 
1
·atio, e 1 is the strain (extension) in the 1 direction , 
It 3 are tensile stresses in the 1, 2, and 3 directions 
y. 
e radial displacement, the radial strain is du/da and I 
;hal strain u/a. Application of the above general 
\t ion gives 
du = _ _,!_ (p + tz + t) 
da E m 
~ = _!_ (r _ t z - p) 
a E m 
I; 
; the axial tensile stress. These may be combined to 
I 
( 
1 ) a dp dt a dt z + t) 1 +- + -- + a-=--. , m rn da da m da (3) 
bcial direction we assume strain is constant with 
. Hence, using equation (2) 
dtz l d - = - - - (p - t) 
da 111 dz 
uting this in equation (3) : 
'( l ) a dp dt a d 1 + - + - - + a -· = - - - (p - t). . m m dz da m2 da 
'" be combined with equation (1) and simplified 
rce f 
_d (p _ t) =_I_ 
da l - 1/m 
(4) 
, is made between the component BB of rnag-
l'ltion due to the solenoid being analysed and the 
'Jue of field B, the relation between the two being 
B = B 8 + Be 
;the field externa l to the solenoid. The inclusion of 
''fd ena_bles the results to be applied to the case of 
11'\bentric solenoids. The value of BB in the bore of 
the solenoid is defined as Barn• The value of B in the bore is 
defined as Bm , i.e. Bm = Be + Bsm• The ratio of the field 
components a t the bore is defined as S, i.e. Be = SBsm• 
Hence Bm = (S + l)BBm and Be= SBm/(S + 1). 
The field components defined above are shown in figure 4. 
B 
8ml IBsm 
I . 
j _ _ lB_J ; 8 8 I 
Bsm 
I 
B, 
' 
Figure 4 Jllustration of terms used in text 
Current density is inversely proportional to radius, i.e. 
j = q/a. 
This current density is the local average value·which can be 
regarded as varying monotonically through conductor, in-
sulation and coolant alike and which will produce the same 
magnetic field as the actual current distribution. We find, 
therefore, BB = µ,0q In a2/ a. It follows that 
B = µ 0q{ln (ex /8) + S In ex} 
and B m = (S + 1)µ0q In ct. where ct. = a2/a 1 and 8 = a/a1• 
'Magnetic pressu re' Pm is defined as Pm = Bm2/2µ, 0 . Hence 
Pm = ½(S + 1)2 f-loq2 (In ex)2 . 
Body force f is given by 
and 
where 
Also, 
. 2pm In (ct. /8) + S 1n ct. 
f = 1B = -;;- (S + 1)2(ln ct.)2 
J fda = Pm(2X - X 2) + constant 
X = (ln 8)/(S + 1) In ex. 
fa = ~~8
1 
(X - x 2). 
3.3 A zimutlial and radial stresses 
(5) 
(6) 
Equations (I), (4), (5) a nd (6) may be co mbined and so lved 
for the stresses p and t using the boundary conditions p = 0 
for 8 = 1, ex . 
The solutions are: 
where 
t 
- = AX2 + BX + C(8 - 2 + 1) + D 
Pm 
_£_ = EX2 + FX + G(8 - 2 - 1) 
Pm 
A = m/2(m - l) 
_ (1 - -tm){(S + l) ln a }- 1 - m 
B =------ ----(m - 1) 
_ - ex2 m(S + ½) + (1 - 1-m)/(ln ex) C =---- -------• 2 (S + 1)2(m - 1) 
(7) 
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_ (m - 2)(S + I) - (I - 1111)/ ln rx D = ------,---- - ---
(S + I)2(m -- ! ) In rx 
E=- A 
_ (l - ½m) {(S + I) In rx} - 1 + m F = - ----------
(m - I ) 
(compare F with B) 
c·= c. 
'IC ial Stress 
tension l z follows from equation (2) with appropriate 
mtions and with ez constant 
~ 2 - 2 - -- =·- (AX - 2AX + H). (9) 
Pm m 
1ere 1s no externally applied force then the condition 
hat 
a2 I atzcla = 0. 
OJ 
then found to be 
_rx2{ln a + (2S + I )(In rx) 2}/( rx2 - I) - -!- - (S + 1) lnrx 
(S + 1)2(111 rx)2 
erage azimuthal stress 
erage azimuthal stress t* may be found by integrating 
t·lm (7) across a radius or by integration of the body 
. in a sector and considering the resultant of the 
~ hal stresses necessary to provide equilibrium . 
latter gives 
l a2 
t* = --J Jada. 
0 2 - 0 1 01 
g equation (6) it is found that 
t* 
Pm 
2 {( rx - 1)(1 + S In rx) - ln rx } 
( rx - I )(S + 1 )2(In rx) 2 
11sentation or formulae in graphical form 
(10) 
J tion of curves for the two normali zed princ iple stresses 
1d p/ Pm appears in the appendi x 2, these being the 
nost tedious to eva lua te. These curves were plotted 
e computing fa cilities of the Commonwealth Scientific 
l!dustri a l Resea rch Orga nization Computing Research 
at Canberra. 
ilch case m is taken as 3 · 3 for a representative range of 
Jjlicability of formulae 
ite leng th solenoids 
~mulae for infinite so leno ids may be applied to any 
~gth solenoid in which (B)a may be considered constant 
1le correla tion distance 2a 1 6./3 (a ppendix 1) and where 
o logarithmically with radius as for an infinite solenoid. 
1!i d be noted th a t the second conditi on must follow if 
:i1independent o f z. Hence genera lly either condition is 
iht. Jn multico il sys tems the a bove conditions do not 
~r ily apply only . to 'long' solenoids. 
ongly clampedfriction bonded solenoids 
•
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,10us helices satisfying the conditions in § 5.1 and w ith 
;l g stresses equal to or exceeding l z (equation (9)) at 
tdius are effecti vel y bonded . 
r disk solenoids, however, a re no t effectively bonded 
1i~:he above proviso holds and the vo lume of under-
!11 (azimuthally) m a terial in th~ vicinity of the radial 
· ·elatively small. Consideration of strain shows that I 01
1 
is effective over a region of azimuthal dimensions 
0'1111ately wt/2ypz either side of a slit, where t is the 
azimuthal stress away from the slit, 1v the disk thickness , y 
the coelflcient o f fri cti on and Pz t he axia l compressive stress. 
The second proviso may be restated therefore as 
wt 
- ~ 27Ta for a 1 < a < a2. YP.: 
1f this proviso is not met, considerable slip must occur 
leading to gross redi s tri bution of stress, especia lly azimuthal 
stress. The formul a fo r average azimut hal stress (equation 
(10)) will however a lways apply no matter what the stress 
distribution a nd no m atter in wh a t state the material is in, 
elastic or plastic. 
For clamped so leno ids, the resultant local axial stress is 
found by al gebraically add ing t he applied and electromagnetic 
clamp pressure to the ax ia l stress tz (equation (9)). The 
a,0 
electromagnetic cl amp p ress ure j J B
0 dz is generally quite 
significant. z · 
5.3 General f ormulae fo r m ulticoi! systems 
Since no formulae have been p ublished for the stresses in 
any type of soleno id in a multicoil system, it is tempting to 
apply the equations de ri ved in th is paper to fill the need but, 
it must be added , with no rea l j ust ification. However, in some 
cases it does a ppear th a t errors cancel sufficient ly for the 
azimuthal stress formulae at least to provide a reasonable 
approximation . The importance of th is is that it enables one 
to investigate w ith ease th e effect of simultaneous small 
excursions in parameters - a process necessary in design 
optimization . 
As an example, the inner so lenoid of the duplex system, 
whose parameters are shown in the tab le for the median plane, 
(X /3 
1 nner solenoid 4 · I 5 2·67 
Outer solenoid 2·56 l · 55 
s = 0·705 
was analysed by Leon 's technique and by the infinite solenoid 
stress equ a tions. Jt was found that the field distribution 
differed only 2½ % from a n equiva lent infinite solenoid field 
di stribution (with ident ica l a::) which was chosen to match at 
the inner and outer rad ii o f the solenoid . However there was 
apprecia ble ax ia l grad ient which was manifest by the fact that 
the current density dis tr ibution for the soleno id was every-
where l · 29 times th a t in th e equivalent infi nite so lenoid. Since 
thi s factor represented a un iversal proportionate increase in 
body force it was ap pro priate to mu ltip ly the stresses derived 
from the infin ite st ress eq uatio ns by this factor also. The 
result was an az im ut ha l stress d istribution which was 13 % 
higher th an th a t g iven by Leon 's method at the inner radius 
and a bout 6 % highe r for the average stress. Comparison of 
the radia l s tress was n ot so good and of course there was no 
agreemen t for ax ia l s tress. 
6 Summary and conclusion 
This pa per endeavours to po in t ou t the significance of correct 
cl ass ificatio n of solenoids before applying an analytical 
solutio n for the mechanica l st resses. Broadly speaking the 
rea lm o f plane h elica l so leno ids may be divided into the 
bonded group and the un bonded group. 
The bo nded group can be fu rt her divided on the basis of the 
m agnitude of the ax ia l fi eld grad ien t: where the axial field 
does not vary appreciab ly over the correlat ion distance, we 
may say we have 'qu as i-infi nite' conditions; where there is 
appreciable gradient we m ay refer to th is situation as a 
complex stress condition . 
plane helical solenoids 
I 
1
~d solenoids, on the other hand, may be classified as 
·nuous or discontinuous. As an example, a lightly 
ilter disk solenoid would be discontinuous un-
ereas a solenoid of similar construction forming the 
pf a multicoil system might easily be classed as 
anded because of the unusually high electro-
lamping resulting from the radial field components 
mer coils. 
four classifications only one has been examined by 
,• 1thors, viz. the continuous unbonded, while the 
rk'covers the case of the 'quasi-infinite' bonded. 
,.trict ourselves to solenoid members of multicoil 
find again only one of the four classifications has 
;~ usly dealt with but in a manner more suitable for 
a particular problem rather than generalization. 
ef work again covers the quasi-infinite bon~ed ~ase. 
] concluded therefore that the study of the infinitely 
,1d solenoid system extends the range of analytical 
1Ja significant portion of the plane helical solenoid 
I 
} urther it provides the only available set of multi-
uations in manageable form and may prove there-
,c1~dapta ble throughout the spectrum until the body 
mtal evidence grows sufficiently to warrant further 
op his tica ti on. 
1l1 onded solenoids with appreciable axial field gradien t 
,Rng treatment is an approximate one pursued to 
,I 
relative importance of various effects. Various 
:es are referred to but no attempt will be made to 
:1: rigorously. 
b a general approach, consider first the effect of 
: in a long solenoid confined to a disk-like region I 
i th dz~ 0) centred at z = 0 (a Dirac function of z) 
- dz dz 
f -=I= 0 for 2 < z < 2 
f = 0 for all other z. 
)lfietermine the extent of the resulting deformation 
~/3 and hence conclude that the stresses at any 
a·1:eal solenoid are a function of the body forces in 
bounded by the inner and outer surfaces of the 
,Id planes orthogonal to the axis spaced a 1!:).(3 
lepf the point in question. · 
s,1bce 2a 1(3!:). will be called the correlation distance. 
,ental sector (figure 5) of angle dB and axial thick-
is upported in general by the radial resultant dH 
:it 1thal stresses, and the radial resultant shear force 
~ its two major surfaces. 
dH = t*£).a dz dB 
£).a = a2 - a 1• 
1e11rst order t* is related to radial displacement thus 
t* = Eu* /a* (1) 
the mean radial displacement of the section and 
1t rage radius ½(a 1 + a2). 
! 1Jfher hand , 
I 
i 
ds* 
dS = - - a*£).ad0 dz 
dz 
(2) 
, I 
e · mental sector is also regarded as part of a long 
tll. 1 average shear stress. 
.e, iing in the axial direction, then displacement ub 
1e (ending of the beam is related to S by I 
I 
!l. d4ub 
dz4 = El dz 
1 dS 
(3) 
I ,, 
I 
_,___. 
z 
, I 
·-
I 
I 
'dz 
' 
- • 0 
{s* + (:;*) dz }a• to do 
I - 'dz 
' I 
s*o"'to do 
~~adz 
do ... to , 
t../ 
Figure 5 Section of a bonded solenoid showing elemental 
sector 
where I is the moment of inertia of the section, and the 
displacement u5 due to shear is related by 
d2us 
dz2 
l .dS 
E dz 
ub is found to be always more significant than u5 ; hence we will 
consider only ub. 
ln general a resultant radial body force dF acts on the 
elemental section of magnitude 
d F = f*a*£).a dB dz 
f* being the average body force. 
I • J 
-------+---------- z 
Correlation distance .. 
~ 
' 
I 
I 
1 u•, t • 
I .,_ 
1S 
z 
1 M._ 
•Z 
Figure 6 An impulse or Dirac function of mean body 
force f* and resulting mean radial displacement u*, 
azimuthal stress t*, shear stress s* and bending moment 
M* 
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';ause of equilibrium it follows that 
_ E ( * (6a)2a*
2 
d
4u*) 
f - a* 2 u + 12 dz4 (4) 
~ a*d0(6z) 3 / 12 has been substituted for /. 
'.lation (4) is identical with that for an elastically supported 
which is dealt with in standard texts (e.g. Karman and 
H940). The solution for the concentrated load we are 
~foring is u* = u0e - bz (cos bz + sin bz) for z > 0 and 
' u
0
ebz (cos bz - sin bz) for z < 0 
:: b = 3t/4 (a 6a) - lf2 
.ure 6 shows the form of this solution and also the form 
: various resulting stress distributions . 
~ distance between the first zeros of u* either side of I 
' is found to be approximately 3 · 6 (a* 6a) 112, i.e. 6/3 is 
, order of (cx:2 - i) 112• 
ce every real body force function can be considered as 
inite number of Dirac functions displaced in z we may 
the following conclusions. 
*, t*, s* and M* at any point depend on f* over the 
orrelation distance centred on the point in question. 
f /* is constant over the correlation distance then s* 
nd M* will be zero at the point in question since, as 
1mctions of the Dirac body force , their average is zero. I 
r f* is not constant over the correlation distance, then 
* and t* are functions of the weighted average of/* 
ver the correlation distance, and s* and M* are func-
ons of the difference between this weighted average and 
c actual f*. 
dix 2 
luted normalized stress curves 
I 
. ordinates are normalized stress and the absciscae a/a, 
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SUMMARY 
Equations for the radial and azimuthal prin-
cipal stresses are derived for the case of an infinitely long 
solenoid immersed in an externally applied parallel field, 
the solenoid having a 1/radius or "Bitter" current density 
distribution and being constructed of homogeneous, isotro-
pic material. 
A series of computed normalized stress curves 
is appended. 
Application to real solenoids of finite length is 
briefly discussed. 
11 
. - • -
A -
a 
al 
a2 
B -
B (Bm) 
b 
C -
C 
D -
E -
E 
e (e1) 
F -
f 
G -
g 
H (Hm) 
HB (HBm) 
He 
J 
K 
k 
m 
p 
!; 
pm 
p' 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Constant in final stress equation 
Radial coordinate 
Inner radius of solenoid 
Outer radius of solenoid 
Constant in final stress equation 
Magnetic induction (maximum value) 
Constant 
Constant in final stress equation 
Constant 
Constant in final stress equation 
Constant in final stress equation 
Modulus of elasticity of solenoid material 
Strain (in direction 1) 
Constant in -final stress equation 
Body force--force units per volume unit 
Constant in final stress equation 
Constant 
Field intensity (maximum value) 
Field intensity--component due to solenoid 
(maximum value) 
Field intensity--constant component 
Current density 
Constant in defining equation for J 
Constant 
. ,.,. 
Reciprocal of Poisson's ratio for solenoid material 
Radial stress-compressive 
Magnetic pressure 
p normalized with respect to P m 
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Constant 
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Azimuthal ("hoop") stress--tensile 
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Radial displacement 
Parameter in stress equations 
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a2 
al 
a 
al 
iv 
m 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the generation of high intensity magnetic fields, the Bitter solenoid1 has proved its importance due mainly to its robust construetion. 
Essentially each turn of a Bitter solenoid is thin (in the axial direction) and 
wide (in the radial direction) giving rise to a current density distribution inversely pro-
portioned to the radius. 
As magnetic fields generated by such solenoids become more intense, me-
chanical stresses increase towards the limits of available materials. A knowledge of 
stresses within the solenoid is of. primary importance in design and it is as a contribu-
tion to this knowledge that the calculations and graphs in this report are given. 
The calculations are based on the assumption of a mechanically elastic ho-mogeneous material. All stresses are normalised by dividing by the magnetic pressure 
2 2 
2 Bm (gauss) in the C.G.S. system or Bm (w/m) in the M.K.S. system. Pm 
1. e. 
8 TT 2 1J 
STRESSES - BASIC RELATIONS 
Consider an elemental ring radius a, 
radial width o a, and axial length unity. 
The radial compressive stress acting 
on the ring is p and the azimuthal or 
"hoop" tension is t. 
0 
t~o.. 
Boo\J fov--e,E. f 
'c,~ 
tb~ 
The difference in compressive stress acting on the two sides of the ring is o p. 
Consideration of force balance on a section of the ring gives 
p+t dp - fa - a da (1) 
where f is the radial body force acting within the ring due to the interaction of cur-rent (azimuthal) and field (axial). 
If j and B are local values of current density and flux density respectively, then f = jB. 
• 
I STRESSES - BASIC RELATIONS 2 
!! 
For a homogeneous elastic material the basic stress-strain relationship is (e.g. case 2) 
where E 
m 
el 
tl,t2,t3 
el 
1 
E 
t 2 + t3 
( tl - m 
is the modulus of elasticity 
) 
is the reciprocal of Poisson's ratio 
is the strain (extension) in direction "l" 
are tensile stresses in the 1, 2, and 3 directions respectively 
(2) 
If u is the radial displacement, the radial strain is 
du 
da 
and the azimu-u thal strain - . Application of the above general strain equation gives a 
du 
da 
u 
a 
1 
E 
1 
E 
t + t z 
( p + m 
t - p 
( t - z 
m 
) 
) 
where tz is the axial tensile stress. Multiplying the second of these by a , differen-
tiating and substituting in the first for 1~ gives 
(p + t) ( 1 + _!_ ) + ~ 
m m 
dp 
da 
dt _ ~ 
+ a da - m 
dtz 
da 
In the axial direction we assume strain is constant with respect to a. 
Hence, using (2) 
dtz 
da 
1 
m 
d 
da 
( .p - t) 
(3) 
11 and substituting this in (3) gives 
1 a (p + t) ( 1 + - ) + -
m m 
dp 
da 
+ a 
dt 
da 
a 
2 
m 
d 
da 
(p - t) 
. .... 
STRESSES - BASIC RELATIONS 3 
This may be combined with (1) and simplified yielding 
d 
da 
(p - t) 
f 
1 -
1 
m 
(4) 
BODY FORCE f. 
a2 
al 
a 
Distinction is made between the field component due to the Bitter solenoid 
HB and the absolute value of field H, the relation between the two being H = H +H 
B C where H is the field external to the solenoid. The inclusion of external field enables C 
the results of this report to be applied to the case of several concentric solenoids . 
The value of HB in the bore of the solenoid is defined as HBm. 
The value of H in the bore is defined as H . H = H + HB . m m c m 
The ratio of the field components at the bore is defined as S, i.e . 
H = SHB. 
C m 
Hence 
and 
H 
m 
H 
C 
(S + l) HBm 
SH 
m 
S+l 
Current density is inversely proportional to radius 
Le. J 
K 
a 
BODY FORCE f. 
Hence 
It follows that 
and 
tl where 
:i 
I 
' 
Ii 
and 
1
1 
Magnetic Pressure 
Hence 
Body force f. 
f -
and 
!where 
:Also 
¾ 
H 
H 
m 
a. 
8 
Pm 
pm 
j H 
10 
f f da 
X 
fa 
--
-
--
-
( 
--
4 TI K 
10 
4 n K 
10 
ln 
(ln 
a2 
a 
a. 
8 
4TI K 
(S + 1) x 
10 
a2 
-
al 
a -
al 
in the C. G. S. system. 
+ S ln a. ) 
ln a. 
B2 
in C.G.S. system m 
8 TI 
2 
H 
m 
8 TI ) 
( S + 1) 
2 
( 4 TI K 2 (ln a. )2 ) 8 TI 10 
2pm [ ln ~ + S ln a] 
a 
-
-
-
pm 
( S+ 1) 
2 2 
( ln a. ) 
[ 2 X ·- x2 J 
In 0 
( S + 1) ln a. 
2p 
2 m 
[ X - X J In o 
+ constant 
4 
(5) 
(6) 
- . 
BODY FORCE f. 
5 
Integration of equation (4) and substitution of (5) yields 
p - t 1 
pm 1 ( 1 - m ) 
[ 2 X - x2 ] + A (7) 
where A is a constant of integration. Also substitution of (6) in (1) yields 
p+t 2 2 
J - Q dp - [ X - X (8) 
-
pm ln o dX 
where Q 
X 
which is constant. -- ln o 
Elimination of t from (7) and (8) gives 
d I 
= [ 2 
-1 ] x2 + l1 ~~ -Q] 
p' + l. Q _E__ 
X 2 dX 
(1-_!_) 
m m 
+ constant (9) 
where p' 
p 
--
pm 
The solution of (9) is 
-2X -
p' 2 Q - g X + bX + c + k e (10) 
1 -
1 
g -
2(1-~) 
with 
1 .1.) Q (- - 2 l+ m 
b -
1 
-
1 --
m 
N -- ____ ,_,.... 
BODY FORCE - f. 
From (8) 
t' 
2 
In o 
where 
[ X - x2 ] 
{' t 
dp' 
- Q dX 
Pm 
- .-: . 
6 
- p' 
Differentiating (10) to obtain : and substituting this and (10) in the above gives 
when 
when 
2 
t' = -g X - [ b + 2 Q + 2 g Q J X + ke 
-2X 
Q 
c is evaluated by considering boundary conditions: 
8 - 1, p' = 0 also X = 0 
+ 2Q - b Q - c 
8 Cl , p' = 0 and X -
S + 1 
1 
- Q In a 
Applying these conditions to (10) it is found that 
2 
C = -k = Cl 
2 2 (1 - a ) ( S + 1) 
[ g + b (S + 1) J 
(11) 
Using these values for g, b, c and k, equations (10) and (11) may , then be written 
; where 
t 
pm 
2 -2 - AX + BX + _g_ ( o + 1) + _Q_ 
p 2 -2 - = EX + F X + G ( o - 1) p - -m 
A 1 --
1 
2(1--) 
m 
1---.... --------------------.... --
(12) 
(13) 
BODY FORCE f. 
B --
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
1 ( __!__ 
(S + 1) ln a 
1 - 2) - 1 m 
1 -
1 
2 
a 
2 
(1 - a ) 
2 
1 --
m 
m 
1 
I
- s + l. __ 2 + 
- S + 1 (S + 1) ln a 
1 (S + 1) ( l - m ) 
1 1 
(S + 1) in a ( m - ½ ) 
1 (S + 1) ln a ( 1 - - ) 
m 
-A 
1 
(S + 1) ln a 
1 
( - -
m 
1 
1 --
m 
(compare with B) 
C 
1_ ) + 1 2 
1 
(- -m 
7 
½) l 
GRAPHICAL RELATIONS 
8 
In the following computed graphs, the equations (12) and (13) are plotted as functions of o for values of a between 1. 5 and 5 and values of S from -0. 1 to I 5 inclusive. I I ! ' 
In every case m = 3. 3 
The curve for S = -0. 1 has been included since solenoids of finite length 1 produce negative fields on the median plane at their outer surface with S values of this order. 
[ 
t 
~! 
j 
'.1i 
11 
Stresses in a finite length solenoid may be approximated by considering it to be of infinite length provided 
a. actual field values occurring at inner and outer surfaces of the solenoid are used in calculating the appropriate S 
b. infinite solenoid stresses (eqns. 12, 13 or graphs) are increased by a factor ·which takes into account the fact that finite length solenoids require higher current densities to produce a given field (and Pm) than infinite length solenoids. This factor is j 
1 
J 1 00 
where Jl 1s the current density at the inner radius of the finite solenoid. 
and J 1 oo is the current density which would be required were the solenoid to be lengthened to infinity and still retain the field difference between inner and outer surfaces. 
Experience so far has indicated that this approximate method gives azimu-thal stress values at the inner surface which are of the order of 7 % greater than values calculated by more exact methods, e.g. Leon3. Average azimuthal stress is about 4% greater. 
The accuracy of the curves are limited by the accuracy of the plotter which plots in increments of . 01 in., and by linear interpolation between 51 points for each curve. 
• 
9 
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THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A BITTER SOLENOID 
HAVING A 26 cm DIAMETER BORE AND GENERA TING 16. 5 TESLA 
WITH 26 M. W. OF POWER 
P.O. CARDEN 
Australian National University, 
Department of Engineering Physics, 
CANBERRA. 
ABSTRACT 
The Bitter solenoid described here is the outer coil of a two coil system for generating 30 Tesla. 
Analysis showed that a homogeneous plane helix would be adequately strong. The Bitter principle of constructing a plane helix was chosen for practical reasons but difficulties arose due to loss of strength from the slits in the discs and . the fact that circumferential strength had to be developed through friction between the discs. The problems were overcome by adopting a design where each turn was made up of 16 discs interwound in a staggered pattern which dispersed the slits and provided adequate friction bonding. The effect of the slits is small reducing the strength to 15/16ths of an ideal continuous plane helix. 
It is shown that such a Bitter solenoid may fail either by expansion or by unwinding. The relevant factors involved in both modes are discussed and it is • shown that unwinding is the most serious mode and cannot be remedied by increasing • the number of discs per turn. A system of keying the end turns via tortion cylinders . is described and illustrated. 
jl 
The solenoid is in fact a two-start helix with one turn each end four-start. Reasons for these features are described associated with current distri--bution and ease of insulation checking . 
' The unusual construction technique is described and illustrated. 
-"' 
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INTRODUCTION 
About three years ago work was begun at the Australian National University on the design of a water cooled 30 Tesla experimental electromagnet which was to be used for research in solid state physics. The design evolved into basically two concentric plane helical solenoids, electrically in parallel, the outer one of which is the subject of this paper. 
This solenoid has a 26 cm diameter bore into which the inner coil with a 5 cm bore may be inserted or which rnay be used by experimenters wanting a large volume of 16. 5 Tesla. The outer solenoid will require 26 M. W. of power from the Department's homopolar generator delivered at 150 volts and 173 k. a. 
1 whereas the two coils together will require 30 lVIW at the same voltage and 200 k . a. 
The outer solenoid, which will. henceforth be called the A. N. U. solenoid, will require cooling water at the rate of 6. 5 cubic feet per second at approximately 100 p. s. i. pressure. The major 'dimensions of this sole_noid are shown in Table I. 
STRESSES 
Stresses have been calculated using formulae and methods derived by several authors l, 2, 3 for the case of a bonded plane helix in which the mechanical properties of the solenoid material are homogeneous, elastic, and isotropic every-where including the interface between turns. Although the design chosen is neither . homogeneous, elastic, or isotropic, this model is nevertheless the best available that has been mathematically aq.alysed. 
The calculated azimuthal or hoop stress is shown in fig. 1. It -will be seen that the maximum stress is high, this ·being the result of compactness which is favoured because of the economies it brings in material, power and water con-\ sumption. 
It Axial compressive stress results from electromagnetic forces and ,1 externally applied axial forces. The electromagnetic component is zero at the ends ,i\but builds up to as high as 12,000. p. s. i. at the median plane of the solenoid. 
.... 
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IGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
The construction method invented by the l ate Francis Bitter 4 was chosen 
the ANU solenoid as the most practical way of achieving a bonded plane helix 
he size required. This method involves making a lar ge number of thin discs 
h perforated with cooling holes and each h aving a rad ial c ut or slit right through .. 
) discs are interleaved in a pattern to form a helix , the holes aligning to form 
II 
I 
1 cooling channels. 
A solenoid constructed this way r e quires ax ial compression to provide 
friction which effectively bonds the discs together. The m agnitude of the axial 
pression required depnds on the number of interleaved d iscs and the pattern of 
rleaving. In general the greater the number of discs and the greater the extent 
1terleaving, the less axial compression will be required_. 
Usually adequate axial compression resulting from electromagnetic 
i: es prevails throughout most of the solenoid except nea r the ends. An external 
ms of applying axial force is therefore necessary . 
The pattern in which the discs are interleaved is best represented in a 
,ram obtained by projectirg the solenoid radially outwards upon any cylindrical 
:ace and developing the projection so formed. Verti cal dimensions are exagger-
l for clarity . Fig. 2(a) is such a representation of the ANU solenoid. The pattern 
lf is believed to be unique and the number of dis cs per turn-16 is, to the author's 
ledge, greater than anything attempted previously . 
The pattern, identified henceforth as the ANU pattern, may be generalised 
any number of discs per turn n. Its spec ial feat ures a r e that n must be even; 
. thi sli.ts of ~lternate discs appear in pl~ne~ perpendicula r to the axis4 Jhe plan_es 1tg -
2 
· disc thicknesses apart; that the slits in e ach plane are spaced -- radians , 2~ n ,lrt ; and that the slits in one plane are angularly d isplaced - radians from the n ,; in the neighbouring planes. 
The discs are made from hard rolled s ilver-copper (. 07% Ag) of nominal 
'kness 0. 0204 inch. They ar.rived at the ANU workshop as full discs of approxi-
ely the finished outside diameter. All subsequent processes were carried out 
1~ti n the University. Cooling holes and the central hole we re punched out, the out-
1 diameters turned and the radial slits guillot ined. Some of the discs were found 
pen or close at the slit when placed on a flat surface d ue to the fact that they had 
ltinally been slightly conical or buckled. This fault was corrected by pressing 
ilf the full length of selected radii using a pres s tool in the shape of a narrow 
!gated triangle. Depending on the o r ientation of the triangle with respect to the 
,l ( point directed inwards or outwards) a gap or an overlap at the slit could be 
t ected. 
- ___ _.... 
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Other difficulties arose because of the variation in thickness both from ~c to disc and within each disc. The average thicknes s was found to var-1 between,, 0190" and 0. 0225" , whereas, typically, the vari ation within discs was - O. 00035 . 
! 
1e former variation necessitated sorting (by weight) into sixteen groups. Members each group butted together in the solenoid thus preventing s teps and voids which :~uld otherwise occur if discs of unequal thickness were butted. 
1 The latter variation-within disc Ds was unfo rtunately systematic which, uncorrected, would have caused a hu1np in the middle of the solenoid greater than 1/8 inch each end which could be tolerated. It was corrected by grinding the :1ddle of each eighth disc of the solenoid. Ii 
I 
f Insulation consists of O. 003 inch "Pyre ML" bonded glass fabric supplied 1Dupont Corp. The original plan was to divide the solenoid into four starts, . ad-' lent starts being separated by one layer o f 'fabric, but it was soon found that, 
,I 
pite precautions in cleanliness, occasional metal particles had become lodged .ween the glass threads of the open weave. Some of these were discovered to be 
1
Jde globules of resin and became evident as a short circuit only after pressure j~ applied. This difficulty was overcome by inspect ing every sheet on a metal 1l e using a weighted roller electrically connected to the table through a circuit lch registered continuity. Once a short c ircuit was discovered a bearing could 1drawn along the line-of-contact of the roller and the fabric. The intersection of i such bearings located the metal part i cle wh i ch was then isolated and removed µg a microscope and another electrically connected needle-like probe. In addition :ihis inspection, the design was altered to two starts with double insulation for most .. he solenoid. 
1 Assembly was performed on a special table fi tted with various aids. ~ method was to slide each disc in turn into place usually under some discs already 1bmbled. To perform this operation accurately a nd without disturbing discs already ·•embled, it was necessary to clear a passage for the next disc by inserting small h1s which supported the assembled discs above the passage. A routine for moving 1~e supports appropriately for each new disc was soon worked out. Fig. 3 shows solenoid part way through the assembly and Fig . 4 shows the completed solenoid. 
The main disadvantage of the design is the l a rge number of individual ~s which have to be made and handled, and the fact that , with techniques developed r, assembly must proceed one disc at a tin1e . 
The advantage of strength however is outstanding as will become apparent e .next section. 
l)ES OF FAILURE 
As far as the author is aware, there are three pos s ible modes of failure 1re ANU solenoid. These have been named here unwinding, expans ion and tensile hey will now be discussed in turn. 
1tnding . The unwinding mode of failure may be defined as failure along a helical ii path. Unwinding results in radial growth and twisting about the axis of the ,~oid. In Appendix I helical fault paths involving friction bond failure are analysed. shown .that the relation between azimuthal stress f 0 , axial compressive stres s 
_.... 
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d coefficient of friction µ, for a helix angle cp is : 
pz cp -
fe µ - cp 
The most obvious unwinding fault path is the plane helical interface 
een turns. Making appropriate substitutions for the AND solenoid viz. 
f
8 
· _= 40, ooo p. s. i. 
µ 
cp 
0.2 
0. 01 radians 
at inner radius 
• 
found that p must be of the order of 2, 000 p. s. i. In fact even higher values 
!/ are indicat~d because the interface between turns is not apparently the fault 
with the steepest helix angle. Fig. 5 ( a) illustrates what is believed to be the 
est unwinding fault path for the AND pattern. It requires approximately n + 2 , 
n ~ greater p than that calculated above. ! z 
I 
I 
r 
To provide such high values of p for the critical end turns would be 
impracticable requiring immense comtression mechanisms and super structure~ 
The problem was overcome by attaching radial key bars to the discs at 
. end of the solenoid which keyed into appropriate slots in two stainless steel 
t
,.,. These discs were welded to two locked cylinders which encased the solenoid . discs and cylinders, forming what are known as tortion jackets, resist twisting 
here fore are effective in preventing failure by unwinding . . 
These tortion jackets are shown in fig. 4. 
The remaining possible modes of failure are ones having axially orient-
fault paths. These are the expansion and tensile modes of failure. 
fnsion. Failure by expansion is characterised by growth in a generally radial 
~tion without twisting about the solenoid axis. It results from failure of the 
~on bond between interleaved discs resulting in slipping as illustrated in fig. 5(b) 
he AND pattern. As explained in Appendix I, where end constraints are 
oyed to prevent unwinding, the expansion mode of failure may be treated without 
d to unwinding or the moments generated by the end constraints. The tensile 
•1gth of interleaved discs is proportional to the area of the slip planes along the 
surface and therefore the path of the fault surface will be the path of minimum 
which has no nett angular displacement (if the fault surface has nett angular I 
·iacement, the failure is a form of unwinding which is prevented by the key-bars) .. 
. By inspection
2 
the minimum possible path length per _turn for the ANU . 1s found to be (n - 4) 7r radians where, as before, n 1s the number of discs 
1 n 
urn. It follows that if: p is the compressive stress perpendicular to the slip 
;s at radius r, f the tenlne stress at radius r parallel to the slip planes when X 
• ~e by expansion is about to occur, µ the coefficient of friction, t the turn thickness, 
.... 
t 
~ 
f 
X 
nt 
(1) 2 
(n - 4) 1r r µ 
he only pattern known to have a lower ratio than this is the 180° alternate overlap pattern shown in- fig. 6 where the ratio is · 
~ 
f 
X 
t 
n1rrµ 
ffowever, as will be shown, there are serious weaknesses wi~h this pattern and in ~ny case, for high n, the two ratios approach one another. 
The appropriate subst(tutions in · (1) for the ANU solenoid are : 
n - 16 
t - O. 34 inch 
r - 5. 25 inch (inner radius) 
µ - . 2 
f - 40,000 p. s. i. X 
rhence Py 260 p. s. i. 
1 An axial compression of 500 p. s. i. has been provided in this region •ithout an excessive structure thus allowing a mar gin of safety of almost 2. 
ensile failure. The pattern shown in fig. 6 has the sli ts grouped in two columns. will be obvious that in this case the strength of the solenoid cannot exceed half of 
'
hat it would be if it were homogeneous. Most known patterns suffer in this way, 0% or 25% ·reduction being quite common. On the othe r hand in fig. 2(a), the slits re dispersed to the extent that no two slits are closer than 15 disc thicknesses i.e. e reduction in strength is only 1/16 or 6%. The wide dispersion of the slits is "ore apparent in the full scale developed view of the bore of the solenoid - fig. 2(b) . 
E END TREATMENT 
One more feature of the ANU solenoid is worthy of note, viz. the end eatment. Stresses are normally calculated in a plane helical s olenoid on the esupposition that current density is a function of radius only. It follows that any ne cutting the solenoid and perpendicular to its axis is not an equipotential surface le to the insulation between turns and the fact that current pas ses obliquely through : plane at the helix angle. In fact, following around any circle in the cutting plane •1"1.e would find a uniform potential gradient everywhere except at the cut insulation e where there would be a compensating potential discontinuity equal to the turn-. '.'9turn voltage. 
: If these conditions are not reproduced at the end of the solenoid, which I -~ essentially planes perpendicular to the solenoid axis also, then one cannot 
,...1 
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et the end stresses to be similar in natur e to those in the body of the solenoid. 
In most previous solenoids known to the author, the ends are simply 
'in contact with an equipotential electrode. Fig. 7 illustrates what must happen 
. s is done with a simple one "start" helix. Symmetry is destroyed in the end 
mTodes and current enters the solenoid along a narrow radial zone. What is 
Jy more important, symmetry is destroyed in the end turn also, resulting in 
!~ shear stresses instead of hoop stresses. ' ' 
If the hoop force per turn is H i.e. 
H f f
8 
d A 
b f is hoop stress , and the integral is taken over the area of the radial section 
1~ Jrn, then it is easily shown that the unbalanced force on the end turn is H . . 
The difficulty was alleviated for our solenoid by giving it four "starts" 
nh end for about 1 turn*. This provided four entry and four exit points of almost . 
"': current, and the degree of balancing which resulted was found to be satisfactory. 
f\lf from the ends the number of starts was reduced to two, the insulation between 
I ll being doubled. By maintaining two starts we were able to check on the insulation I . 
ig assembly. 
For the inner coil of our 30 Tesla magnet a different end treatment is 
,1 Here, twelve entry zones are formed equally spread around each end of the 
~~ start coil. Each zone is fed from a resistor of such a value as to ensure that 
]~passes one twelfth of the total current. 
w: LUSION 
The unwinding failure mode is one to watch when designing high perform-
urBitter solenoids. End constraints which will resist axial twisting appear to be 
11,ctical alternative to providing large axial compression otherwise necessary to 
1~op the friction bond strength required at the end turns. 
It would appear that there might be some advantage in raising voltage 
e number of turns wherever possible thus reducing current and the helix angle 
ti s must be weighed against the increased number of discs required. 
The ~nexpectedly high axial compression that would be necessary to 
!Ilt unwinding in the ANU solenoid makes the author suspect that some existing 
fr solenoids whose end compression appears to be rather emperically derived 
'',here end turn displacement has been reported, may be suffering from a type of 
Hl,·e by unwinding. . 
' . 
jl 
,..al 
U.) 
APPENDIX I 
fiomogenei ty 
~ The analysis in this appendix requi:ras a firm concept of homogeneity '.vhich may be defined as follo_ws. If a structure can be divided into cells of equal ;nagnitude such that all cells are identical in the nu1nber, size and magnitude of 1 ny anomalies they may contain, then the structure is homogeneoui:;~own to the scale f the cell size. This means that stress analysis carried out on the basis of a 
10mogeneous model will give the averages of the actual stresses in the cells. To )btain the finer structure of the stress distribution a study of the effect of the anom-ies within the cells must be made. This will result in a "fine structure" stress istribution which may be superimposed upon the previous "homogeneous" stress to ~btain the actual stress, and which by itself averages to zero throughout a cell. 
In the light of this concept a plane helical solenoid is now analysed. For he ANU solenoid cell size should be of the order of magnitude of the distance between ;lits in the 8 direction, the helix pitch in .the z direction and probably the entire width n the r direction. 
We consider first the electromagnetic forces acting on the solenoid viz. e radially acting j 
8 
x B z and the axially acting j 
8 
x Br body forces. These forces result in principle stresses f
8 
, and p (f tensili; p compressive). . z I I 
Secondly we consider twisting moments applied to the end faces of the • l:olenoid which res ult in shear stress s in planes at right angles to the solenoid axis '~and in orthogonal planes containing th~ solenoid axis). · · I 
5 These stresses are shown in fig. 8. They may be combined using M~hr 1s elations hips which require for their validity only that the material be homogeneous. . fhe same relationships n1ay be used to derive the stresses related to planes inclined " any direction, in particular the interfaces between the discs. These stresses, 1lso shown in fig. 8, are s the shear stress along the plane, p the compressive tress across the plane, arid f the tensile stress in the directidn of the plane (i.e. r1 the direction of the helix). X 
The components off , p and s derived respectively from the principle tresses f and p and the appliid shear sttess s are shown in the following table 'here cp is
8 
the he1 ix angle. 0 
, ..,'.rincipal or f Py s .eElied stress X y 
f e 
2 
£
8 cos <I> - r0 sin 
2 
qi f 8 
sin -cp cos cp 
p . 2 2 p sin cp cos cp z - p sin cp p cos <p z . z z 
s s sin 2 cp s sin 2 cp - s cos 2 cp 0 0 0 0 
Hence , making approximations for small angles 
P = 2 cp s + p (neglecting terms in cp 
2 
) Y O Z · 
s = cpf +cpp -s y 8 z 0 
f =f +2cps 
X 8 0 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
- ...... 
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So far we have explored the average stresses in the cells previously 
fined. We may now examine the effects of anomalies within the cells. 
The stresses whose average is f are subject' to gross redistribution 
X ithin the cell because of the presence of the s lits . This redistribution involves 
ear stress components in the friction bond of m agnitude k f where k is a factor 
hich depends on the geometry of disc interleaving. These sf resses are part of 
e fine structure previously referred to and a r e illustrated in Fig. 9 where, it 
ill be seen, they alternate in sign (the sign_ convention is also shown in Fig. 9). 
k is defined by assuming that the strength of the turns of the solenoid 
the direction off is solely dependent upon the interleaving geometry and the 
rmal force p . x It is governed by the fri ction r elation l y 
:I 
1hus 
and implies that 
kf 
X 
s 
y 
k -
turn thickness 
µ Py 
0 
minimum e_xpansion mode slip path length 
n t 
2 
(n - 4) 1r r 
for the ANU solenoid 
(4) 
It remains to be seen what effect the inclusion of s has on the estim-
ion of turn strength. y 
Contrary to what has been said about f , the average shear stress s , 
,efined by equation (2), is not affected significantl~ by the slits and is uniform iJ' 
ign throughout the cell although, it m ust be noted, this sign may be positive or 
egative. The addition of the s and k f components results in the formation of 
:No possible types of continuous hfgh stres~ paths depending on the sign of s . 
~hese are illustrated in figs . lO(a) (s posi tive) and lO(b)(s negative). Failure 
~ong the former type of path results tn stra ins which lengtlien the circumference of 
o.e solenoid and is therefore referred to he r e as failure by "unwinding". For the 
tter type, strains shorten the circumfe r ence and the failure is said to be by 
!Winding". An alternative set of defin itions can be made in terms of the twisting 
I 
it rain experienced by the solenoid. For a right hand helix, unwinding results in the 
.~lockwise rotation of the near end relative to the far end, while the opposite rotation 
ccurs with winding. Both of these types of fa ilur e cause widening of the slits. 
For the special case s = O , both types of failure may occur simul-
:~neously resulting in the widenint of the slits but not necessarily resulting in any 
,:et twisting strain . This is the "expansion" m ode of failure referred to in the paper. 
~uation for unwinding failure 
i ' The necessary condition resulting from fail ure of the friction bond is 
1:y + k fx = µ Py . Substitution of equations l, 2 and 3 give 
s [ l + 
0 -
2 cp (µ - k)] 
cp + k 
+ p [ µ 
z -:;-+k 
!_ ] = fe (5) 
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!For relative small k and s = 0, (5) simplifie s to 0 
pz cp 
-
fe µ - cp 
hich is a simple criterion for determining m axim um unwinding strength in the .absence of end face anchoring. 
"-uation for expansion failure 
Failure by winding depends on the s trength of the friction bond in the pposite direction to unwinding, the necessary condition being 
--s + k f y X µ Py 
ubstitution as before results in 
(6) 
s [ 1 0 -
2 cp 
(µ - k)] -pz[-µ 
cp - k 
+ !_k] = f8 (7) cp - k 
(5) and (7) may be thought of as defining the safe limits of s as a function £
8 
(taking p z as constant). Fig. 11 shows both equations plotted in th~s way e 
Combinations of s and f
8 
l yi ng in the shaded regions will lead to failure lither by winding or unwinding~ The intersection of the two bounding curves (if it :ccurs) will correspond, as explained, to s = 0 and failure by expansion. The ,,ltrength of the solenoid with regard to the &pansion mode is therefore determined .~om s = 0 and k f = p which are the s imple assumptions made when defining k 1iquati6ns 4). x Y 
eference 
W. Prager. Introduction to Mechan ics of Continua - Ginn and Co. , Boston, 1961, pp. 50 - 55. 
--- ~ - ·- -----· 
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TABLE 1 
Outside diameter 26 .. 8 inch 
Inside diameter 10. 5 inch 
Length 
16. 25 inch 
Number of turns 48.2 
Pitch 
O. 338 inch 
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Figure 1. Stresses in outer coil. Material is . 07% Ag-Cu hard 
temper. . . -(a) expected azimuthal stress~ 
(b) expected O. 1% proof stress. 
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The ANU solenoid during assembly showing small beams supporting some discs 
to allow entry of the next, and three rods (with handles) in cooling holes 
to aid location. Three other locating rods are inserted fro~ the bottom 
of the solenoid and are shown protruding. The circular platform 
surrounding _the solenoid and one in the centre are vertically adjustab l e . 
I 64 5 
.-. The solenoid in position 
. in one tortion jacket while the other is being 
lowered. Key bars on top of the solenoid ar e visible. 
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Fig. 7 
(a) Equipotential electrode 
(b) Plane helical solenoid 
(c) Arrows showing current path 
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(d) Current concentration and ho t spo t 
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THE LIMITATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS PLANE 
HELICAL SOLENOIDS IN HIGH FIELD APPLICATIONS 
'\.. 
INTRODUCTION 
P.O. CARDEN 
Department of Engineering Physics 
Research School of -Physical Sciences 
THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Canberra, Ao C. T., Australia 
1 
r_., 
In order to generate continuous magnetic fields above about 15 Tesla 
~ 
; one must still resort to finite resistance conducting materials. In these materials, 
current density is limited by the practical difficulty of removing the heat generated. 
One is usually forced then into using very wide turns in order to obtain the required 
,: ampers per meter of coil axis. The result is a solenoid with a high ratio of outside I, 
diameter to inside diameter - the ratio known as alpha. 
Plane helical solenoids are single layer solenoids with wide plate-like 
' turns. They are characterised by the current density being inversely proportional 
to radius. A homogeneous plane helix is one made of materials whose mechanical 
properties are homogeneous. The term is used here however to cover the additional 
,· properties of elasticity and isotropy, the latter being of prime significance in this 
paper. The homogeneity must extend across the bond between turns. 
~ , :,._'-
STRESSES 
The stresses in a long homogeneous plane helical solenoid have been 
1 2 3 ;treated by several authors ' ' . The results of the present author's treatment 
described elsewhere 3 are reproduced here. The formulae include a superimposed 
'field from another solenoid surrounding the one under consideration, the magnitude 
jof which is characterised by S. 
I . - -----··· -
.JI 
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Assembly and replacement of damaged parts are easier in a system of 
, ub coils than in a Bitter construction of similar strength . 
' 
i) UTER REGION 
So far it has been shown that the stress distribution in the inner . region 
f a high alpha homogeneous solenoid can be improved upon by removing the homo-
teneity. What of the outer region? Here, when homogeneity is preserved, the 
'tadial stress is compressive which, being the reverse of the situation in the inner I 
egion, helps reduce the hoop stress at the inner radius of the region at the expense 
I 
f the hoop stress at the outer radius which is in any case lower. ~ . A homogeneous 
:tructure is therefore beneficial in helping to distribute stress uniformly .. · 
ULTICOIL MAGNETS 
What has been said so far about a _single homogeneous solenoid applies 
,i 
p so to the outer solenoid of a multi coil magnet since the stray fields from the inner 
' ,
.:oils are relatively small in the body of the outer solenoid. 
i! The two physically separable regions that a single high alpha solenoid may 
·,e divided i~to may be regarded as two coils of a multi coil magnet so that in this 
.ense we have already covered a specific range of inner solenoids and field division 
Ietween the two. 
What of the general case of an inner solenoid in a multicoil magnet? 
1~igure 4 shows whether any particular combination of inner coil a and field divis ion 
: results in a beneficial compressive stress or a detrimental tensile stress. This 
iagram was derived indirectly from the equations in section 2 using the graphical 
nformation in ref. 3 
The conclusion must be reached that only narrow homogeneous inner coils 
'' re beneficial and that the greater the proportion of the field contribution from the 
uter coil, the narrower the inner coil should be. 
:~HE CONCEPTS PUT INTO PRACTICE 
The findings described above have been incorporated into a 30 Tesla 
! 
11agnet now nearing completion at the Australian National University. This magnet 
onsists of two plane helical solenoids roughly coinciding with the two regions we 
,ave discussed. Table I lists the dimensions and characteristics of the two solenoids 
nd their combination. 
_. 
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The outer solenoid described elsewhere in detail, 4 is made on the Bitter 
· principle taken probably close- to the extreme of its capacity. It is shown in Figure 5. 
1 
The inner solenoid consists of el~ven nesting sub coils following the principles 
, described above. Figure 6 illustrates one of these coils. Ectch was wound from i 
i rectangular section wire, covered -with a waterproof and insulating layer, bonded 
using hot curing resin into a helix of accurate pitch , and fi_nally machined all over to i 
! size. The inside surface is smoothly finished but the outer surface has milled in it 
ii 
,1 
:) a large number of cooling grooves . It has also a machine.ct helical groove running ' 
'. along the bond line which allows a certain amount of tolerance in the precision of 
· the bonding process and in the assembly of the subcoils inside one another o 
CONCLUSION 
:I 
,\ 
I 
I 
Given that the nesting subcoil arrangement described here is a practical 
;alternative method of conEt:ruc ting a plane helical solenoid, homogeneous structures ' ' ,I 
!such as Bitter solenoids should be limited to a< 3 and generally to the outer coils I 
of multi coil magnets. In this application their stress distribution is likely to be more I 
Iuniform than the alternative. [ 
However the alternative is advantageous fo r the inner solenoids of multi-
oil magnets offering in most cases a considerable improvement in stress distribution. 
" I 
• 
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TABLE 1 
Inner Coil Outer Coil Total 
side diameter 2. 22 inch 10 . 5 inch 
'· I 
utside diameter 9.2inch 26 . 8 inch 
ength 8. 0 inch , < :,'. z ' 16. 25 inch 
leld Contribution 135 kilogauss 165 k ilogauss 300 kilogauss 
... wer 4 MW 25 . 5 MW 29. 5 MW 
· oling water 0. 9 cubic ft/sec 6. 5 cubic ft/ sec 7. 4 cubic ft/sec 
llrrent 26. 7 kA 1 68 kA 194.7 .kA 
I 
· ltage 150 V 150 V 
·•1j 
..I 
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SUMMARY 
The basic features of the Australian 
National University magnet are described, 
introducing critical parameters intended to be 
measured. 
Description of the design and constr-
uction of instruments to indicate mechanical 
stress, temperature, pressure, relative 
motion, current and magnetic field, is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1967 work began at the A. N. U. on the design of a 300 kilogauss exp-
erimental magnet. No other such device existed, so that new ground had to be 
broken in theory and technology before the project looked like culminating in the 
creation of a practical device. 
This magnet should therefore be looked upon, not merely as a new more 
powerful research instrument to serve, in particular, the discipline of solid state 
physics, but also as a piece of engineering research in its own right. 
This is certainly the attitude of its builders, and it is because of this that 
the provision of adequate instrumentation has been regarded as a most important 
aspect of the work. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF MAGNET 
The magnet, a section of which i s shown opposite, consists essentially 
of two concentric coils, named inner and outer, connected electrically in 
parallel. 
The outer coil is basically a homogeneous plane helix of 48 turns, the 
dimensions, field rating, power consumption and cooling requirements of which 
are listed in Table I . The construction is based on the Bitter principle(5) of 
TABLE I 
Inner Coil Outer Coil Total 
Inside diameter 2. 22 inch 10. 5 inch 
Outside diameter 9. 2 inch 26. 8 inch 
Length 8. 0 inch 16. 25 inch 
Field Contribution 135 kilogauss 165 kilogauss 300 kilogauss 
Power 4 MW 25. 5 MW 29. 5 MW 
Cooling water 0. 9 cubic ft/sec 6. 5 cubic ft/ sec 7. 4 cubic ft/sec 
Current 26. 7 kA 168 kA 194. 7 kA 
Voltage 150 V 150 V 
interleaved split discs , but the principle has been developed well beyond previous 
practice and more is expected of the structure in -terms of strength than has 
previously been the case. The expected stresses based on calculations derived 
after References 1 and 2 are graphed in Figure 1 . 
The inner coil is essent ial ly a plane helix of 96 turns and is of consid-
,IJ 
I 
l . 
' ,. 
DESCRIPTION OF MAGNET 
erably different pitch from the outer coil. However it is not mechanically homogeneous, consisting in fact of eleven concentric sub-coils all of the same 
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2 
pitch and electrically in parallel throughout the composite structure. The non-homogeneity of the inner coil is beneficial to azimuthal stress distribution which is expected to be as graphed in Figure 2 . Main parameters are listed in Table I as for the outer coil. 
Cooling of both coils is by means of axial water passages - punched holes in the discs of the outer coil, and milled slots on the outer surface of each of the sub-coils of the inner coil. With the design water flow and maximum field, temp-, eratures in the outer coil are expected to be as shown in F igure 3 and those in the 
>Ii 
inner coil as in Figure 4 . 
Since the design of the magnet is based on new theory and innovations not previously verified experimentally, and since its safety depends on certain 
~ 
I 
Ii 
l 
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critical parameters not exceeding known limits, it was considered desirable to incorporate adequate instrumentation into the magnet structure. Section 3 gives an account of the principal variables in the magnet and the practical means adopted for monitoring these variables. As will be seen, in some cases it was found impracticable to · measure the desired variable directly, or in as many locations as one would like. 
3. PRINCIPAL VARIABLES 
3.1 Maximum magnetic field 
4 
Measurement of this variable is an obvious necessity and is readily accomplished by means of an inductive pick-up coil in the high field region of the magnet, coupled to an electronic integrator. 
3.2 Voltage applied to magnet 
This is monitored and usefully correlated with magnetic field. 
3. 3 Stress 
,~ Estimation of this variable, which is a function of position, is ,,; most important from the point of view of verifying theory, and for safety of the structure. However, the only stresses found possible to derive even approximately , are the azimuthal stresses at both cylindrical surfaces of the outer coil and at the 
u 
PRINCIPAL VARIABLES 
inner surface of the inner coil. These may be derived from measurements of 
radial strain, using the fact that radial stress here is zero, making a reasonable assumption as to axial stress. The relevant relation is:(l, 2) 
te 
1 
Eee + -t m z 
where t6 and t are the azimuthal and axial tensile stresses respectively, e 
. z . measured radial displacement e is the azimuthal strain, equal to di , and m is the ra us 
reciprocal of Pois sons ratio - approximately 3. 3 . 
5 
The value of t assumed depends on other assumptions about the z 
rigidity of the coil structure. Certainly a negative (compressive) component of t 
z ~'. can be simply calculated from the known axial clamp force and the electromagnetic 
axial clamping force j x B . There is, however, a tensile component which, i a r t for rigid long solenoids, approaches a limiting value given by the equation for ~ 
pm 
in Reference 2 • The appropriate value for t calculated from this equation for z 
the inner surface of the outer coil is approximately 5,500 p. s. i. which makes the 
1 maximum uncertainty in t 8 from this source of the order of 1,600 p. s. i. I 
3. 4 Forces 
There are many forces about which one would like to have know-
, ledge, but few which one can measure. The inner coil is hydraulically clamped so 
that there is at hand a ready means of measuring the axial force on the inner coil 
' from hydraulic pressures. Such information is useful in determining whether the 
inner coil is in the magnetic centre of the outer coil and in verifying the contact and 
clamping force applied to the inner coil. 
The current distributing rings encircle the magnet and hence experience 
induced currents and radial forces either inwards or outwards. In passing, it 
should be explained that these currents are beneficial in so far as they allow the 
applied current to be distributed to points around the magnet which are essentially at equal potential. This is of prime importance especially for the inner coil where the 
flow of current in or out of the end turns has been carefully controlled to avoid large 
unbalanced forces. However, it is difficult to calculate the size of the circulating 
currents with accuracy, and it is prudent to monitor them as directly as possible~ 
Since for the ring 
where 
and 
E j p ' 
E is the induced electric field , 
J the current density , 
p the resistivity of the ring copper , 
PRINCIPAL VARIABLES 
6 
it is possible to derive j from a measurement of E . This is done by placing a single inductive measuring loop in a representative location on the ring surface. For a loop of length 1 and induced voltage v 
E V - -
1 
The location of the loop is important because the shape of the current distributing rings is such as to suggest that there will be considerable variation in current . density. The loop therefore must be located in a region where the local induced current density might be expected to be about equal to the average current density in order that the results will lead to an estimate of total induced current and nett force acting on the distributing system. The location was chosen after a computer study of fields produced by the magnet and by circulating currents in the rings. 
3.5 Movement between adjustable parts 
The inner coil may be moved axially by hydraulics. This ability is primarily due to the system chosen to apply axial force to the inner coil and allows adjustment of the position of the inner coil to the magnet centre of the outer coil 
which should enable minimisation of forces acting on it. Once the adjustment is possible, a means of monitoring must be incorporated. Such means also allows a 
check on axial deflection under load. 
3.6 Temperatures 
! 
1 
• Together with stresses, temperatures constitute the most critical 
· 1[ variables of the magnet because the strengtl}s of materials used are a function of !emperature. ,, Temperatures are relatively easily measured by means of thermo-couples but there is a problem of inductive pick-up in the signal leads to be invest-
igated . 
. ij\ 
The strength most critically dependent on temperature is that of 
the glue bond of the inner coil. fu Figure 5 is shown a graph of stress vs 
temperature upon which is drawn an envelope containing all points of the inner coil glue bond under all conditions of field strength up to the maximum. Also drawn is the experimentally determined strength of the composite bond developed for these coils. Clearly, a 10 or 20 degrees variation will have far more effect on the glue bond than on the strength of the metals employed. The hottest parts of each of the inner sub-coils - the top ends - are measured, using two thermocouples for each measurement to enable cross checking or to allow for a loss due to breakage during 
assembly of the magnet. 
The outer coil is monitored by a number of fixed thermocouples 
and also by radially movable thermocouple probes operating in a number of slightly 
enlarged slits between dis cs of the outer coil. 
.~ 
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8 
Certain special situations require monitoring where the cooling is rather complex. All such situations have been checked experimentally by model but 
there is always the possibility that the model was inadequate. The resistors feeding 
the inner coil are a case in point. They lie radially in the water space above and 
below the outer coil. The gross velocity of water here is zero at the inner end of the 
resistors, so one must turn to secondary effects such as turbulence caused by efflux 
from the outer coil channels or by natural convection. If these effects prove to be 
insufficient, it would be simple - but time consuming - to add circulating vanes. 
However, model experiments show that natural convection alone should be adequate, 
so it is easier to do nothing except monitor temperature (hoping, with good ground, that nothing extra will be required). 
A similar situation occurs in relation to the copper distributing fingers feeding from the resistors to the ends of the inner sub-coils. Due to 
compactness, it was found impossible to provide direct cooling to all surfaces of 
these components, and one must rely on secondary effects. Again, model experi-
ments indicate the secondary effects to be adequate, but it is prudent to monitor this area, nevertheless. 
3. 7 Current Distribution 
A large part of the complexity of the magnet design has arisen 
because of the complex and potentially dangerous situation at the ends of the coils. 
In the body of the coils, equipotential surfaces are almost vertical planes across a 
turn, and perpendicular to the direction of j . Fortunately, in the body of a coil, 
forces are very favourably balanced. It is essential to preserve this state of affairs 
, at the ends of the coil, and this can be done only by preserving the vertical equip-
otential surfaces as closely as possible. This is made possible by distributing 
11 current to the first turn uniformly around it in equal, discrete, and evenly spaced 
, increments. Twelve distribution points are used for the inner coil and four for tne 
outer. 
Monitoring of this distribution is achieved by measuring appropriate 
resistive voltage drops. The resistors are the obvious measuring places for the 
inner coil. In the outer coil the end turns are four-start and a convenient check is 
the voltage drop across these four sections. 
3.8 Magnetic Field Distribution 
The relative contributions of the two coils to maximum magnetic 
field is important to know since both coils are designed near the limits of strength 
and it would be desirable therefore not to energise the combination to· full field at the 
expense of overloading one coil. Known variations of conductivity from the specif-
iT ications suggest that there will be small differences in the contributions of field 
from what was intended. On the other hand it may turn out that in practice one 
coil is stronger than expected (the strain may be less, or the cooling better than 
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anticipated) enabling the contributions to be optimised for maximum central field. 
The field distribution may be checked by using an inductive loop around the outer coil in conjunction with the maximum field pick up coil. The ratio of these two measurements may be correlated with the theoretical steady state ratio of the two coil currents. Figure 6 shows the approximate theoretical correlation. These measurements should also give us an indication of the transient division of currents between the two coils. 
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Theoretical relation between the average fields measured by two 
pick-up coils and the current distribution between the two magnet 
coils. B1 is the average field in a pick-up coil in the middle of 
the magnet with diameter 5 ems. B3 is the average in a coil 12 ems away from the median plane of the magnet with diameter 
92. ems. 11 and 12 are the inner and outer currents, each 
normalised with respect to the design values. 
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3.9 Cooling Channel hydraulic characteristics 
The heat transfer characteristics of the cooling channels depend on the flow velocity through the channels. The best way to monitor instantaneous water 
velocity is to establish the correlation between water velocity and pressure drop by 
a series of tests where water velocity is kept steady. The quantity of water flowing 
in a given time may be measured and hence the channel water velocity derived. 
This correlation may be done for each of the coils separately and, 
once done, allows independent adjustment for each coil by means of the series valves provided. 
The design pressure drop is 100 p. s. i. but large deviations are 
expected because of the small size of the cooling channels in relation to the manuf-
acturing and assembly tolerances which were determined on practical and economic 
grounds. The hydraulic characteristics of the complex groove shape for the inner 
coils have been checked experimentally. 
Pressures at the top~ and bottoms of the coils are transferred by means of small pipes to transducers operating on the strain gauge principle. 
4. THE MEASUR1NG SYSTEMS - DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
It is evident from the previous section that in many cases the principal 
variable cannot be measured directly, but must be derived from measurement of 
another more accessible variable. The distinction must therefore be made between 
"principal" variable and "measured" variable. All the principal variables discussed 
can be either measured directly, and therefore are themselves measured variables, 
or can be derived from a measured variable. Table II lists the principal variables 
and the associated types of measured variable. It will be seen that there are in all 
just four types of measured variable, and therefore four types of measuring system, 
which may be called 
1. temperature 
2. displacement 
3. voltage 
4. pressure 
The design of these four systems will now be discussed. 
I 
t 
lf. 
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TABLE II 
Principal variable 
maximum ( central) magnetic field 
magnet voltage 
stress 
force 
movement 
temperature 
current distribution 
magnetic field distribution 
cooling channel hydraulic characteristics 
4.1 Temperature 
Measured variable 
voltage 
voltage 
displacement 
pressure 
voltage 
displacement 
temperature 
voltage 
voltage 
pressure 
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~ All temperatures are measured by thermocouples using . 003" or . 008" diameter copper-constantan wires. The sensitivity of these thermocouples is ,, only 4. 2 m. V. per 100°c so that voltages induced in the signal leads and in the thermocouple itself must be kept quite small. Thermocouples located in or on conductors must have no contact with the conductor to avoid currents that might be flowing in the conductors also partially flowing in the thermocouple. Twisted copper -constantan pairs are used to carry the signal voltage through the varying magnetic environment. A carefully twisted pair of constant pitch p (distance between cross over points) and wire diameter d may be considered as a succession of positive and negative inductive loops of area pd (actually 2Pd ) connected in series. Two 
1r d adjacent loops will have fluxes Bpd and - ( B + ~ • p ) pd respectively, ds 
where B is the field perpendicular to the direction of the wire and s is the distance along the wire. Hence the rate this flux is added to by successive pairs of loops is 
di - -
ds 
££! dB 
2 ds 
Integrating between points 1 and 2 on the twisted pair we have 
11: 
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¢2 - ~1 Ei ( B - 2 2 - Bl ) 
This is correct provided an even number of loops lie between 1 
and 2 • If ther.e is an odd number, then an extra flux component must be added 
equal to - B1 pd or + B2 pd depending on which end of the twisted pair the extra 
loop is considered to be added. The two cases are of course similar, except that one 
case is equivalent to the wire being twisted 180° throughout, compared with the 
other. 
Adding the extra flux component for the odd loop case, we find 
i2 - ¢1 + pd ( B + B ) - 2 1 2 
so that the general case may be written 
¢2 - ¢1 - ± ~d ( B 1 ± B 2 ) 
The induced voltage in a twisted pair cannot therefore be greater 
than that induced in a single loop of that twisted pair placed in the maximum field 
through which it is routed. 
per second, 
about 1°c . 
4.2 
If p = 1 cm, d = 0. 07 m. m. and ~: as high as 300 kilogauss 
1 the induced voltage will not be greater than 
60 
m. volt, equivalent to 
Displacement 
Measurement of displacement is centred around a commercial 
device - a Bentley Proximator. It operates oh the principle that the close prox-
imity of a metal surface to a high frequency coil alters the coil' s tuning charact-
eristic. It has been verified experimentally that steady fields of a few thousand 
gauss have no effect on the proximator' s calibration, but it is uncertain what effect 
higher fields, of the order of a hundred thousand gauss, may have, especially on 
the inbuilt solid state electronics. This, together with the size of the proximator (l" diameter x 1" long) makes it desirable to locate it well outside the structure. 
The real problem with displacement measurement is then in the 
transfer from the point of interest within the magnet structure to the proximator. 
The displacement of the inner surface of the outer coil, for example, needs to be 
transferred through a temperature and field environment v:arying in time and space. 
Fortunately the slits between discs provide an ideal radial channel which can be made 
to accommodate a transfer wire of up to 0. 020 inch diameter. In.var wire, 36% 
;I 
I 
I 
I 
~. 
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Ni-Fe with a temperature coefficient of expansion of only O. 8 x 10-6 , (Reference 3) 
has been used under a known tension, to nullify the effects of the temperature 
environment, but unfortunately invar is magnetic. This property has two general 
effects in a space-varying magnetic field: it algebraically adds to the applied tension 
in the wire and it causes a side-ways force which, with the action of friction, causes an uncertainty in the tension. 
The effects can be examined theoretically. We assume that the 
invar is magnetically saturated with a magnetisation of Ms which is fixed in value 
but locally takes the direction of the field B . It follows that, if B has a direction e with the axis of the magnet ( the z axis ) , the component of magnetization 
along the wire - r direction - is M = M sin 0 and the resulting longitud-r s 
inal force at each point in the wire is 
where V is volume. 
dF 
dV 
M sin9 
s 
~o 
X 
dB 
r 
dr 
Hence the tension at any point at radius r in the wire, addit-
ional to the applied tension at radius r2 may be expressed. 
F 
r 
Ma jr2 dB s . r - sine. --,,.u,o dr 
r 
where a is the cross-sectional area of the wire. 
· dr . . . . . . . . (1) 
Similarly the sideways force per unit length of wire may be derived, which results in 
an uncertainty in tension in the wire due to friction of 
tM a /r2 I T rl < ;:, r I cos f:l 
where ?f is the coefficient of friction. 
dB 
z . -
dz 
dr . . . . . . . . (2) 
Here the integral of the modulus is taken because the wire is not 
rigid enough to allow a sideways force in one direction to be offset against a sideways 
force in the opposite direction several wire diameters along the wire from the first 
i force. 
The integrals in equations 1 and 2 may be obtained from 
computed field components of the magnet. Figure 7 shows how e, dB z and 
dz 
,., 
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dBr vary along the radial channels. The values of the two integrals over the length 
dr of the channel are as shown in Table III . 
l
r2 dB 
sin6 _r · dr 
r dr 
1 
( \Vb/m2) 
- 0.7 
- 2.6 
rr2 
/r1 
TABLE III 
dB 
z 
cose dz 
( Wb/m2 ) 
- 1.1 
- 5. 3 
dr 
Distance of channel 
from median plane 
of magnet. 
( ems. ) 
8 
18 
The magnetisation of invar may be determined experimentally as a 
function of applied field. This was done by placing samples of in var, some weighted 
with copper, in a field gradient adjusted so that the upward force 
M 
?-o 
dBV 
dz 
just balanced the gravitational force. dB was determined from a field plot dz 
using a magnet which produced magnetic intensities of about 8 x 10 
4 
A/m 
(actually 940 to 1040 oersted in the region of interest). According to Brailsford<4) 
this is well in excesR of what is required - about 500 A/m - to produce saturation in 
1nvar (or any ferromagnetic material). 
Values of Ms (\Vb/m2) calculated from these experiments ranged 
between 1. 38 and 0. 72 and compare favourably with the results given by 
, Brailsford(4) of Ms = 1. 4 . Substituting this value, the values of the definite 
integrals in Table III, a = 0. 2 x 10-6 m2 and ¥ = . 2 in equations 1 and 2 , it 
is found that the resulting maximum components of wire tension occur in the 18 ems 
channels, their magnitudes being: 
] 
r2 
Fr = 0.13 lb. force towards magnet centre 
r1 
I 
J,.; 
ill 
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J 
r2 
Tr = ± 0. 053 lb. force. 
r1 
These forces will cause strains which will change the length of the wire even though 
the applied force at the outer end is constant. The change in length for an average 
force of 0. 05 lbs. over a wire length of 10 inches (E = 21 x 106 p. s. i.) is about 1 
i2 mil. (0. 00008 inch) which would result in an error of 300 p. s. i. in calculated 
azimuthal stress at the inner radius of the outer coil if unaccounted for. It can be 
concluded therefore that the magnetic forces on the invar wires may be neglected and 
will lead to errors not exceeding a few hundred p. s. i. 
Brailsford<4) also gives magnetostriction coefficients which suggest 
that an increase in wire length of up to about 0. 2 mil. might be expected. This may 
also be considered insignificant, especially when it is opposite in effect to the 
magnetic force. 
Displacement measurements of the inner coil offer a different 
problem. Axial displacement may be transferred from the terminating assembly at 
either end of the coil through either cooling water or structural material of fairly 
constant temperature. The radial displacement of the inner surface of the inner coil 
may be transferred radially inwards into the access hole. In both cases therefore the 
environment through which displacement is to be transferred is magnetic - with much 
higher field gradients than for the outer coil - but not severely thermal. 
Molybdenum wire was chosen for its availability, non ferro-magnetic properties and 
sufficiently low thermal coefficient of expansion ( 4. 9 x 10-6 ) - Reference 3 . 
4. 3 Voltage 
The monitoring of voltage, either induced or as a resistive drop, 
presents no problem as the levels are usually of the order of a volt or so. Substan-
tial twisted pairs are used and the problem of induced noise, discussed under 
"temperature", is relatively insignificant. 
4.4 Pressure 
No particular problems arose in the design of pressure monitors. 
In general, pressures have been transferred through small diameter tubing to 
localities outside the magnet structure suitable for the installation of commerical 
pressure transducers. Hydrostatic pressure measurement in high velocity flows 
required suitably shaped pitot heads designed after N. P. L. standards. 
The remainder of this paper deals with technical detailed descrip-
tions of the instruments including the routing of signal wires and transfer devices. 
DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS AND ROUTING OF WIRES 
5. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS AND ROUTING OF WIRES 
It will be found useful to refer to the sectional drawing of the magnet 
included at the beginning of Chapter 2 . 
17 
This section is divided into four sub-sections, each headed by one of the 
four measured variables discussed in the previous sections, viz. , 
1. temperature 
2. displacement 
3. voltage 
4. pressure 
5.1 Tem,2erature 
Measurement of the temperatures of the inner and outer coils and 
the electrodes and resistors feeding the inner coil, is here described. 
In general, thermocouples are made from . 008 inch diameter 
copper-constantan thermocouple wire formed into a regularly twisted pair. 
5.1.1 Inner coil 
Each inner sub-coil is terminated at either end with a 
1 /8 inch thick fibre glass insulating ring (to prevent thermal discontinuities due to 
end cooling) through which current is taken via cylindrical contact pins. Four 
temperatures of each sub-coil are taken, two at each end under the fibra glass rings . 
This number was chosen because it is expected that there will be a significant 
difference in temperature between the bottom - where cooling water enters - and 
the top, where water exits, and because a redundancy of two is advisable for such 
important measurements using such fragile instruments. 
The construction of each of these thermocouples is 
illustrated in Figure 8 . First two small holes are drilled through the fibre glas s 
ring at right angles to each other and at 45° to the coil axis, the two holes meet-
ing close to the end surface of the coil. The separated wires of a pair are then 
passed along these holeb to meet again where the holes coincide. Here the joint is 
formed using 157PA high temperature solder, and the whole made firm and insul-
ated by means of araldite. This method of construction provides the advantage of 
,. firm anchorage. The small loop so formed is oriented so as to have no coupling with 
1. the magnetic field. 
11: 
After emerging from the insulating rings, the twisted 
, pairs are routed radially outwards to the vicinity of the outer edge of the coil , being 
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fixed by means of lacing twine. 
Figure 8. 
(c) 
(b) 
\ 
(a) 
Construction of thermocouples for the ends of the 
inner coil. 
(a) 1 /8" fibre glass ring (sectio:i) 
(b) . 008" thermocouple wire 
( c) araldite 
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The inner coil is terminated at each end by an a s sembly 
whose purpose is to provide independent contact pressure to the current- carrying 
contact pins, to carry the current through semiflexible conductors , and to distribute 
cooling water to the sub-coils. These assemblies, known as the terminating assemb-
lies, are housed in a stainless steel body and it is through this body that the therm-
ocouple pairs pass in 1/4" x 1/8" channels , two to an assembly. From there the 
wires pass through fibre glass tubes and water seals to the outside. Miniature 
connectors adjacent to the ·water seals allow ease of assembly. 
5.1.2 Electrodes 
Within the terminating assemblies for the inner coil 
described above, are twelve semiflexible conductors known as electrodes. The 
purpose of these is to provide connection3 to each of the 132 contact pins even though 
these may move axially as a result of temperature and stre.ss c!ianges. The 
electrodes are rather thin in order to enhance flexibility and hence tend to be hotter 
than most other conductors. Their temperature is monitored by means of two 
thermocouples to each electrode, each thermocouple being mounted on a O. 0005" 
mylar strip and glued to its own electrode. These pairs are routed to the channels 
in the terminating assemblies and thence follow the inner coil thermocouples. 
5.1. 3 Resistors 
Feeding the electrodes , which in turn feed the inner 
,· coil, are 24 resistors, 12 at each end of the coil. These resistors are made from 
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stainless steel tube and copper tube, hard s oldered together in various proportions 
to obtain the desired resistances . The purpose of the resistors is to distribute 
current evenly from twelve equally spaced points around each end of the coil. 
Actually there are only twenty-two r esistors since two contain no stainless steel. 
Each of the twenty-two contains ins ide its bore, two thermocouples ( a redundancy 
of one ) insulated by 0. 0005" m ylar and araldited to phosphor bronze springs which 
press the thermocouples against t he ins ide surfaces of the stainless steel parts of 
the resistors. An enlarged view of one of these thermocouples is shown in Figure 9. 
(e) 
Figure 9. 
5. 1.4 
a) 
Construction of thermocouples used for measuring 
t he temperature of resistors (greatly enlarged). 
The 0. 035" phosphor bronze wire (a) presses the 
thermocouple (c) against the inside surface of the 1" 
diameter bore of the resistor (b) • 
(d) mylar 
( e) araldite 
Outer Coil 
The thermocouples in the outer coil may be divided into 
two groups - fixed and m oving. The fixed thermocouples, eight in all, monitor 
i temperature at the inner and outer edges of the coil near the top and bottom faces• 
I 
I 
i 
! 
,,i 
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There is again a redwidancy of two. 
The routing for the inside thermocouple pairs is along 
slits formed by two butting discs from which the coil is constructed. The discs are 
over 0. 020 inch thick and their edges have been trimmed to provide a . 025" wide 
rectangular section channel through which each pair runs, encased in a. 020" 
diameter stainless steel tube. Near the outer edge, the channel is widened to take a 
second thermocouple. From there on, the routing for both inside and outside thermo-
couples is the same. They travel axially along a channel formed by scallops punched 
from the edges of the discs and pass through holes in the encasing stainless steel 
torsion jackets. Figure 10 shows the location and routing of these thermocouples. 
A r 
Figure 10. 
\ 
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A 
7 
Construction and routing of the outer coil fixed 
thermocouples. 
The moving thermocouples or "probes"- are essentially 
similar to the inside fixed thermocouples but they are routed in a straight radial line 
11; to the outside of the magnet. This enables them to be moved along the . 025" wide 
channels thus providing a complete temperature profile., 
I 
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There are four levels where probes may be inserted, 
there being in general four positions at each level at intervals of 900 around the 
magnet. 
Each probe comprises a . 020" diameter stainless steel 
tube in which is a thermocouple pair soldered together at the end of the tube. The 
thermocouples are insulated from their tubes. The construction of these probes is 
shown in Figure 11. Each probe is mounted on a i" _ diameter brass tube with 
provision for a water seal and a means of indicating the position of the thermocouple 
within the coil. 
(C) 
Figure 11. 
(a) 
Thermocouple probes 
(a) . 020 inch diameter stainless steel approximately 
8 inches long. 
(b) copper-constantan thermocouple wire . 003 inch 
diameter. 
(c) hard soldered thermocouple joint in epoxy resin 
tip. 
The route for the probes beyond the . 025" wide channels 
is through insulated holes in the torsion jackets and through holes in the surrounding 
conductors. The entrances to the . 025" wide channels are flared out a little to make 
insertion of the probes a little easier. 
5.2 Displacement 
Measurements are taken of the radial position of the inner and outer 
regions of the outer coil; the radial position of the inside surface of the inner coil and 
the axial position of the inner coil. In the case of the outer coil, the measurements 
are with respect to a circular reference frame which surrounds the magnet and which 
, is supported independently. 
5.2.1 Outer Coil 
,_,; 
Thirty-two measurements are made, eight at each of 
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four levels in the .coil. Of the eight at each level, four are of the inner regions and 
four of the outer surface of the coil, in each case spaced at 90° intervals around the 
coil. 
For the inner regions, transfer of radial position is by 
means of . 020 inch diameter invar wires threaded at the inner end. The outer coil 
is prepared with . 025 inch wide radial channels similar to those used for the temp-
erature probes. In addition, at the inner end of each of these channels is a small 
threaded tag formed fr om a disc of the coil. The invar wires may be inserted into 
the channels and screwed into the tags after the magnet is assembled. A wire 
screwed into its tag is shown in Figure 12 . 
L a~ 
A A 
(b) , > , --------- IC ) " >> " ));; \: '\.~))));;/ l)))))) )))u (d) 
(b) 
Figure 12. 
(e) 
SECTION· A-A (a) 
Details of invar displacement transfer wire from 
inner edge of outer coil. 
(a) invar wire . 020" diameter 
(b) threaded tag 
(c) insulation in outer coil 
(d) discs shaped for easy entry of probe 
(e) insulation lining access holes in torsion jacket .. 
At the outer edge, position is sensed by the bakelite tip 
of a spring loaded pusher. This is illustrated in Figure 13 . Again the position is 
transferred by m eans of in var wire through the surrounding structure to the exterior 
Jlj of the magnet. 
In all cases, the invar wire is held under constant 
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Figure 13. 
(~) 
(C) 
(a) 
te) 
Detail of displacement probe for outside edge of 
outer coil. 
(a) spring loaded push rod 
(b) bakelite sensing tip 
( c) in var transfer wire . 020" diameter 
(d) inner transfer wire teflon covered 
(e) fibre glass insulating tube. 
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tension applied from the magnet structure, and the position of the outer end of the wire is measured off the circular measuring frame by means of a Bentley Proximator. . The invar wires, at the potential of the coil, pass through insulated holes in the 11; surrounding structure. Where they must leave the cooling wate:r environment, :. effective low friction seals are formed simply by passing the wires through slightly larger diameter holes in teflon plugs. Figure 14 shows the means of applying force to the pusher which is pressed against the coil, and the teflon water seal. 
5.2.2 fuller Coil 
During the testing of the magnet it is intended to ' measure the radial position of the inside surface of the inner coil at four points spaced 90° . These measurements will be relative to a compact central measuring ,,c frame placed in the access hole of the magnet. It does not seem possible to provide an alternative means of making these measurements when the access hole is required by experimenters. 
, The magnet access hole is within a tube, known as the ij core tube, placed inside the inner coil. Radial position of the coil is sensed by four :r small springloaded probes which pass through teflon seals in this tube. Bell cranks with jewel bearings translate radial motion from these probes to vertical motion which is transferred out of the access hole by means of four molybdenum rods. 
It 
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Figure 14. 
(e) 
(d) 
Detail of displacement 
transfer wires from the 
magnet. 
(a) invar wires 
(b) spring pushing 
stainless steel 
probe tube ( c) 
and tip (d) 
against outer 
surface of coil. 
( e) teflon water seal. 
(a) 
SECTION A-A 
24 
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The axial position of the inner coil is determined from measurements of the axial position of the stainless steel bodies of the two terminat-
ing assemblies. Two molybdenum wires, 0. 021" diameter, are attached to each 
terminal assembly and are taken in an axial direction through water seals to the 
exterior of the magnet. The wires are placed under tension and the position of their 
ends measured, by Bentley proximators, relative to the clamp tube which is the 
central supporting structure of the magnet. 
5.3 Voltage 
Several voltages are measured within the magnet for various 
purposes viz. , to determine current distribution or to_ correlate with current in a 
resistive circuit; to determine, by integration, an average field strength; and to 
determine induced circulating current. 
In the first category comes the measurement of magnet voltage 
itself which is done by means of a twisted pair of leads connected across the two 
current distributing rings which are separated by a quarter inch of insulation. 
The current distribution to the inner coil is checked by measure-
ment of voltage drop across the feeder resistors. Each of these resistors is hollow, 
enabling an insulated lead to be brought through the middle to connect to the inner end 
of the resistor. At the outer end of the bore of the resistor, another connection is 
made, the two leads leaving the resistor as a pair. 
The current distribution within the outer coil is checked by meas-
uring the voltage drop in each of the four "starts" for about a turn at each end of the 
coil. Soldered connections are made to the outer edges of appropriate discs and the 
leads taken axially along a channel formed by scalloping the coil discs similar to that 
described for the outer coil fixed thermocouples. These voltage leads, those from 
the resistors, and the resistor and outer coil fixed thermocouples all subsequently 
travel the same route to the exterior of the magnet. 
In the second category, field strength, there is a coil wound on a 
bakelite former mounted within the core tube, and a number of single turn loops 
placed within the current distribution rings which surround the magnet. The latter 
may be used also for measurements in the third category - determination of 
circulating currents from direct measurement of the induced electric field. 
5.4 Pressure 
Two ranges of pressure are measured and may be classified as low 
pressure and high pressure. The low pressure measurements are all concerned with 
11; the cooling water system. fu general, pressure is tapped off at the points of interest 
using a 3 /16" O. D. Nylon tube which transfers it to Consolidated Electrodynamic 
Corporation (C. E. c.) pressure transducers mounted external to the magnet. 
,1; 
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Pressures are monitored at both ends of both coils. 
The high range covers water pressures, normally 2000 p. s. i. to 
3000 p. s. i. , which are associated with a commercial hydraulic unit used to apply 
the squeeze forces to both coils. Only the inner coil pressures are monitored 
continuously by means of C. E. C. transducers. other hydraulic pressures are 
monitored by means of bourdon tube type gauges. 
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!>stract High magnetic fields may be generated by means 
i' one or more concentric plane helical solenoids. The paper 
scusses the mechanical stresses in these solenoids when they 
·e mechanically homogeneous and isotropic and compares 
,em with the stresses that result when anisotropy is 
itroduced. Under a wide range of conditions the 
· roduction of anisotropy significantly reduces the 
Jaximum stress. The use of these principles in the ANU ,, 
. :, T magnet is described. 
' 
1 Introduction 
e ANU 30 T electromagnet consists of two concentric water-
1oled solenoids. Probably the main difficulty in design-
g solenoids of this type is in accommodating the electro-
agnetic forces whose chief effect is to cause circumferential 
sile stresses. The distribution and magnitude of these 
:P,sses depends on geometry, properties of materials and 
•J~rrent distribution. High field solenoids are usually wide 
1n squat with the ratio of outside diameter to inside diameter, 
. own as alpha, typically between 3 and 6. The reasons for · ls are primarily bound up with the relation between power 
(l,1sumption and shape. 
IT'his paper is concerned solely with plane helical solenoids 
i. single layer solenoids with wide plate-like turns. They are 
1 racterized by the current density being inversely propor-
1 al to radius. An isotropic plane helix is one made of 
1
1 
tterials whose mechanical properties are homogeneous and 
· tropic, the latter being of prime significance here. The 
, ogeneity and isotropy must extend across the bond 
Titween turns. 
f\lthough the treatment in this paper leads specifically to 
1JI: application in the ANU magnet described in §7 it has been, 
1v ertheless, kept as general as possible in order to have a 
~ Her applicability. 
Stresses 
~ Y stresses in a long isotropic plane helical solenoid have 
l' ~n treated by several authors (Carden 1968, Kuznetsov 
! il, Leon 1964). The results of the present author's treatment 
~ :eribed elsewhere (Carden 1968) are reproduced here. The 
f mulae include a superimposed field from another solenoid 
s. rounding the one under consideration, the magnitude of 
~ lch is characterized by S. 
I 
I 
The symbols used are: 
t azimuthal or hoop tensile stress; 
p radial compressive stress; 
B m combined maximun1 magnetic field in the bore of 
solenoid; 
Pm magnetic pressure Bm2/2µ 0 ; 
S ratio of components of Bm, 
S= superimposed component. 
solenoid component ' 
m reciprocal of Poisson's ratio 
a radius, a1 inner radius. 
The units are MKS. 
t/pm=AX2+BX + c (8-2+ 1)+ D 
p/pm=EX2+FX + G (8-2 -1) 
where 
A=m/2(m-1) 
_ (1-½m){(S+l)lna:}-1 -m B=---~(~m--- l~) __ _ 
_ - a:2 m(S + ½) + (1- ½m)/(ln a:) 
C=1-a:2 (S+1)2(m-1) 
_ (m-2) (S+ 1)-(1-½m)/ln o: 
D= (S+ 1)2(m-1) In o: 
E=-A 
_ (1-½m){(S+l)lno:}-1 +m 
F= (m-1) 
(compare F with B) 
G=C 
X = {In (a/a1)}/(S + 1) In a: . 
o =a/a1 
3 The two regions in high alpha solenoids 
Figure 1 shows these normalized stresses plotted against 
normalized radius (for S = 0) for several values of a:. The 
t I Pm 
I 
0,2 
0·2'-----4----.L.--~--.....1-----' 0 1·0 
{a-a1)/ (o~a1) 
Figure 1 Normalized stresses in a long isotropic bonded 
helix as a function of normalized radial distance: a, radius; 
a1, inner radius; a2, outer radius 
..t 
T electromagnet - design principles 
Tensile radial stress 
Ring in extra tension 
because of radial stress 
eJI; Illustrating the condition near the inner surface 
ill;tropic bonded helix when radial stress is tensile ,, 
e be pointed out here is that for ex less than about 3 c :1 stress is compressive but for ex greater than about 3 
o,~s tensile in an inner region before passing through , l • tc compression. 
,v, 
1 
ld be possible to physically divide a solenoid with .t : than 3 at the plane where p=O without making any 
:r ., to the stresses. Let us imagine that this is done so 
't-/1 ' ay talk of inner and outer regions as physically 
l ID. 
region - an alternative to isotropy 
a [1ination of the physical relation between radial and 
t11 stress reveals that, in the inner region, the tensile ~ bss accounts for some of the peak azimuthal stress 
,1 : er radius. This is simply illustrated in figure 2. If 
,:radial tension could be removed there should be a 
i(li in azimuthal stress. This may be achieved by cutting ~ ~id along a number of concentric cylindrical surfaces, 
l~moving the radial strength and destroying the 
[
l isotropy. 
i: ulting structure is a physically realizable one since 
i simply of a number of nesting subcoils correctly 
t with respect to one another and connected electri-
arallel. 
e1imple of the improvement in stress distribution Ii;\ r ought about by this innovation is shown in figure 3 
h p stress is plotted for a homogeneous inner region 
r e alternative arrangement of nesting subcoils. It 
, .,n that in this case a factor of almost two improve-
' resulted. 
'A 
~ 8 
2 3 4 
(0-01) / (o2- 0i) 
Normalized azimuthal stress plotted against radius . 1:.= 1 : A_, isotropic bonded helix; B, anisotropic 
,1\ ,1x, radial strength zero 
I 
The substitution of the subcoils makes no difference to the electrical characteristics because there is no radial current flow in the isotropic case and therefore it is immaterial whether the mating surfaces of the subcoils are in electrical contact or not. 
Other advantages may be gained by division into nesting subcoils. They offer an easy way of manufacturing high alpha solenoids because it is much easier to make a number of low alpha helicies than bend metal into one of high alpha. Compared with the Bitter technique using interleaved split discs, nesting subcoils avoid the problems of providing adequate friction bond and dispersion of the slits which together require a large number of discs and high clamping forces when this method is taken to the limit of its capacity. 
Assembly and replacement of damaged parts are easier in a system of subcoils than in a Bitter construction of similar strength. 
5 Outer region 
So far it has been shown that the stress distribution in the inner region of a high alpha isotropic solenoid can be improved upon by removing the isotropy. What of the outer region? Here, when isotropy is preserved, the radial stress is compres-sive which, being the reverse of the situation in the inner region, helps reduce the hoop stress at the inner radius of the region at the expense of the hoop stress at the outer radius which is in any case lower. An isotropic structure is therefore beneficial in helping to distribute stress uniformly. 
6 Multicoil magnets 
What has been said so far about a single isotropic solenoid applies also to the outer solenoid of a multicoil magnet since the stray fields from the inner coils are relatively small in the body of the outer solenoid. 
The two physically separable regions that a single high alpha solenoid may be divided into may be regarded as two coils of a multicoil magnet so that in this sense we have already covered a specific range of inner solenoids and field 
division between the two. 
What of the general case of an inner solenoid in a multicoil magnet? Figure 4 shows whether any particular combination of inner coil ex and field division S results in a beneficial compressive stress or a detrimental tensile stress. This diagram 
S~-r--rrr-r------r--r---r--, 
C d, r ////,11. 
2 
I 
- I 0 I 2 3 4 
s 
Figure 4 Radial stress conditions in the inner isotropic 
bonded helix of a long multicoil system as function of cx1 
andS. 
S = centr.e field component from outer coils 
centre field component from inner coil 
Region A, radial compression only ; B, both tension and 
compression zones; C, radial tension only 
An improvement in stress distribution would result from 
introducing anisotropy into helicies in region C 
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was derived indirectly from the equations in §2 using the 
graphical information in Carden (1968). 
The conclusion must be reached that the only isotropic 
inner solenoids that are beneficial are generally narrow ones 
and that the greater the proportion of the field contribution 
from the outer solenoid(s), the narrower the inner solenoid 
should be. 
7 The concepts put into practice 
The findings described above have been incorporated into 
the design of a 30 T magnet now operating at the Australian 
National University. The magnet, a photograph of which is 
shown in figure 5, consists of two, plane helical solenoids 
Figure 5 The AND 30 T magnet shown connected to the 
busbars and cooling water system. The radial rods 
protruding from the girth of the n1agnet are instrument 
distribution is likely to be more uniform than the alter,, 
However the alternative is advantageous for the inner sol 
of multicoil magnets offer in most cases a cons,id 
improvement in stress distribution. 
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probes measuring temperatures and strains in the magnet ' 
roughly coinciding with the two regions we have discussed. 
Table 1 lists the dimensions and characteristics of the two 
solenoids and their combination. The outer solenoid is made 
on the Bitter principle taken probably close to the extreme 
of its capacity whereas the inner solenoid consists of eleven 
nesting subcoils following the principles described above. 
These solenoids are the subjects of two following papers. 
Table 1 
Inner Outer Total 
solenoid solenoid 
Inside diameter (cm) 5·62 26·75 
Outside diameter ( cm) 23·35 68·50 
Length (cm) 20·30 41·40 
Field contribution (T) 13·5 16-5 30·0 
Power (MW) 4 25·5 29·5 
Cooling water (kl min-1) 1 ·5 5·3 6·8 
Current (kA) 26·7 168 194·7 
Voltage (V) 150 150 
8 Conclusion 
Given that the nesting subcoil arrangement described here is 
a practical alternative method of constructing a plane helical 
solenoid, isotropic structures such as Bitter solenoids should 
be limited to values of ex less than 3 and generally to the outer 
coils of multicoil magnets. In this application their stress 
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hjr:-act The most important practical aspects of the 
rc:'F of the inner solenoid are described as well as details 
f Jle manufacturing techniques used. Brief mention is 
,1,~ of other likely applications of this type of design. 
ntroduction 
W general design principles leading to the adoption of 
tentric nesting subcoils for the inner solenoid have been 
llliribed in a previous paper. This paper will outline the 
or design and construction problems encountered in putting 
_ rinciples into practice and the solutions which evolved. 
,an introductory definition one may regard a 'subcoil' as 
~lix made from conducting wire whose turns have been 
I d together with an insulating bonding material. The 
:e :1 'nesting' is meant to imply that the subcoils are made 
I ter precisely and fit closely together one inside the other 
c form an integral unit which has certain electrical and 
;hanical properties already described in an earlier paper. 
esign of subcoils 
~F advantage of the nested subcoil construction is the 
]parative ease with which water cooling channels can be 
1t oduced at the interfaces between subcoils. All the cooling 
nnels have been made identical: basically 1 mm square, 
allel to the axis, and spaced evenly and as close as possible 
2 mm circumferential pitch. The channels are formed 
Neen the smooth inside surface of each subcoil and the 
1oved outside surface of the one fitting inside it. The 
~ss tube which passes through the innermost subcoil is 
"'J grooved on its outer surface but the outermost subcoil 
10t because it is actually only half the normal width and 
ffefore requires cooling from the inside only. 
'ince the same hydraulic pressure is supplied to all channels, 
, cooling characteristic of a unit area of subcoil interface 
;onstant. The subcoil widths were chosen so as to n1aintain 
1 stant the heat fluxes into the cooling channels and there-
·e, taking into account the current distribution, subcoil 
1
1ths are basically proportional to the square of their radii. 
:follows that the cooling channel surface temperatures for 
points equidistant along the cooling channels should be 
constant and that the outermost subcoil will be the one with 
the hottest interior. The total number of subcoils were eleven 
(or ten and a half if one counts the outermost subcoil as half) 
ranging in overall width from 2·82 to 18·68 mm. They fit 
snugly one inside the other with barely an allowance of 0·02 
mm for fitting. 
The winding pitch and interturn insulation allowance for 
all the subcoils were the same, i.e. 2·12 mm and 0·125 mm 
respectively, chosen with regard to their effect on the resistance 
of the solenoid and because this pitch happened to suit the 
available lathes which could screw cut twelve turns per inch. 
There was therefore no need, in principle, for insulation 
between the subcoils thus offering the chance of using almost 
the entire surface of the water channels for heat transfer. 
There was a problem however of alignment of turns between 
adjacent subcoils. Without taking precautions it would be 
almost impossible for the turns to align so that metal was 
opposite metal and interturn insulation opposite insulation 
and therefore almost · certainly some turns of one subcoil 
A B 
( a) 
0 5mm 
F 
(.b) 
Figure 1 (a) Plan view of a small section of the two 
innermost subcoils A and B showing axial cooling grooves C 
(b) Sectional elevation showing helical grooves D with 
coincident centre planes E and bonding insulation F, The 
bond is shown at maximum permissible deviation from the 
groove centre 
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would short circuit pairs of adjacent turns of a neighbouring 
subcoil. This problem was avoided by carefully spacing the 
turns during the bonding process using a lathe and by subse-
quently machining in the outer surface of each subcoil a helical , 
groove approximately 1 mm square along the bond line. The 
effect of this groove was to permit deviations of the bond 
line from the ideal position of about + 0·5 mm. It was found 
that this tolerance could be achieved with moderate care 
during manufacture. Figure 1 shows sections of the two 
innermost subcoils and illustrates the tolerance permitted by 
the helical groove. 
3 The interturn bond 
The duty of the material between turns was to bond the turns 
together against a shear stress as great as 4· 1 MPa (600 lb in-2) 
and to provide interturn insulation. The maximum working 
temperature was expected to be less than 150°C but this 
would occur at a point where the shear stress would be only 
10 % of the maximum. Several types of hot curing epoxy 
resin were found to be suitable as far as the above requirements 
were concerned. However, even the most water resistant 
epoxy resin was found to allow the diffusion of water from the 
exposed edge of the adhesive layer. The penetration distance 
was found to be proportional to the square root of time and 
in six months the penetration was close to one millimetre. 
From numerous observations it appeared that the water in 
the epoxy competed with the epoxy itself in forming chemical 
links with the copper molecules. The result was the destruction 
of the copper-epoxy bond and the substitution of a blue 
con1pound on the previously bonded copper surface. In the 
best prepared experimental samples, the extent of the destruc-
tion of the bond agreed well with the expected extent of water 
diffusion from the edge of the resin layer. However in many 
cases a marked acceleration was observed probably caused 
by the free entry of water through passages in the interface 
region where the copper-epoxy bond was already destroyed. 
Any increase in bulk of the blue compound over the bulk of 
its original local components would aid this process by 
wedging open the interface and might also cause acceleration 
of the chemical reactions through stress activation. The 
significance of this problem can be seen by relating the 
observations to the innermost subcoil which averages about 
2 mm in width and is wetted from both sides. Within six 
months then one might expect complete penetration of water 
and destruction of the bond. 
The solution was to cover the metal surfaces with a phenol 
formaldehyde baked coating formulated especially for its 
high resistance to water penetration. The diffused water in the 
epoxy bond was not observed to have any effect on the formal-
dehyde-epoxy bond and in accelerated tests with this method, 
no deterioration was observed after the equivalent of eighteen 
months exposure to water. 
4 Subcoil terminations 
The problems associated with the ends of the subcoils 
probably gave more concern than any other aspect of the 
inner solenoid. As explained in the previous paper on the 
outer solenoid, it is necessary to ensure symmetrical entry of 
current at the ends. This is especially important for the 
inner solenoid where, in the worst case of asymmetric current 
entry, one might expect bond shear stresses to increase by 
21r. Such an increased stress would, in places, exceed the 
strength of the bond by about 50 %. 
A sufficient approach to symmetry is achieved by providing 
at each end of the solenoid twelve equipotential entry zones, 
centred on twelve equally spaced radii. Each zone is fed 
from a resistor of such a value as to ensure that each passes 
664 
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A 
J 
Q 
I 
U™dlllll~~ 
D 
0 5cm 
Figure 2 Sectional elevation of the upper termination o~ 
the inner solenoid, semi-schematic. A, axis of electromai 
B, inner subcoil; C, outer subcoil; D, cooling water 
channels; E, fibre glass end caps to subcoils; F, current-• 1,,. 
contacts in one equipotential zone; G, conductor feedinl I 
equipotential zone; H, zone feed resistor; I, force l' 
11 distribution beams; J, force distribution discs; K, hydra1ulf-.. 
(water) source of contact force; L, hydraulic reaction tci' 
I electric contact force and force on location contacts (nofj 
shown); M, fixed stops - one end only, springs at other err• 
N, fixed restraining structure attached to support tube; 
.. 1 
0, support tube; P, hydraulic inlets - from common sour 
at 17 N m- 2 (2500 lb in- 2); Q, core tube providing aced~ 
to high magnetic field; R, terminal assembly housing. 
Note: cooling water passes through the housing R in hoJ 
not shown 
H,. 
one twelfth of the total current. 0 "onnecno D"' 
zone resistor and the eleven subcoils is effected by means 
radially oriented slightly flexible copper conductor and ele 
rod-like contacts, one for each subcoil. Each contact 
backed by a constant force producing mechanism capab1~: 
following the small n1ovements of the contact resulting ffi 
the axially directed expansions and contractions of the su 
upon which it bears. The dimensional changes of the subi ol; 
which might be as much as 0· 1 mm are caused by heating a\: 
by strains which are the result of electromagnetic compre( ·' 
and the Poisson effect of the azimuthal stresses. Figur 
illustrates the means adopted for producing the contact fat 
The force is derived hydraulically and distributed throuP 
system of beams, discs and fulcrums to the indiv1dual contt 
In addition to the current carrying contacts, an equal nurll 
of locating contacts bear against the subcoil ends. T~<! 
serve to position the subcoils correctly in relation to o 
another and to locate the assembly of subcoils within 
superstructure. 
··I 
~i 
i 
~ 
I 
),' 
r
ti 
I 
) 
I 
tN,,·30 T electromagnet - inner solenoid 
~ l j~ rder to eliminate thermally produced shear stresses I [o1 the subcoil bonding material, it is necessary to prevent 
~ 1~i," eat flow. This does not occur appreciably in the body 
r subcoils because current density is independent of 
I 
i, ' position and because the cooled surfaces are axially 
~ 
·it tated. For the end turns, the same situation is approached 
achining the end surfaces flat and capping them with 
e , al insulation. The machining process causes the end 
Ii/}. :' to be tapered so that their cross sectional areas match 
½~: e •, ogressively increasing current in them developed by the 
/) c ssive increments from the twelve contact zones. The end 
1/) r I made from fibre glass, can be seen in figures 2 and 5. 
!J_. '.: ocating contacts bear upon the end caps whereas the 
// L t contacts pass through as shown. 
I) I 
/} · anufacture of subcoils 
: • 
1 
gland and extruded and drawn into wire at Port Kembla, ~ 
il :s of zirconium-copper alloy (0·25 % Zr) were purchased 
I/ u I alia, following an experimental programme aimed at 
I} 1_ :.ving the required degree of hardening in the wire-forming 
I/ r<, . ss. Nine different sizes of wire were made each with a 21 c /ngular cross section. 
~f J r the manufacture of each subcoil, the appropriate wire 
~ ·allstraightened and milled on the bond faces with a slight 
~ 1 ~- to compensate for the deformation during coil shaping. 
~ t 
1
coils were formed in a specially made continuous bending 
, 1ine. At this stage care was exercised to ensure that the 
I 
i took the form of a true plane helix close to the desired 
i: eter. The helix was then stretched on a frame, coated 
i . the phenol formaldehyde preparation and baked. After 
, .king it was prepared for resin bonding and mounted in 
natior t h h . hm h' l . 11 1· d . it e avmg attac ents w 1c 1 essentrn y app 1e resm 
:ctro[ 
e veen parted turns, closed them up and correctly spaced 
a!er h h. The helix was then placed in an oven for curing, after 
cumL : ~h the inside and outside cylindrical surfaces were. mach-
rfee& n L This was followed in turn by milling the axial cooling 
e bves, screw cutting the helical groove and finally facing the 
1~yru, ~oil ends. The last operation was quite critical as it was 
;!Ion!: ri 1ortant to obtain exactly the required number of turns, 
. cti(n , , 
t O!Ilti 
·iu~; 
The innermost nesting subcoil. Inside diameter 
Figure 4 The eleven subcoils fitted together to form the 
inner solenoid. The dark areas evident on the top face of 
the solenoid are the bonding and insulating layers exposed 
by machining the ends of the subcoils. In places parts of the 
exposed layers can be seen to have been removed to enable 
contact rods to reach the underlying conductor 
rather than an exact length, in order to suit the orientation of 
the terminating zones. 
Each subcoil was checked for short circuits between turns 
that might have been caused by machining burrs or scratches 
using the · principle that the magnetic field from a current 
passing through a fault-free subcoil should possess practically 
no circumferential component whereas current passing through 
an interturn short should. Using a lathe, AC of a few kilohertz 
and a small search coil mounted on the tool post, a method 
was found that was very sensitive to faults on the inside and 
outside of the subcoils. A microscope was used for final 
visual location and removal of the faults. 
Figure 3 is a photograph of the innermost subcoil ready for 
assembly. 
6 Assembly of subcoils 
The finished subcoils were fitted one inside the other and 
orientated to match the contact zones. However, prior to 
fitting, their exact lengths were measured and also the angle 
on the end faces between the positions of the centres of the 
emergent bond line and helical groove. This information 
enabled the lengths of the locating contacts to be determined. 
Figure 5 The solenoid fitted with fibre glass capping. 
Access holes from the 132 contact rods can be seen. The 
wires visible connect with 22 thermocouples fitted to 
measure the temperature of the subcoils 
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Figure 6 A view of the mating face of one of the terminal 
assemblies showing the protruding contact rods and locating 
rods 
Figures 4 and 5 are photographs of the assembled inner 
solenoid and figure 6 shows the contact rods which mate with 
one end of the solenoid. 
7 The complete inner solenoid assembly 
Figure 7 is a photograph showing the inner solenoid between 
its two terminal assemblies. The unit contains all the contact 
rods, force distribution mechanisms and hydraulics that have 
been described as well as instrumentation for observing 
temperature and pressures. Extra instruments measuring 
strain and magnetic field were inserted afterwards. 
8 Summary 
This paper gives an account of the major considerations in 
design especially with reference to the subcoils. Many other 
aspects have not been dealt with but suffice it to say that 
studies were made of the electromagnetic forces associated 
with every part of the current path, the heating and tempera-
ture of each part, the flow of water through each passage as 
well as the practicability of manufacture of each part and the 
Figure 7 The inner solenoid assembly ready for fitting into 
the remainder of the 30 T electromagnet (vi:;ible in the left 
background). The assembly consists of the inner solenoid 
between the upper and lower terminal assemblies. In the 
sides of the latter can be seen the current connections, 
twelve each end 
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means of assembly of the whole. Most of these studies ,i 
concerned with steady state energization but considerft, 
attention was also paid to transient energization. In m:' 
complex situations mock-ups were constructed and stu/;
1 under simulated conditions. The conclusion that migh~' 
reached now following su~cessful ~esting is t~at the desi~.1 
fundamentally sound. GIVen this conclus10b. the auil! \ 
believes that the same methods may be applied to proc:
1 
I 
more intense magnetic fields in conventional electromagl 
and to produce compact and efficient solenoids for opera 
within superconducting solenoids. The methods may 
applicable to superconducting solenoids themselves now 1 
the magnetic fields being achieved by these devices are su 
ently intense to cause designers to give close consideratio1j~I 
the mechanical stresses within them. Copper wires contairm 
filamentary superconducting material seem to be idea11 
suited for forming into subcoils while the enhanced ac 
for helium between subcoils might alleviate problems 
stability and rapid field changes. The subcoils might of c'01I \ 
have to be energized in series necessitating layers of insulat 1 
between them but this requirement need not cause g1 1 
difficulty. \ 
~ 
i 
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t The solenoid described here is the outer coil of a ,[il system for generating a 30 T magnetic field. 
l 1is showed that a homogeneous plane helix would be 
q
1 
tely strong. The Bitter principle of constructing a 
1 b.elix was chosen for practical reasons but difficulties 
"'t[e to l~ss of stren~th from the slits in the discs and 
f .. that crrcumferential strength had to be developed 
111 friction between the discs. The problems were 
er e by adopting a design where each turn was made 
. 6 discs interwound in a staggered pattern which 
.,ied the slits and provided adequate friction bonding. 
d~ect of the slits is small reducing the strength to 
s of an ideal continuous plane helix. It is shown that 
Bitter solenoid may fail either by expansion or by 
•
11
• • g. The relevant factors involved in both modes are 
d and it is shown that unwinding is the most serious 
tlhnd cannot be remedied by increasing the number of 
r turn. A system of keying the end turns via 
·c cylinders is described and illustrated. The solenoid is ,Ila two-start helix with one tum each end four-start. 
'S for these features are described associated with 
eij distribution and ease of insulation checking. The 
· ·, construction technique is described and illustrated. 
L lfour years ago work was begun at The Australian 
c tt1 University on the design of a water cooled 30 T 
ental electromagnet which was to be used for research 
state physics. The design evolved into basically two 
ric plane helical solenoids, electrically in parallel, the 
.~e of which is the subject of this paper. This solenoid ... 
26 MW of power from the department's homopolar 
or delivered at 150 V and 168 kA whereas the two 
ether require 30 MW at the same voltage and 200 kA. 
uter solenoid, which will henceforth be called the 
'Jlenoid, requires cooling water at the rate of 6·8 
~• (4 ft 3 s-1) at approximately 1 ·7 MPa (250 lb in-2) 
:. The major dimensions of this solenoid are shown 
1 of Carden (1972). 
es 
have been calculated using formulae and methods 
.•ti by several authors (Carden 1968, Kuznetsov 1961, 
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Figure 1 Stresses in outer coil. Material is 0·07 % Ag-Cu 
hard temper. A, expected azimuthal stress; B, expected 
0· 1 % proof stress 
Leon 1964) for the case of a bonded plane helix in which the 
mechanical properties of the solenoid material are homogene-
ous, elastic and isotropic everywhere including the interface 
between turns. Although the design chosen is not homo-
geneous, elastic nor isotropic, this model is nevertheless the 
best available that has been mathematically analysed. 
The calculated azimuthal or hoop stress is shown in figure 1. 
It will be seen that the maximum stress is high, this being the 
result of compactness which is favoured because of the econo-
mies it brings in material, power and water consumption, 
Axial compressive stress results from electromagnetic forces 
and externally applied axial forces. The electromagnetic 
component is zero at the ends but builds up to as high as 
83 MPa (12 000 lb in-2) at the median plane of the solenoid. 
3 Design and construction 
The construction method invented by the late Francis Bitter 
(1936, 1937, 1939, 1962) was chosen for the ANU solenoid 
as the most practical way of achieving a bonded plane 
helix of the size required. This method involves making a 
large number of thin discs each perforated with cooling holes 
and each having a radial cut or slit right through. The discs 
are interleaved in a pattern to form a helix, the holes aligning 
to farm axial cooling channels. A solenoid constructed this 
way requires axial compression to provide the friction which 
effectively bonds the discs together. The magnitude of the 
axial compression required depends on the number of inter-
leaved discs and the pattern of interleaving. In general the 
greater the number of discs and the greater the extent of 
interleaving, the less axial compression will be required. 
Usually adequate axial compression resulting from electro-
magnetic forces prevails throughout most of the solenoid 
except near the ends. An external means of applying axial 
force is therefore necessary. 
The pattern in which the discs are interleaved is best 
represented in a diagram obtained by projecting the solenoid 
radially outwards upon any cylindrical surface and developing 
the projection so formed. Vertical dimensions are exaggerated 
for clarity. Figure 2(a) is such a representation of the A?"iL 
solenoid. The pattern itself is believed to be unique and the 
number of discs per tum, sixteen, is to the author's knowledge, 
greater than anything attempted previously. 
The pattern, identified henceforth as the ANU pattern, 
may be generalized for any number of discs per turn n. Its 
special featur~ are that n. must be even; that the slits of 
alternate discs appear in planes perpendicular to the axis, 
the planes being n/2 disc thicknesses apart; that the slits in 
each plane are spaced 47T/n radians apart; and that the slits 
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Figure 2 The AN U pattern for interleaving Bitter type split 
discs. (a) Developed diagram of pattern (vertical scale 
exaggerated). Shading identifies specific discs. Groups of 
eight discs are separated by insulation shown as a thick line. 
(b) The pattern drawn in the correct proportions (for the 
inner radius of the coil). Four adjacent slits shown encircled 
in one plane are angularly displaced 27T/n radians from the 
slits in the neighbouring planes. 
The discs are made from hard rolled silver-copper (0·07 % 
Ag) of nominal thickness (0·518 mm). They arrived at the 
ANU workshop as full discs of approximately the finished 
outside diameter. All subsequent processes were carried out 
within the University. Cooling holes and the central hole 
were punched out, the outside diameters turned and the radial 
slits guillotined. Some of the discs were found to open or close 
at the slit when placed on a flat surface due to the fact that 
they had originally been slightly conical or buckled. This fault 
was corrected by pressing over the full length of selected radii 
using a press tool in the shape of a narrow elongated triangle. 
Depending on the orientation of the triangle with respect to 
the disc (point directed inwards or outwards) a gap or an 
overlap at the slit could be corrected. 
Other difficulties arose because of the variation in thickness 
both from disc to disc and within each disc. The average 
thickness was found to vary between 0·483 and 0·571 mm, 
whereas, typically, the variation within discs was ± 0·01 mm. 
The former variation necessitated sorting (by weight) into 
sixteen groups. Members of each group butted together in 
the solenoid thus preventing steps and voids which would 
otherwise occur if discs of unequal thickness were butted. 
The latter variation-within-discs was unfortunately systematic 
which, if uncorrected, would have caused a hump in the 
middle of the solenoid greater than the 3·2 mm each end 
which could be tolerated. It was corrected by grinding the 
middle of each eighth disc of the solenoid. 
Insulation consists of 0·08 mm 'Pyre ML' bonded glass 
fabric supplied by the Dupont Corporation. The material 
was cut into discs of the same size as the conducting discs, 
drilled with holes to match the cooling holes and slit radially. 
In the solenoid they butt together to form continuous plane 
helical insulating layers but their butt joints are displaced so 
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Figure 3 The ANU solenoid during assembly showing 
small beams supporting some discs to allow entry of th 
next/ and three rods (with handles) in cooling holes to 
location. Three other locating rods are inserted from th 
bottom of the solenoid and are shown protruding. The ' 
circular platfonn surrounding the solenoid and one in tl 
centre are vertically adjustable 
as not to coincide with the butt joints of the conducting 
The original plan was to divide _the solenoid into four , 
adjacent starts being separated by one layer of fabric, 
was soon found that, despite precautions in . clean 
occasional metal particles had become lodged betwe 
glass threads of the open weave. Some of these were disc 
to be inside globules of resin and became evident as a l 
circuit only after pressure was applied. This difficult1 
overcome by inspecting every sheet on a metal table1lu 
c-·= 
Figure 4 The solenoid in position in one torsion jao 
while the other is being lowered. Key bars on top of . I 
the solenoid are visible ' 
l 
ri_
1
.. ,Hi 
IHI 
tNj
1
f30 T electromagnet - outer solenoid 
.i; ed rolle~ electrically connected to the table through a 
re. : which registered continuity. Once a short circuit r 
iscovered a bearing could be drawn along the line-of-nf~t of the roller and the fabric. The intersection of two 
H bearings located the metal particle which was then 
n~ d and removed using a microscope and another electri-
: onnected needle-like probe. In addition to this inspec-
he design was altered to two starts with double insulation 
st of the solenoid. 
mbly was performed on a special table fitted with 
iU1s aids. The method was to slide each disc in turn into 
ljsually under some discs already assembled. To perform 
. eration accurately and without disturbing discs already 
dbled, it was necessary to clear a passage for the next 
inserting small bean1s which supported the assembled 
bove the passage. A routine for moving these supports 
riately for each new disc was soon worked out. Figure 3 
the solenoid part way through the assembly and figure 4 
the completed solenoid. 
main disadvantage of the design is the large number of i·i ual parts which have to be made and handled, and the --i ' at with techniques developed so far assembly must 
r' !d one disc at a time. The advantage of strength however nd
L10· :; tanding as will become apparent in the next section. llO' . 
in _ 1 :>des of failure f[t .. ~· 
d k · as the author is aware, there are three possible modes 
er1. ,1ure of the ANU solenoid. These have been nan1ed here 
lenl w,f ing, expansion and tensile and they will now be discussed 
de lllJ. ... . 
liq n 
zwinding 
e.01winding mode of failure may be defined as failure along 
,?al fault path. Unwinding results in radial growth and 
's\'11g about the axis of the solenoid. In Appendix 1 helical 
aths involving friction bond failure are analysed. It is 
. that the relation between azimuthal stress f 8 , axial 
•=ssive stress Pz and coefficient of friction µ,, for a helix 
is 
Pz/fe = cp/(µ,- cp). 
most obvious unwinding fault path is the plane helical 
m.ce between turns. The values for the ANU solenoid 
fe=275 MPa (40000lbin- 2) } 
• µ,=0·2 at inner radius 
c/>=0·01 rad 
:•und that Pz must be of the order of 13·8 MPa (2000 
) . In fact even higher values of Pz are indicated because 
:erface between turns is not apparently the fault path 
~-1e steepest helix angle. Figure 5(a) illustrates what is 
·d to be the weakest unwinding fault path for the ANU 
'.1. . It requires approximately (n + 2)/n times greater Pz 
at calculated above. To provide such high values of 
· the critical end turns would be most impracticable 
.~g immense compression mechanisms and super 
Jie. 
problem was overcome by attaching radial key bars 
discs at each end of the solenoid which keyed into 
'riate slots in two stainless steel discs. These discs 
elded to two locked cylinders which encased the solen-
1e discs and cylinders, forming what are known as 
jackets, resist twisting and therefore are effective in 
'·ing failure by unwinding. These torsion jackets are 
in figure 4. 
(aJ 
( b) 
Figure 5 Diagrams illustrating two forms of failure : 
(a) unwinding; (b) expansion. The diagrams are based on 
the developed pattern of figure 2(a) 
The remaining possible modes of failure are ones having 
axially orientated fault paths. These are the expansion and 
tensile modes of failure. 
4.2 Expansion 
Failure by expansion is characterized by growth in a generally 
radial direction without twisting about the solenoid axis. It 
results from failure of the friction bond between interleaved 
discs resulting in slipping as illustrated in figure 5(b) for the 
ANU pattern. As explained in Appendix 1, where end con-
straints are employed to prevent unwinding, the expansion 
mode of failure may be treated without regard to unwinding 
or the moments generated by the end constraints. The tensile 
strength of interleaved discs is proportional to the area of the 
slip planes along the fault surface and therefore the path of 
the fault surface will be the path of minimum length which 
has no net angular displacement (if the fault surface has net 
angular displacement, the failure is a form of unwinding 
which is prevented by the key-bars). 
By inspection, the minimum possible path length per turn 
for the ANU pattern is found to be (n.2 -4)7T/n rad where, as 
before, n is the number of discs per turn. It follows that if 
p y is the compressive stress perpendicular to the slip planes at 
radius r, fx the tensile stress at radius r parallel to the slip 
planes when failure by expansion is about to occur, µ, the 
coefficient of friction and t is the turn thickness, then 
p y/fx = nt/(n 2 - 4)7Tr µ,. (1) 
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Figure 6 180 ° alternate overlap pattern for n = 2 
The only pattern known to have a lower ratio than this is the 
180° alternate overlap pattern shown in figure 6 where the 
ratio is 
py/fx= t/wrrrµ,. 
However, as will be shown, there are serious weaknesses with 
this pattern and in any case, for high n, the two ratios approach 
one another. 
The appropriate substitutions in (1) for the ANU solenoid 
are n= 16, t= 8·61 mm (0·34 in), r= 13·34 mm (5·25 in)-
inner radius, µ,=0·2 and /x=275 MPa (40 000 lb in-2), 
whence py= 1 ·79 MPz (260 lb in-2). An axial compression of 
3·4 MPa (500 lb in-2) has been provided in this region without 
an excessive structure thus allowing a safety factor of almost 2. 
4. 3 Tensile failure 
The pattern shown in figure 6 has the slits grouped in two 
columns. It will be obvious that in this case the strength of 
the solenoid cannot exceed half of what it would be if it were 
homogeneous. Most known patterns suffer in this way, 
50 or 25 % reduction being quite common. On the other hand 
in figure 2(a), the slits are dispersed to the extent that no slits 
are closer than 15 disc thicknesses, i.e. the reduction in strength 
is only 1 /1 6 or 6 %. The wide dispersion of the slits is more 
apparent in the full scale developed view of the bore of the 
solenoid - figure 2(b ). 
5 The end treatment 
Another feature of the ANU solenoid worthy of note is the 
end treatment. Stresses are normally calculated in a plane 
helical solenoid on the presupposition that current density is a 
function of radius only. It fallows that any plane cutting the 
solenoid and perpendicular to its axis is not an equipotential 
surface due to the insulation between turns and the fact that 
current passes obliquely through the plane at the helix angle. 
In fact, fallowing around any circle in th~ cutting plane one 
would find a uniform potential gradient everywhere except 
at the cut insulation line where there would be a compensating 
potential discontinuity equal to the tum-to-turn voltage. If 
these conditions are not reproduced at the ends of the solenoid, 
which are essentially planes perpendicular to the solenoid 
axis also, then one cannot expect the end stresses to be similar 
in nature to those in the body of the solenoid. 
In most previous solenoids known to the author, the ends 
are simply held in contact with an equipotential electrode. 
Figure 7 illustrates what must happen if this is done with a 
simple one 'start' helix. Symmetry is destroyed in the end 
electrodes and current enters the solenoid along a narrow 
radial zone. What is usually more important, symmetry is 
destroyed in the end turn also, resulting in large shear stresses 
instead of hoop stresses. 
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Figure 7 End effect with "'equipotential termination. 
A, equipotentia~ electrode; B, plane helical solenoid; . l 
C, arrows showmg current path; D,~current concentrat10:. 
~ 
and hot-spot · 
If the hoop force per turn is H, i.e. 
H=ffedA 
where fe is hoop stress, and the integral is taken ove~ 
area of the radial section of the turn then it is easily s 
that the unbalanced force on the end turn is H. 
The difficulty was alleviated for our solenoid by giv· 
four starts at each end for about" one turn. This provided"' 
entry and four exit points of almost equal current, anf ' 
degree of balancing which resulted was found to be , 
factory. Away from the ends the number of starts was red 
to two, the insulation between them being double 
maintaining two starts it was possible to check on the 1in: 
tion during assembly. 
r 
l j 
6 Conclusion ( 
The unwinding failure mode is one to watch when deii~ 
high performance Bitter solenoids. End constraints 1fvfl 
will resist axial twisting appear to be a practical alte¼11P 
to providing large axial compression otherwise neces&p..f: 
develop the friction bond strength required at the end t 
The ANU solenoid has been tested to its design field str 
with no observable deleterious effects suggesting the[ 
that this alternative method has proved to be succes~f1 
It would seem that there might be some advanta1 
raising voltage and the number of turns wherever ph. 
thus reducing current and the helix angle but this m 
weighed against the increased number of discs require~.i 
The unexpectedly high axial compression that woi ·; 
necessary to prevent unwinding in the ANU solenoid . 
the author suspect that some existing Bitter solenoids 
end compression appears to be rather empirically derive,, 
where end tum displacement has been reported, ma 
suffering from a type of failure by unwinding. 
j 
r' 
Appendix 1 H omogeneity 
The analysis in this appendix requires a firm conae 
homogeneity which may be defined as follows. If a st 
can be divided into cells of equal magnitude such th.~1 
cells are identical in the number, size and magnitude Cl 
anomalies they may contain, then the structure is homage 
I 
down to the scale of the cell size. This means that 
analysis carried out on the basis of a homogeneous 
will give the averages of the actual stresses in the ce 
obtain the finer structure of the stress distribution a st~ , 
the effect of the anomalies within the cells must be 
1 
This will result in a 'fine structure' stress distribution 111 
may be superimposed upon the previous 
ncen 
30 T electromagnet - outer solenoid 
so --
+'e 
p 
2 
1; 
Illustration of terms used in the analysis 
---.,1 HI 
ei1to obtain the actual stress, and which by itself averages 
d J throughout a cell. 
e light of this concept a plane helical solenoid is now 
led. For the ANU solenoid cell size should be of the 
ealh '. of magnitude of the distance between slits in the 0 
I ei !on, the helix pitch in the z direction and probably the 
Hr 11 'width in the r direction. ,: 
pro11• consider first the electromagnetic forces acting on the 
ren\, e
11 
id, i.e. the radially acting j e x Bz a~d th~ a~ally acting 
I to:, , ' body forces. These forces result 1n prmc1ple stresses 
s1m1 a Pz (I tensile, p compressive). Secondly we consider 
dotl ·s g moments applied to the end faces of the solenoid 
on~ i :result in shear stress so in planes at right angles to the 
e1 ,id axis (and in orthogonal planes containing the solenoid 
: :These stresses are shown in figure 8. They may be 
ned using Mohr's relationships which require for their 
iene ·c , only that the material be homogeneous (Prager 1961). 
~am:, , me relationship may be used to derive the stresses related 
al~ ; 1es inclined in any direction, in particular the interfaces 
n~'I- ~ !n the discs. These stresses, also shown in figure 8, are 
~e['. f shear stress along the plane, py the compressive stress 
fielo, the plane, and Ix the tensile stress in the direction of 
inat l ne (i.e. in the direction of the helix). 
;u;'I- components of Ix, py and S y derived respectively from 
idit l inciple stresses le and Pz and the applied shear stress 
.,1, · ihown in the following table 1 where cp is the helix angle. eh · 
llui: , ~e, making approximations for small angles 
fetj\lL 
at 
py = 2cpso + Pz (neglecting terms in cp 2) 
Sy= ef>le + cppz-so 
Ix= le+ 2cpso. 
(Al) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
~
11 
lop.r we have explored the average stresses in the cells 
1 ' •·iihsly defined. We may now examine the effects of 
des within the cells. 
<' tresses whose average islx are subject to gross redistri-
. c11within the cell because of the presence of the slits. This 
I Ci:i I 
~ai~l•---------------------
iucn 
Ix 
le cos2 cp 
-pz sin2 cp 
so sin 2cp 
py 
- le sin2 cp 
Pz cos2 cp 
so sin 2cp 
Sy 
I e sin cp cos cp 
Pz sin cp cos cp 
-so cos 2cp 
• • •• 
~ 
Sign convention 
~ 
_I~ ~ -::~~~~ -:_ ~ h 
Figure 9 Illustration of the shear stresses at the disc 
interfaces which results from the interposition of the slits 
redistribution involves shear stress components in the friction 
bond of magnitude klx where k is a factor which depends on 
the geometry of disc interleaving. These stresses are part of 
the fine structure previously referred to and are illustrated in 
figure 9 where, it will be seen, they alternate in sign (the 
sign convention is also shown in figure 9). k is defined by 
assuming that the strength of the turns of the solenoid in the 
direction of Ix is solely dependent upon the interleaving 
geometry and the normal force py. It is governed by the 
friction relation 
klx= µp y 
and implies that 
Sy= O. 
Thus 
k = turn thickness 
minimum expansion mode slip path length 
nt 
- (n2 - 4) 7TY 
(A4) 
for the ANU solenoid. It remains to be seen what effect the 
inclusion of sy has on the estimation of turn strength. 
Contrary to what has been said about Ix, the average shear 
stress sy, defined by equation (A2), is not affected significantly 
by the slits and is uniform in sign throughout the cell although, 
it must be noted, this sign may be positive or negative. The 
addition of the Sy and klx components results in the formation 
st ve y .. 
i, :: : ::~1::: :: II -:::: . ~-: '.L. ::ii 
la> 
s-v e 
'( 
• 
....... 
-~ 
r- :::<.<X C+ :" ::'.:'. :)\:><:;;;:: 7 ,: ... 
Cb) 
Figure 10 Illustrating the result of superimposing shear 
stress Sy upon the shear stresses of figure 9 (due to tensile 
stress Ix- (a) sy positive (by sign convention of figure 9); 
(b) S y negative. The hatched lines show the interfaces where 
slipping will occur. In either (a) or (b) slipping will result in 
the slits widening 
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of two possible types of continuous high stress paths depending 
on the sign of Sy. These are illustrated in figures l0(a) (sy 
positive) and (b) (sy negative). Failure along the former type 
of path results in strains which lengthen the circumference of 
the solenoid and is therefore ref erred to here as failure by 
'unwinding'. For the latter type, strains shorten the circum-
ference and the failure is said to be by 'winding'. An alternative 
set of defini6ons can be made in terms of the twisting strain 
experienced by the solenoid. For a right hand helix, unwinding 
results in the clockwise rotation of the near end relative to the 
far end, while the opposite rotation occurs with winding. 
Both of these types of failure cause widening of the slits. 
For the special case Sy= 0, both types of failure may occur 
simultaneously resulting in the widening of the slits but not 
necessarily resulting in any net twisting strain. This js the 
'expansion' mode of failure referred to in the paper. 
Equation for unwinding failure 
The necessary condition resulting from failure of the friction 
bond is sy+kfx= µ,py. Substitution of equations (1), (2) and 
(3) gives 
( 
1 2cp ) ( µ, cp ) so cp + k + cp + k (µ,- k) + Pz cp + k - cp + k = fe. (A5) 
For relative small k and so= 0, (A5) simplifies to 
Pzffe = cp/(µ,- cp) (A6) 
which is a simple criterion for determining maximum unwind-
ing strength in the absence of end face anchoring. 
Equation for expansion failure 
Failure by winding depends on the strength of the friction 
bond in the opposite direction to unwinding, the necessary 
condition being 
-sy+kfx= µ,py. 
Substitution as before results in 
( 
1 2cp ) ( µ, cp ) so cp -k - cp-k (µ,-k) -pz cp-k + cp-k =fe, (A7) 
(A5) and (A 7) may be thought of as defining the safe limits 
of so as a function of le (taking Pz as constant). Figure 11 
shows both equations plotted in this way. 
t 
so 
Failure by 
unwinding 
s=o 
Q 
Failure by 
expansion 
Figure 11 A- B, path followed to ultimate failure by 
expansion in solenoid having end face anchoring, as the 
magnet field is increased. B, incipient failure by unwinding 
which causes compensating loading of the end face 
anchoring 
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Combinations of so and le lying in the shaded regions 
lead to failure either by winding or unwinding. The inter,: 
tion of the two bounding curves (if it occurs) w1ll correspo' 
as explained, to Sy= 0 and failure by expansion. The strd 
of the solenoid with regard to the expansion mode is therei ,, 
determined from Sy= 0 and kfx = p y which a:re the si 
assumptions made when defining k (equations (A4)). 
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Testing the ANU 30 T high 
high field mag net at 
Canberra 
PO Carden 
Department of Engineering Physics, Research School of Physical Sciences, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, Australia 
MS received 6 December 1971, in revised/arm 21 February 1971 
Abstract The test conditions of the ANU 30 T high field magnet are described and the most significant observations reported. The factor imn1ediately limiting the maximum achievable field intensity is delineated. Conclusions are ; reached with regard to performance under different , conditions envisaged in the future. t 
1 Introduction 
The electromagnet whose design and construction have been : described in the three preceding papers (Carden 1972a, b, c) ,. has generated, in a series of proving tests at The Australian i National University, a magnetic field of 29-4 T. This field is ': uniform to 0· 5 % within a 5 cm diameter sphere and is acces-, ' sible through a 5 cm diameter axial tube. A sectional view is \ shown in figure 1 and the important parameters of this magnet's two solenoids are listed in table 1 of Carden (1972a). An 
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'igure 1 Sectional outline of magnet drawn to scale. ,, axis of cylindrical syn1metry; B, region of maximum agnetic field; C, inner coil; D, outer coil; E, boundary of ~ntral access hole with inner coil removed. Available ,agnetic field 16-5 T 
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important feature is that the inner solenoid may be removed leaving a working space 22 cm diameter at a maximum field intensity of 16·5 T. The success of these tests indicates that the Department of Engineering Physics, which is responsible for the project, is close to achieving its goal of producing a magnetic field of 30 T for the order of 1 0 s. 
This magnet, together with a 16·5 T magnet, previously purchased from ADL Inc. are housed in the department's high field magnet laboratory. The facilities of this laboratory, including the provision of the required 120 1 s- 1 of cooling water under pressure from compressed air, are described by Carden (1 968). Power for the magnets, 30 MW in the case of the new device, is derived from the department's homopolar generator (Blarney et al. 1962, Newstead 1967) and controlled by an electrolytic circuit breaker. The homopolar generator is an efficient energy storage device storing up to 500 MJ. It is normally fed at low power level for the order of 10 min and discharged in a matter of seconds at power levels of tens or hundreds of megawatts. 
2 Field-time characteristics 
For the purposes of the proving tests the discharge cycle depicted by A in figure 2 was used. The fast rise time of this cycle resulted in certain critical electromagnetic forces in the magnet being 6 % greater than they would be for a steady state current distribution yielding the same central field. To avoid this the maximum field would ideally be achieved by applying a constant voltage and allowing the field to approach the maximum value exponentially, the appropriate time constant in this case being 0· 5 s. Cycles closely approaching this ideal will be available following further imminent develop-ments of the homopolar generator and circuit breaker. However, a much greater variety of cycle shapes at lower power levels are immediately available, Bin figure 2 being an example. 
3 Instrumentation 
The magnet has, altogether, almost 200 instruments embedded within the solenoids or attached to other parts to enable the various features to be evaluated (Carden and Whelan 1969). These instruments include thermocouples, strain-gauges, voltage probes, field pick-:UP coils and pressure gauges. Ultraviolet recorders and an on-line computer presented and processed the data both of which facilities are now available to experimenters. 
4 Limit of performance 
The maximum achievable magnetic field is governed by the magnitude of the radial electromagnetic forces acting within 
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Figure 2 Magnetic field cycles. A, cycle used for proving tests; B, .an example of other available cycles 
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the helical conductors. These cause intense cir
cumferential 
tensile stresses and strains. The most severely st
ressed region 
is where the field is greatest, i.e. in the middle o
f the magnet 
at the inner surface of the inner solenoid. Th
e conducting 
material here is a high strength alloy of coppe
r and 0·25 % 
zirconium which has an ultimate strength - even
 when heated 
- of 350 MPa. The design stress in this critical 
region is the 
'0· 1 % proof stress' i.e. the stress which causes a total irre
ver-
sible strain of 10- 3 and it was thought unwise t
o exceed this 
limit during the proving tests. 
5 Observations of strain 
Displacement gauges, specially designed for th
e conditions 
and installed in this region, measured the strai
n during the 
field cycles and also registered the amount, if a
ny, of plastic 
strain through comparison of displacements bef
ore and after 
each cycle. A good indication of the proximity
 of the stress 
of each cycle to the ultimate strength of the 
material was 
achieved by plotting field against cumulative 
plastic strain 
(stress is proportional to field squared) and then
 relating the 
observations to known properties of the ma
terial. These 
properties can be represented in dimensionless 
form as 
a/am=f(e) 
where a is the stress, am the ultimate tensile st
rength, f the 
known function from sample tests and e the cu~1
ulative plastic 
strain. Hence, since aocB
2, the relation 
B=Bm {/(e)}l/2, (1) 
(where Bis the field strength and Bm the field c
orresponding 
to am, i.e. ultimate failure) should represent the 
behaviour of 
material in the magnet. Figure 3 shows observ
ed values of 
Band e plotted for a number of cycles. Curve A 
is relation (1) 
above in which Bm has been chosen to obtain t
he best fit to 
35 
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Figure 3 Observations of maximum field B in a
 cycle 
plotted against cumulative plastic strain, e, using 
fast rise 
cycles (figure 2A). The tin1e sequence of the obs
ervations 
is in the order of increasing field (increasing e fo
r points C). 
Curve A, best fit of material properties to obser
vations. 
Curve B, implied relation for steady field Bs obt
ained by 
application of constant voltage. In this case B w
ould 
approach Bs as 
B/Bs= 1-exp ( - t/T) T=0·5 S 
C and D are examples of duplicate cycles showi
ng no 
significant change in plastic strains between first
 and second 
cycles. Design figures were e= 10-
3 for Bs= 30 T 
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the observations. The ratio (B/Bm)
2 thus indicates the stress 
in relation to the ultimate strength of the m
aterial. This 
method, employing as it does dimensionless pro
perties of the 
material, enables a direct indication of the str
ess condition 
in the material under examination without req
uiring prior 
knowledge of its ultimate strength, elastic m
odulus or the 
effect of temperature or geometry on either 
of these. In 
addition, measurements of plastic strain are fre
e from com-
plications caused by thermal expansion. 
, 
It must be emphasized that the observations
 of plastic 
strain do not imply a perpetual gradual distortio
n and conse-
quently a limited life of the magnet. The strain 
is part of the 
normal work hardening process and takes place
 substantially 
only upon the first application of a new high stre
ss. The pairs 
of points C and D in figure 3 confirm this as do
 observations 
since the attainment of 29·4 T which show that a
ll subsequent 
strains have been wholly elastic. 
6 Deduction from observations 
Taking into account the 6 % overstressing effect ea
rlier 
mentioned, one can postulate what the field-s
train relation 
would have been, and will be, for constant v
oltage cycles. 
Curve B in figure 3 is such a postulate deter
mined by an 
increase in Bm of 3 % above the value used for curve A
. It 
shows that constant voltage cycles of 30 T will cau
se no further 
plastic strain. 
In the light of these observations, observations o
f tempera-
tures which incidentally reach equilibrium cond
itions in the 
inner coil in less than 1 ·5 s, and visual inspe
ction of the 
magnet, it is expected that the magnet will be sa
tisfactory for 
continuous operation at 30 T and particularly fo
r the constant 
voltage cycles of 10 s or more previously descri
bed. 
7 Applications and conclusion 
Interest has been shown in applying the inner 
coil design t9 
the inner coils of 'hybrid' combinations with sup
erconducting 
coils. It appears that there are limitations to Bi
tter disc type 
constructions in this situation where the requi
rement is for, 
compactness and high strength. 
Since the magnet was first energized in Septem
ber 1970, 
total of 370 cycles have been produced, 72 o
f which werT) 
above 20 T and 15 above 27·5 T. One quarter 
of these have 
been used in experin1ental programmes involv
ing the studj 
of magnetic phase transitions in Cr, V 203, and
 V 203 doped 
with Cr. Early this year a department of solid
 state physics 
was established largely to extend the use made
 of the high 
field facilities. 
It is hoped that the new magnet will enable m
embers ~, 
this department, and interested physicists e
lsewhere, to 
investigate new and rewarding areas of research n
ot previously 
accessible.. 
,, i: 
4, 
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orn. lfftract Design principles are described for continuously 
on·: cjfrated self supported solenoids in which the mechanical 
·' sses in most of the conducting material are equal and 
roach its ultimate strength. The results of computations 
a number of hypothetical solenoids are summarized 
s ,wing the power, mass and distributions of current density 
sim.::·f ,. j field intensity. Finally comments are made regarding the 
0
;t: ~ cticability of building such solenoids and providing the 
. ~ ,r wer to energize them. 
IIC1!fl L 
. './ 
I b' 
mi.. I t d t· · n ro uc 100 
:h :"· . !nerators of intense magnetic fields are important tools in 
se \' ny branches of experimental physics, especially the physics 
n~:.i the solid state. The original generators were iron-cored 
100~· : ~ctromagnets, but the needs of early experimenters soon 
_PD)~ { eeded the limited field strength attained by these devices 
heIT~ 1 that, ever since the pioneering days of such workers as 
· pitza and Bitter, the air-cored solenoid has been the chief 
Drk horse in providing the fields of ever increasing 
ieri, !"~tensity that experimental physicists demand. The exploita-
n of this device, though basically simple, has nevertheless 
esented a difficult and continuing challenge to designers to 
,eet growing demands of strength, heat dissipation and the 
pply of power. 
, 
111 
With regard to the generation of steady fields, which is the 
~ !, 
• •· I· 1:Lrticular concern of this paper, it has been customary from 
ne to time for an author to explore the cost of generating 
dds of greater intensity than has been available at the time 
1 terms of a parameter such as power, basing his predictions 
the extrapolation of existing technology. 
· Following the success of a 30 MW, 30 T magnet designed 
nd built at the Australia National University (ANU) 
,,anberra and the proven practicability of the homopolar 
ergy storage machine used to supply its power, it seems 
.rtinent to the present authors to make a similar exploration 
· the possibilities of generating steady fields of even higher 
)tensity than already achieved by the ANU device (Carden 
72a, b, c, d). This seems especially so in view of the essenti-
,ly different principles of design embodied in this magnet. 
.• The prediction that has resulted from the present work is 
unmarized by curve A, figure 1, and may be compared with 
hose of two earlier groups (viz. Bitter 1961 (curves B and 
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Figure 1 Field against power relations for 2·75 cm inner 
radius solenoid. A: strength limited Zr-Cu solenoids - the 
technological barrier predicted by the present authors ; 
B: copper solenoids - predicted by Bitter 1961; C: extremity 
of B where stress equals elastic limit of copper; D: Zr-Cu 
solenoids - predicted by Bitter 1961 ; E: extremity of D 
where stress equals elastic limit of Zr-Cu ; F: various 
solenoids based on tentative design studies compiled by 
Parkinson and Mulhall 1967; G: the ANU 30 T magnet; 
H: two existing magnets (power adjusted for differences 
in scale); J: B oc w1 / 2 extrapolation of curve B 
D ) and Parkinson and Mulhall (1967, p 153 (curve F)). It 
is interesting to observe that very little progress has actually 
occurred towards achieving the preformances that have been 
predicted in the past, and that predictions in the higher field 
regions have become less optimistic as time passes. 
Carden (1970, 1972a) has pointed out some of the limitations 
of solenoids of conventional design and has enunciated the 
several alternative design principles referred to above that 
have overcome these limitations in the ANU device. One of 
these principles is the division of a solenoid into numerous 
mechanically independent concentric tubular elements similar 
to those first employed in magnets built at the Clarendon 
Laboratory, University of Oxford, in which their use helped 
to achieve better matching with a power source of com-
paratively high voltage (Wood 1961). 
2 Design principles for high field solenoids 
2J Construction of the solenoid elements 
The solenoid is composed of numerous accurately fitred, 
concentric, thin walled, tubular elements, each of ,vhich is 
machined after fabrication. Each element is, elecrncally, a 
precise single layer helix of constant pitch fabricated by 
edgebending a length of wire or rod into a coil, the turns of 
which are later bonded together by a thin layer of resin, which 
is strongly adhesive, insulating, and resistant to attack by 
the coolant. The shape of the bonded wire section is that of 
a rectangle or parallelogram and consequently the turns fit 
together in a manner that achieves a high ratio of conductor 
volume to insulation volume. 
Bare machined conducting material is exposed at the 
cylindrical surfaces of each element in order to facilitate heat 
I 
111imate possibilities of quasi-continuous high field electromagnets 
~ or to the coolant which passes between elements, 
njJy in machined grooves. 
11 ,current density and resistivity in each tubular element 
1
, selected as independent functions of radius with axial 
1lnce and elements may be connected electrically in 
a 1 or in series. In the latter case a thin insulating sleeve 
e, ired between elements at different potentials. 
rmination of the elements 
!ements are electrically terminated in such a way as to 
illanomalously high current densities and stresses in their 
o achieve this, the ends of elements are machined 
a;r and a ring of constant current contacts with indepen-
frff:ressurizing mechanisms is provided at each end. 
Operational stresses on the elements 
<1Jeration, the elements are mechanically independent, 
"' product (azimuthal stress) x (radius) is arranged to 
1 e from the inner element to the outer element so that, 
C ',rgizing, all the very small radial gaps between elements 
a ie slightly. This arrangement, together with the small 
I 
ii t dimensions of the elements results in the radial stress 
I 
tie gradient of radial stress being both essentially zero 
erefore, the azimuthal stress is determined by a simple 
'f;n of the field strength and current density in the element 
1
d. ; consideration. Axial stresses are generally secondary in 
! Ltude. 
· practicabnity and validity of designs based on the above 
rn.ples have been demonstrated by the performance of the 
: 30 T magnet. In the explorative studies that we now 
l
lbe, it is assumed that the same principles are to be 
. ~yed and that they will continue to operate successfully 
t:lless of scale. 
'i 
I 
:~sign concepts and methods 
pf the most important considerations of a designer is 
fficient use of power. His goal is generally to produce 
dghest field intensity at the centre of a solenoid using 
: ore than a specified maximum of power, and in order to 
f e this goal, he must select, within practical limits, 
i ole spatial distributions of current density and resistivity. 
i (nown that this concept of efficiency applied to the case 
thin walled tubular element such as we have been discus-,, 
1eads to the conclusion that the efficiency is optimized 
the length equals the diameter, or when the half angle 
jptended at the centre of the element is 45 °t. The present 
·brs began their studies assuming that all tubular elements 
:..ined in a solenoid were to be of the 0 = 45 ° type, although 
~eatment following allows for other values of 0. 
mlenoid, comprising a large number of tubular elements, 
M:magined to be divided into two zones by a cylindrical 
.dary at radius r2. The zone inside this boundary was 
,ined to be one in which strength was the primary con-
,1tion and was, therefore, called the 'strength' or's-zone', 
:one outside r2 was regarded as being primarily governed 
fficiency considerations and was consequently called the 
·iency' or 'e-zone'. 
,pnsider now each of these zones, and the interrelation 
;een them, for a solenoid of inner radius r1 and outer 
' 
JS Y3. 
the s-zone, the elemental current density ja, element 
~1s ra, the median field strength Ba within the element, and 
· Klerk 1965 The Construction of High Field Electromagnets 
:port Instruments Ltd, p 45. 
·ii 
I 
the material tensile strength a are related by: 
j aBara= a. 
In the e-zone the current density is defined by: 
ja = jz(r2/ra)2. 
(1) 
(2) 
Equation (2) is derived from the known criterion (Mont-
gomery 1969) for the most efficient distribution of power 
between elements whose geometrical boundaries are specified, 
viz. Mo/ 6. w = constant, where LlBo is an element's central 
field contribution and Llw its power. For elements having the 
same 0, Mo oc.ja dr and Ll wcx:.ja2ra2 dr, and therefore relation 
(2) fallows. 
The component of field intensity dBe, r on the median plane 
at any radius r due to a tubular element at radius ra may be 
expressed by: 
dBe, r= µoR(r/ra) ja dr (3) 
where ja and dr refer to the element, and the field function 
R(r/ra) is dimensionless and identical for all elements with 
the same 0. 
Thus, by summation, the median field intensity due to a 
zone between, for example, radii rm and rn and having current 
density distribution j (ra) for rn > ra > rm is derived as: 
rn 
B e, r = ~ µoRj dra. 
ra=rm 
It is convenient to express this as a new function Z, thus : 
B e, r= Z [j(ra), ra, r]rn, rm (4) 
and it is to be noted that Z holds for computations of Be both 
inside and outside the zone being considered. When equation 
(4) is applied to the e- or s-zone, B e becomes either the 
component field distribution B e or Bs generated by the j 
distributions within each respective zone. 
At the boundary r2 between the two zones, both equations 
(1) and (2) must apply and the correct solutions to the current 
density and field distributions must provide for continuity 
here. However it was found convenient to employ an iterative 
method of solution in which it was necessary to allow a 
temporary discontinuity in j in trial solutions. Accordingly 
equations (1) and (2) were combined to give: 
j e, 2(Be, 2/f) r2= a (5) 
in which j e, 2 and B e, 2 refer specifically to values in, or 
generated by, the e-zone at r2, and the dimensionless factor 
f is used to relate the total boundary field strength B2 to the 
component B e, 2; i.e. f=Be, 2/B2. 
Equation ( 4) applied specifically to the e-zone gives: 
. [ (r2) 2 ra l ] 
B e, 2= 12Z ra ' r2' ' 1 , ra/r2 
which, when combined with equation (5) gives an operating 
equation for j e, 2 
je, 2= [ af] 1/2 
Zr2 · 
(6) 
Equation (6) permits the study of a solenoid in which the 
three radii r1, r2 and r3 are fixed and where a trial value of 
f has been selected. It enables, in turn, the computation of a 
trial B e distribution throughout the solenoid, a necessary 
first step in computing conditions in the s-zone. 
Conditions within the s-zone are defined by equation (1 ) 
with Br= Bs, r+Be, rand by using equation (4) to relateBs, r 
to the s-zone current density. The successful iterative method 
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of solution of these relationships may be summarized by 
the following procedure: 
(i) select arbitrarily a j distribution in the s-zone, js 
(ii) compute Bs, r for O < r < r2 using equation (4) 
(iii) compute Br from Br= Bs, r +Be, r (using the previously 
obtained B e distribution with arbitrary value of/). 
(iv) compute a new s-zone j distribution using equation (1): 
j s (new)= a/Br. 
(v) compare js (new) with js and if sufficiently alike the 
computation is completed. Otherwise go to (ii) substituting 
Us (new)+ js]/2 for j s. 
In every case this process evolved a stable js and Bs distri-
bution. To achieve a final solution for the whole solenoid it 
only remained to comparejs, 2 withje, 2 derived from equation 
(6) and to proceed with further trial values of /until continuity 
at the zone boundary was established. 
The solenoid power was then computed using the incre-
mental equation 
dw=47T tan 0 pj2r 2 dr 
where p is an effective resistivity, and the mass of the solenoid 
was also computed. 
4 Preliminary studies 
The initial goal was to establish the relationship between 
central field and solenoid power for a series of solenoids all 
having the same physical boundaries and mass. This entailed 
fixing r1, r3 and 0 ( = 45°) and inserting successive values of 
r2 in the computations described. In order to establish the 
effect of changing the outside radius, three such studies were 
performed, each with identical r1 but different r3. The results 
of these studies are shown in figure 2. The curves A, B and C 
are for r1 = 2·75 cm, and r3 = 30·25 cm, 50·25 cm and 70·25 cm 
respectively. In all these and successive studies the material 
constants were given the following values which took reason-
able account of the space occupied by cooling passages and 
insulation; p=2·8 x 10- 8 Q m; a= 3·0 x 108 N m- 2 (corre-
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Figure 2 Power against field for three series of identical 
mass solenoids. In every case 0=45° and r1=2·75 cm. 
A: r3=30·25 cm, mass=1030 kg; B: r3=50·25 cm, 
mass=4750 kg; C: r3=70·25 cm, mass= 13 000 kg 
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sponding to zirconium copper alloy with 0·9 space 
density 8930 kg m-3. 
The studies showed clearly that gains in field could 
by increasing r3 but only at the expense of an enol 
increase in mass. Consequently all further stµdies werell 
on r3 = 50·25 cm which was regarded as a reasonable co 
mise. Nevertheless, it is useful to consider all three cu 
part of a family of curves of constant mass. The mass 1 
useful measure of monetary cost and such a set of cur 
be used as a yardstick against which other designs 
measured. For instance if a design modification lead, .~ ' point to the right of the family member of equivalen , 
,i then it can be regarded as an 'improvement'. Furthers 
now to be described, lead to significant improvements 
judged this way. 
5 Further optimization 
It was observed with each of the curves of figure 2 t:1
1 
increased more rapidly with Bo2 than the linear relatid 
characteristic of solenoids with constant efficiency. · 
implied that gains in Bo were to be had only at the expe1 
efficiency and therefore allowed the possibility that pe~~ 
tions of the design, based as it was on maximum em,Jli 
concepts, might result in an improvement in the sense aJ 
defined. For although such a perturbation would iney 
lead to a decrease in efficiency, it might still repres1~ 
improvement provided it increased Bo sufficiently. 
The two possible perturbations to investigate were: 
d~parture from the most ~fficient !_distribution in the e-11 
viz. that defined by equat10n (2); (n) a departure from ~'\1. 
in both zones. 
,1· 
A clue that both of these perturbations might resultl ~
1 
improvement is to be had by considering the field compp{ 
Be produced within any radius r 4 by the region outsi~; 
It is generally always true that Bc5>Bco for r4>r5> ri, 
degree of inequality depending onj and 0 in the region oil! 
r4 (e.g. B c5--*Bco as 0• 90°). Since any reduction iAl 
while still keeping Eco unchanged, will result in allowiU 
increased h if it occurs in the s-zone, it follows that {U 
reduction will result in an increase in the total fiel 
However it could only be brought about by changes i ., 
region outside r 4 that would reduce efficiency there. II ! 
An investigation of the first of the above-menfo 
perturbations was not pursued vigorously since the solJj 
of greatest interest, viz. the highest field ones, had relJtJ 
' small e-zones. However, some evidence was gathered to s 
that marginal improvements are to be had in this way.~, 
On the other hand preliminary investigations intb' 
effect of varying 0 from 45 ° showed that significant imp ' 
ments were possible. Curves D, E, F, and G of figure 3 s1 
the results of further studies in which r3 was fixed at 50·25 
and 0 was made respectively tan-1 0·5, tan- 1 1 ·5, tan- 1 2·5
1 tan- 1 3·5 throughout the solenoid. Comparison of 1· 
results with the original set A, B and C will reveal that ~~I 
segments of the new curves represent improvements1~\! above 30 T curve E is a definite improvement on C (E li 
less mass and produces more field for a given power), ~:t 
·-~ 36 T, F is a definite improvement on E, and above a, 
40 T, G also represents an improvement. It is evident ~ 
a new set of constant mass curves for solenoids of opt· 
0, could now be drawn considerably to the right of the ori1:111 
set of figure 2, thus constituting a new yardstick a 
which furt~er improvement in desig~ might be gauged. ,ii., 
The obv10us next step was to consider the effect of var--
0 with radius in a given solenoid. Unfortunately the defini 
of 'improvement' that we adopted was not quantifiable 
therefore it was not possible to establish a programme 
l11 
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I repre,; I 3 . Power against field for several series of constant 
!Ir. \101ds. In every case r1 = 2·75 cm, rs= 50·25 cm. 
u~wcrt ) tan- 1 1, mass=4750 kg; D: 0=tan- 1 0·5, 
inilie: l 2370kg; E: 0=tan- 1 1·5, mass=7120kg; 
: from · tan-1 2 · 5, mass = 11 900 kg; G: 0 = tan- 1 3 · 5, 
· ~ 16 600 kg; X: 8 constant 0 zones mass= 7210 kg, 
1trem:t~r·7 T, w= 185 MW; H: approximate limit of 
fromoftmance of Zr-Cu solenoids of mass 7200 kg. The five 
; shown correspond to the distributions shown in 
5 
t evolve an optimum function for 0. However, in view-
: differing aims of magnet designers there seemed to be 
merit in trying to define an improvement any more 
y than had been done, for our primary aim was to 
1erc. Ill what was possible rather than what was best. This 
wphy appears to be in line with the conclusions reached 
r by the designers of iron-cored magnets who also had 
adril:Jlp. lty in making comparisons on the basis of mass, power 
:redioll,leld (Kroon 1968). Accordingly, we chose simply to 
arily select a function for 0 and to test whether it was 
m m11 ' provement relative to our new yardstick. A selected 
1Dt1mr ·on which passed this first test was further refined by 
=ur,! i g whether any local perturbations of 0 could be dis-
a1 if. ·ed which could lead to a fur ther improvement defined 
o-1;: simultaneous increase in field , reduction in power and 
• vi ~tion in mass. 
•ht' e point X on figure 3 represents the performance of one 
:r.en~ tedious computation for a solenoid divided into eight 
(11 ;mtric constant 0 zones (outlined in figure 4). This result, 
,rl., her with the results of several three-zone studies indicated 
horr, only marginal gains in performance were possible by 
,11010I ;,ng 0 with radius. However, clearly, a considerab
le 
:tion in mass is possible. This is exemplified by point X 
1 has a mass of about half of the optimum constant 0 
:~oid of equal performance. It is important to note, how-
that the significant saving in weight is related to the fact 
any solenoid with the performance of X must have a 
vely large volume of s-zone, and it is only because of the 
nee of an s-zone that the perturbations which we have 
discussing are effective. Therefore it must not be expected 
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Figure 4 Smoothed-out line of the eight segment solenoid 
whose performance is shown as point X on figure 3. The 
dashed outline is the one whose performance was actually 
computed; mass = 7210 kg ; Bomax= 44·7 T ; w= 185 MW. 
The outer segment is e-zone; the others are all s-zone 
that the saving in weight exhibited by our example X can be 
repeated at lower fields where the s-zone is relatively smaller, 
and the optimum 0 tends towards 45 °. In fact if one considers 
only 7200 kg solenoids there is every reason to believe that 
the optimum series of designs can be represented by a curve 
such as H in figure 3 running through X and very close to the 
right hand envelope of the other curves in figure 3. 
It is evident from these results that there appears to be a 
technological barrier to further improvement which might be 
represented by an empirically derived curve such as H in 
figure 3. This question is further pursued after the section 
on scaling laws. 
6 Current density and field distributions 
Perhaps the most unusual feature of the solenoid designs 
proposed here are the cusp-like current density distributions 
illustrated in the selection of four examples of optimum 
constant 0 solenoids (:figures 5(a)-(d)), and for the eight 
segment 'X' solenoid shown in figure 5(e) . These figures also 
show the total field distributions and the e-zone and s-zone 
component field distributions . The gradual migration of the 
zone boundary outwards as higher maximum fields are 
designed for, is evident in figures 5(a)-(d) . An important 
observation is that the magnitude of the maximum value of 
j in any solenoid is never impractically high and ir: fact 
reduces as higher design fields are attained, e.g. in figure 5(e), 
}max is 22·36 kA cm-2 which is substantially lower than the 
maximum value in the ANU 30 T magnet, viz. 39 kA cm-
2• 
Another point worthy of note is that, although bgber 
fields are attained by increasing the radius of the zone bound-
ary, there must always remain a :finite e-zone. This is bccau5e 
B must reverse sign somewhere inside the solenoid, bm 1t is 
not permissible for this to occur in the s-zone because of the 
consequent implication of infinite power. 
7 Scaling 
In all the studies that we carried out, the inner radius, and 
the material. strength and resistivity were fixed. This, however, 
does not preclude our results from being applied to solenoids 
of other sizes and materials, because it is a simple matter to 
derive appropriate scaling factors from the three proportion-
alities listed below. In these relationships B, j and r are 
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characteristic values of maximum field, maximum current 
density and radius of the particular solenoid being considered, 
while a and p are material parameters. The proportionalities 
relate B; w and j to those of the variables, p, a and r that 
each is dependent upon. 
(i) B2 oc a 
(ii) woc par ' 
(iii) j2 oc a/r2 
These relations reveal that a compromise in material 
properties is necessary: relations (ii) and (iii) require the 
lowest available values of (pa) in order to minimize power 
and power density, whereas (i) requires the highest value of a. 
There is no figure of merit applicable to all materials, which 
will point to a single best material for these types of solenoid. 
In fact the choice of a material and a design is seen to be a 
matter of careful compromise which cannot be arrived at 
independently in any particular case. 
An interesting point that bears mentioning while on the 
subject of materials is that a new series of improved solenoid 
designs might result from the use of different materials with 
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Figure 5 Examples of current density and field distribiu 
(r1=2·75 cm, ra=50·25 cm). (a) B=tan-1 1·0, r2=3·25 ct: 
Bo=17·9 w=4·2· (b) 0=tan-1 1·5 r2=10·25cm Bo =3"
1
1 ' ' ' ' .,,.,., w=21 ·3 · (c) B=tan- 1 2·5 r2= 30·25 cm Bo=42·7 w= U ' ' ' ' 1 (d) 0=tan- 1 3·5, r2=47·25 cm, Bo=45·7, w=372 ; (e) p
1
b 
X figure 3, r2=47·25 cm, Bo=44·7, w=185 
optimum properties for the regions in which they are "' 
We have not done any work in this direction but rema 
passing that the large variation in current density distrib·· 
within a solenoid that we have already noted, may Ha 
significance when considering graded materials. 
It was mentioned earlier that there appeared to be a t~f]1 
logical barrier to any significant improvement upon 
solenoid performances so far achieved, and that it mig~ 
useful to derive an empirical relation between w, Bo and ;p1 
parameters, which described this barrier. Our attemp 
derive such an equation is given below, equation (7); 
curve H in figure (3) is the graph of this equation for 
particular values of p, a and r used in our studies. The equa . 
a IS: 
·· I 
111 - apr1 B16+ bpr1 B4+ cpr1a I w- 7 a a 
where a=1·34xl050 b=6·06xl018 c=1·17x10 7 r1 is ' 
) ' I i; solenoid internal radius and p and a are effective valuf !\ 
resistivity and strength respectively. Equation (7) may i 
written in more manageable form by dividing throughoff 
(priB 2/ µ,02) which has the dimensions of power, an 
making_ the substit~tion a'= 2µ,oa /B 2 in w~ich a' iii,ll\ 
normalized stress with respect to the 'magnetic pressure · 
w' = µ,02w =J__ = (0·751) 
7 + 24·0 + 7_36 x a' pr1B2 G2 a' a' 
where G is the well known 'Fabry factor' (Parkinson 
Mulhall 1967, p 15). 
ate possibilities of quasi-continuous high field electromagnets 
1 ,_Jh«J quations are for solenoid masses of about 350 r1
3 kg 
uld be true for 26 x I0- 4 a 1 12 > B >l2 x I0- 4 a 1 / 2. 
1
!u.1j,ts are consistently MKS. Solenoids of masses other than 
' r:J can be assumed to produce roughly 6 % more field 
ven power for every four-fold increase in mass. 
t.f1 f ticability 
11JJistribution _indicated by our studies are quite different 
· . e conventional ones usually encountered. However, 
:l:11 a.y be simply achieved with the tubular element type of 
t 1ction by appropriately adjusting the width and pitch 
fh , helix in each element and by interconnecting the 
~p<: s in such a way as to satisfy both the requirements of 
}" ;istribution and of matching to the power source. A 
n d recently designed by the authors and built in Australia 
, tr ; Clarendon Laboratory has, in fact, partly embodied l· e rr inciples in that a particular current density distribu-
1
1 'nd matching was achieved by series connecting six 
' of elements, three of which groups contained two 
; 1· 1 connected elements. All the elements had the same 
. I 
,x ~itch and the desired current density distribution (for 
. i [um efficiency) in this instance was closely approached 
1
: < feting the correct widths of the elements. Groups were 
i I !ed from one another by thin insulating sleeves, but no 
,. I d' Iron was needed between elements in the same group. 
l f er supplies 
ii. ' olenoids discussed in this paper require very large 
ol ts of power in the range of a few hundred megawatts. 
!~gh powers of this magnitude are occasionally used for 
afal i e · ental purposes, it is hardly likely that these levels 
::J,; r generally available on a continuous basis, so that one 
1 
B, , I turn to some form of' burst mode' of operation, using 
,
1 
,:., ~rgy storage system. From an experimenter's point of 
1
:'rei· :his method of operation seems to be acceptable, pro-
',e I the bursts can supply several seconds of steady field 
ri to work in. In some experiments, temperature control 
1 prove to be a problem because of eddy current heating 
eyari 
1 
,g the period of field growth. However it is probable that 
ilm./rf of t~ese difficulti_es can be alleviated through changes 
aiim·iti design of experiments and through the use of more 
:; ticated techniques (Olsen J 966). 
1e of the least expensive energy storage devices is the 
:Polar generator and several authors have remarked on 
1 
uf , itability for powering electromagnets (Fakan J 961, 
illll,la, Y 1961, Blarney et al. 1970). The basic components of 
1 
: s fovice are a rotating conducting mass, a source of 
0
1
3
1
°( ·1 ' tic excitation field and a means of making electrical 
HIT 
(If·· .. ct to the rotor. Probably the largest and most practical of 
~n 
1
: achines is the one at Canberra. (Blarney et al. 1970). 
~on· 1 500 MJ of energy can be stored and released in a few 
e~ r ds at power levels of a few hundred megawatts. This 
ine is used to supply 30 MW to power the 30 T magnet 
11i: nberra. 
e Canberra machine evolved from components available 
; r1 ?If time, and does not represent the optimum that can be 
e
1
val{~1fved. This is particularly so with regard to the size of the 
ine. A completely new design might achieve the same 
energy and power with only a fraction of the bulk -
1gh the use of stronger rotor materials, a superconducting 
a 1: r -cored magnet and a rotor design commensurate with 
·eiiunllf, tronger materials. A very significant feature of the 
1erra machine is the simple and practical means of 
1
pt collection through the use of solid brushes made to 
ct only when required to carry the discharge current 
.shall 1966). As an example of what can be achieved 
inion[!: follows a brief description of a hypothetical machine 
! 
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Figure 6 Hypothetical self-excited homopolar energy 
storage machine capable of supplying 200 MW for 8 s at 
controlled voltage. A: rotor ; B : two excitation air-cored 
solenoids; C: fixed brush ring ; D: sliding (control) brush 
ring; E: coaxial terminals 
that could store 2245 MJ (figure 6). The rotor consists of a 
number of concentric non magnetic tubes keyed together so 
that all turn together, but each is free to expa nd radially 
independently of the others . Only the outer tube conducts 
current, and it sustains the highest stress of all , viz. 420 MPa 
due to centrifugal action. All tubes are 3 m long, and the 
largest is 3 m diameter. The maximum angular speed is 
437 rad s- 1 . Placed adjacent to each end of the rotor are 
two large air-cored excitation magnr , -;;, each of which produces 
an average axial field of 1 T ove. ne rotor end faces . Two 
brush rings surround the outer tube, one fixed a t one end and 
the other capable of being slid axially along the rotor (Marshall 
1973). When the brush rings are at the ends of the rotor tube 
a maximum of 981 V is developed. The excitation magnets 
are water cooled and are energized from the machine itself. 
They are assumed to require together a maximum of 50 MW. 
In operation the position of the sliding set of brushes is a uto-
matically varied in order to maintain the desired o utput 
voltage . The kinetic energy is transferred from the inner 
tubes to the outer conducting tube by means of a keying 
system which needs to withstand only a very small shear 
stress (averaged over the whole interface) . The ro tor is mos tly 
of duralumin composite and the energizing magnets are 
notionally similar to figure 5(b), medianly split. 
The energizing magnet s are connected in parallel \.\ ith the 
load (a high field solenoid such as we have been discussi ng) 
across the brush rings. A t the co mmencement of a power 
burst the rotor spins a t full speed and the sliding brush ring 
is positioned to produce o ne qua rter of full voltage, viz. 
245 V. As energy is tra nsferred to the load and energizing 
magnets , this voltage is m a inta ined by sliding the movable: 
brush ring along the rotor until it reaches its limit ing position, 
at which time the speed will have reduced to one quarter of 
the initial speed , a nd only o ne sixteenth of the o riginal stored 
energy will remain in the rotors. Thus substan tially all the 
stored energy (in fact 2105 MJ), is extracted at constant 
voltage. Allowing for the 50 MW required for the excitation 
magnets, this performance would allow the energizing of a 
200 MW high field magnet for more than eight seconds. 
The above description of a hypothetica l machine, although 
omitting mention of many of the important engineering 
problems that would be encountered, nevertheless makes the 
point that the generation of large powers for substantial 
periods of time can be achieved with equipment of moderate 
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size and complexity in comparison to the high field solenoids 
to be energized. 
10 Conclusions 
In concluding this paper, it is only fair to point out the short-
comings in the analysis presented above. Apart from some 
over-simplifications in detail that have been made for the 
sake of generality, the main shortcoming known to the 
authors is the omission of the effects of axial stress. Our 
experience has suggested to us that we were justified in 
omitting this effect in a first study. Our justification is simply 
that the calculated and observed effects of axial stress in the 
ANU 30 T magnet were sufficiently small to ignore them at 
this stage. We are also mindful that the maximum axial 
stresses (at the median plane) are a result of an integrating 
process over the axial length and, therefore, the tapered 
magnet profiles that are proposed here would tend to offset 
the shortening axial length on the one hand, against the 
increasing field on the other, as the central high field region is 
approached. 
In our view, these studies have demonstrated that the 
feasibility of producing quasi-continuous 45 T fields in 
practically useful volumes is much greater than we had 
anticipated. Many of the problems which had been imagined, 
particularly those relating to current density, e.g. cooling, 
have been shown to be less than generally thought. 
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.> IEPTIONAL ASPECTS OF HIGH POWER RESISTIVE SOLENOIDS IN RELATION TO THEIR USE IN HYBRID fv\AGNET 
SYSTEMS 
e'lr A. Hudson - Clarendon Laboratory, Porks Road, Oxford, U.K. 
)e1 r E. Hon I ey - Oxford Instrument Co. Ltd., Osney Mead, Oxford, U. K. 
ieh 0. Carden - Department of Engineering Physics, A.N.U., Canberra, Australia. 
Combined resistive and superconductive magnet systems offer an economical approach to higher fields for 
1\tratories that possess a large power supply and have adequate refrigeration/I iquefaction capocity. Such "hybrid" 
itms have the advantage that they can produce magnetic fields much larger than can be generated alone by either of 
1 component par~s . Experience with the first generation of hybrid magnets is being accumulated in establishments in 
o da ( McGill University), the U. K. ( Clarendon Laboratory, University of Oxford), the U.S.A. ( Francis Bitter 
clonal Magnet Laboratory) and the U.S.S.R. ( Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, fv\oscow ). Whilst the next 
. ration of hybrid magnets wi II per17ops become increasingly ambitious in respect of the design of the superconducting 
e<IJ'. on, problems associated with the inner magnet being exposed to increasingly higher stress levels will be a dominant 
,lo r in dictating the overall efficiency of the system. 
INTRODUCTION 
,... _ In a paper presented to the conference "High magnetic fields; their production and their applications " in 1966, 
cti•d and Montgomer/ 1) examined the feasibility of combining superconductors with resistive windings to form a "hybrid" 
10. et. The potential of this approach is to provide the means to higher magnetic fields for laboratories with 
ot r-limited installations, and in the absence of any major breakthrough in superconductor technology, to offer the 
1d econom i co I approach to the generot ion of steady fie Ids above 20 tesla(2). Hybrid systems perm it also a greater 
tiona I f I exibi Ii ty in laboratories with a large amount of ins to I led power, 10 or 12 MW. 
The logical hybrid arrangement is shown in fig. 1. The superconducting windings in which the maximum current 
1
• ty is a function of magnetic Field, ore providing a background field in which the resistive insert operates. The 
:iency of the resistive part will depend on the distribution of current density which in some regions may be limited by 
s and the considerot ions that are given to power dissipation and cooling. At fields greater than approx imately 
le sla, the Lorenz force begins essentially to dominate the design(3). 
RESISTIVE fv\AGNETS 
Bitter tv\agnets. The most widely used construction for high Field resistive coils is that due to the late Francis 
lfr. Tne Bitter technique invo lves the manufacture of a iarge number of thin discs of copper or a high strength copper 
IL1 , each disc being perfora ted with a pattern of small diameter holes and having o radial slit such that by assembling a 
~ of interleaved discs, a helical coil can be built up, the small holes aligning to form axial cooling channels (fig. 2). 
esultant distribution of current density, which varies inversely with radius, yields greater field per unit power than can 
b tained with a coil of uniform current density. 
The discs are effectively bonded together by friction, but near the ends of the coil the electromagnetic forces do not 
rc) de sufficient axial comp ress ion and on external means of applying 
ping force is necessary to prevent unwinding. It is convenient to 
Jrlri nate the helix on two equipotential electrodes, but this practice 
! Its in unbalanced shear forces at the points of current entry end exit. 
lutions to these particular problems of Bitter magnets are readily 
i"p ved bvt if th is type of construction is to be used as an insert coi I 
ybrid arrangement, the space occupied by clamping structures and 
Iroining members could result in a larger, costlier superconduct ing 
i ng than perhaps might otherwise be necessary. However, the 
· ipol problem in the design of a hybrid coil system is the support of 
nteractive for ces between the two coils. 
Under normal conditions, a small axial displacement produces a 
ring force and by careful alignment, making some allo'H'Once for 
i ve mot ion, this need not cause diffi cu I ty. However, during an 
me asymmetrical failure of the copper magnet resulting in a 
f i cant displacement of mogneti c centres, the peak acce I era ting 
1
• can attain alarming proportions(4). The forces in the radial 
l:tion are unstable, a radial displacement producing an increasing 
;. , and it is thus necessary to provide radial loca tion and not to al low 
elative radial movement. Radial forces are in general small enough 
11
0 seriously influence the efficiency of cryostat design(5). 
• 
Fig. l. 
Hybrid magnet arrangement. 
/t alternative method of m_agnet constr~ction which should le~d to a _reduction in magnitude of the peak accelerating 
I _h could develop when single sta ck Bitter magnets are used 1n hybrid systems, and which should also overcome 
1 ~ earlier difficulties mentioned is the polyhelix scheme. 
F, yhe I ix Magnets. The co ncen tri c nesting arrangement of bonded helices was first used by Wood in 1962(6) 
c 1e the difficulty of designing improved efficiency resistive coi ls to match th e relatively high impedance of the 
e ~rotor at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford. By adopting Wood's technique and dividing the winding volume 
u;' er of discrete single layer coils, (fig. 3 ), it is possible to achieve any desirable distribution of current density 
' he constraints of avai I able power, I imitations of cooling and considerations of strength(7). By series, parallel 
'- ation· series/ parallel electrical arrangement of sub-coils, impedance matching is greatly facilitated. 
advantage of the pol yhe Ii x construct ion is the ease with which cool ing channels can be introduced at the 
i,il' between coi Is. Cooling of Wo_od' s early magnets 'NOS achieved by the insert ion of pre-formed corrugated 
'.ss-reinforced-plastic (grp) into the e nlarged annular gaps between adjacent coils. More recently Carden 
£~'.nee 8 ) has described an elegant developm e nt of this technique in which axial grooves ore machined into 
i1. surfoce of each sub-coil, electrical insulation, where necessary, being provided by tightly fitting a cylinder of 
I: grp. This precise arrangement has been se I ected for th e inner magnet of the Clarendon hybrid system which 
r later. Where coils are grouped in parallel arrangements, an additional degree of freedom is given to the 
1/ that the optimisation computation can take account of the variation of the space factor with radius due to the 
il~ of the cooling channels. This results in slight departures from a 1/r current density distribution. 
111; 2 
' 
Bitter magnet. Fig. 3 Polyhelix magnet. 
-------
,~re are a number of features which make the polyhelix a rrangement particularly suited to use in high field hybrid 
,~ first of these is that the design of the whole magnet is not I imited by the stresses that appear at the inner radius 
·•~ ings. Thus while the current density in the innermost sub-coils may be limi ted by local stress levels, the current 
•·~he outer coils can be selected to makE! the most efficient use of avai lable power.(8 ) 
~ second is that by bonding the adjacent turns of each sub-coil togethe r, and introducing the current progressively 
1! st turn, the need for the massive clamping arrangements of Bitter magnets is avoided. There is, however, a net 
rce on each sub-coil due to end effects, but these forces can be arranged to oppose each other such that the total 
e complete magnet is small . Because of the absence of large peripheral mechanical features, the polyhelix 
,on results in a compact geometry which minimises the size _of the outer superconducting magnet and allows all 
cooling services to the copper magnet to be introduced from below - an important feature for experimental 
e third advantage to be gained by incorporating this type of winding for the insert magnet of a hybrid system Ii es 
11lnanical independence of each sub-coil. It is likely that the propagat ion o f any local failure will be limited to 
ii or group of electrically parallel coils and that the maximum force that can develop under fault conditions will 
<lrably smaller than if the insert magnet consisted of a single coil, of the Bitter type for example. ( Hanley 
1 5 ) calculates for the Clarendon hybrid system a maximum for·ce in the axia I direction of 1400 kg which is 
CIii s approximately one-sixth of the force which could arise if the coil consisted of a single helical winding.). 
1 ,ogenic requirements of the vessel which houses the supe rconducti ng winding demands that the two magnets 
~ctly coupled together and thus any significant reduction in force leads to a more efficient cryostat design and 
'!~~ d rel iabi Ii ty. 
--- -·--
This cornucopia of desiroble features cannot be obt_ained without some di10dvontages and problems, many of which 
11 from the added complexity of the polyhel ix arrangement. 
The coils themselves ore difficult to manufacture requiring the edge bending of copper strip,· often of high aspect 
i1~ into small diameters, and the consequent need to avoid winding distortion. The demands placed on the medium used to 
rJ, the turns are stringent. The bond must be capable of maintaining constant spacing between turns, it must also be 
i!lont to the effects of deionised water and heat on its insulating properties -and mechanical strength over long periods of 
I 
I 
Serious design problems arise when considering the electrical termination of the sub-coils. Carden has chosen to 
number of discrete pressure contacts onto the machined end faces of the coils both in the A N U a t (8) d th , • • • m gne an e !ndon magnet. An al_ternat ive scheme which ~as been studied at the Clarendon Laboratory is to use interference _ 
:I copper caps, but this annuls the above mentioned feature of being able to introduce the current progressively into 
/st turn of each coil. Soldering or welding techniques are ruled out by the damage they would cause to the 
11~ turn bonding. 
The use of discrete contact points results in considerable mechanical complexity, as each contact has to be able to 
lendently fol low up distortions -in the coil produced by thermal effects and electromagnetic forces. Individual current 
ling contact rods have to be able to withstand appreciable sideways forces in the radial field at the ends of the magnet . 
I 
1
1 THE CLARENDON MAGNET 
l This hybrid system hos been described in depth previously(S), but since its installation considerable experience has 
!gained which merits further description, with particular reference to the inner magnet. 
l The combined system is designed to produce 16 teslo in a 50mm bore of which the inner port contributes 9.5 tesla, 
e outer 6.5 tesla. From the outset it was built with the needs of the experimental physicist in mind so that all the 
J and water services enter from below, leaving the top clear for the user's equipment. The complete system can be 
ted by one person, who need not be aware of the detoi Is of its construction. Th is "user orientation" perhaps 
'"•ed what is now the relatively modest field of 16 tesla. 
_ The complete magnet is i I lustroted in fig. 4. The outer section which was designed and bu i It by Oxford Instruments, 
f ts of 46 spiral pancakes wound from fully-stable, multifilomentory Nb-Ti. It operates at 617A which corresponds 
cJ,, overall current density of 63A/mm 2. The inner diameter is 284mm. This magnet is pre-cooled to 18Kby a Philips 
il !l05 cryogenerotor which also maintains a radiation shield in the cryostat at about ?OK. During operation, the low-
,~roture cooling loop of the refrigerator is shut off and the cryostat filled with liquid helium. To ensure full 
1\ity of the windings during operation, the level of liquid helium in the cryostat is not permitted to fal I below the top 
tllr magnet. The total inventory is approximately 65 litres and corre!ponding losses at zero current and at 617 amps 
quivalent to heat loads of approximately 2 -watts and 3 watts respectively. After use the majority of the helium 
'
11n surrounds the magnet can be recovered and the refrigerator used to maintain the windings at 18K. The construction 
!
~sting of the superconducting magnet hos been uneventful, the magnet attaining its designed performance without 
UJS diff i cu I ti es . 
It has been cooled and operated repeatedly over the lost two yeors, both for the hybrid tests and for use in high 
Umagneti C separation experiments. 
The inner magnet, designed and built by P.O. Carden of A.N.U. and Research Technology, Canberra, follows 
blyhelix principle outlined above. It consists of 10 coils arranged in six electrically serial groups. Each coil is 
rn long and has 40 turns. The radial thicknes.s of the coi Is ranges from 2mm to 16mm and their inner diameters from 
, to 184mm. They are mode from hard-temper copper with •05% silver. As in the A.N.U. magnet, the coils are 
ated by pressure contacts, with on arrongement of rocking copper bridges and copper rods to transmit the clamping 
<II which is obtained hydraulically ( fig. 5 ). This arrangement is f&d with current through twelve pain of 
,
11
. _ di no I leads arranged around the outside of the magnet. In this -way a 11 e.xterna I electrical tenn inations are at the 
m. The members of each pair of leads of opposite polarity ore bonded together so there is no azimuthal force - a 
I~ which places stringent requirements on insulation. Each lead has a small resistor in series with it, whose value is 
n so that they carry approximately equal current. . . 
The inner magnet also reached its designed field of 9.5 teslo shortly ofter installation. However, after only brief 
1tion, one of the lead pairs referred to above burnt out and ,ome damage occurred to the innermost sub-coil • lt is 
ed that this damage to the coil was due to arcing when contact pres.svre was momentarily lost, but the exact 
' ~p nism of failure was not clear. After repairs were completed, similar leod damage wus again experienced and the 
' eventually truced to insulation failure resulting from woter ob10rption. Extensive insulation tests led to O new . 
' •esign being developed which hos so far proved to be satisfactory. A number of problems were also encountered '.n 
ning reproducible contact resistances. These were resolved by gold-plating the relevant areas, by careful at tentio~ to 
'ng of the contacts and also by ensuring that the moving ports of the assembly were perfectly free. In connection w'. th 
int, it was found that the glos.s-fibre housings of _the mechanism swelled after long immersion in water, thus reducing 
;, 
earances. . The inner mognet hos now been repeatedly operated at full field and it has been found that the contact resi 5tances 
I h ho t b "bedd d in" at a relatively low , liably repeatable. However, immediately ofter reossemb y, t e contacts ve o e e - . 
ht before it can be safely run quickly to its maximum. If the magnet has not been dismantled, then th,s does not apply· 
'~I 
I 
,, 
ith an inlet water temperoture of 200(, 9 . 5 tesla is produced for a power consumption of 1.6 MW at 
The temperatures of the individual sub-coils range from 'l7°( to 57°( above the inlet water temperature. 
uring tests, it was found useful to monitor the voltage a cross ea ch of the sub-coil groups and also the current 
ch of the twenty-four leads. Thus a change in contact resistance o r a recurrence of the lead damage could 
iotel y recognised . 
[\ number of hybrid runs have taken 
111centl y with gradua I ly in c reasing tota I 
T o do this the field centres of each 
11:ad to be established with a precision 
t1 ~ than l millimetre. It was found that 
d best be done by plotting the field 
;rge region with a low pre c ision 
nbe ( ab.out 1% ) rather than by hi g hl y 
measurements over. a sma 11 reg ion, 
M.R. for example. This is because 
v,f dd-order gradients displace the 
/ field centre by as much as several 
intes, when making the high accuracy 
rJlr ents. 
o dote, a combined field of 15.4T 
fjl: reached without incident and the ful I 
f 1ld of 16T wi II probably be attained 
I , . y I -==- . ~'r--...:J l J -4 xt test. ' - ~~'--'-,..1 ..--c . ,£ 
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Fig. 4 . 
Genera l arrange ment of h ybri d magnet. 
( 1) Outer vacuum case, ( 2) radiation shield, (3) I iqu id helium can, 
(4) support tube - ou te r case to radiation shield, (5) support tube -
radiation shie ld to helium con, (6)radial support rods, (7) 50K 
refrigeration lines , (8) 20K refrigeration lines, (9) superconducting 
magne t , ( 10 ) wat er-cooled magne t , and ( 11) cooling water manifold 
and current terminals . 
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Inner magnet of Clarendon hybrid. 
{1) inner sub-coil, (2) outer sub-coil, (3) cooling 'HClter 
channe ls, (4) current contacts, (5) copper rockers, (6) g.r.p. 
push rods for cu rrent contacts, (7) g. r .p. push rods for axial 
coi I clamping, (8) elastic diaphragm, and ( 9) current lead 
pair. 
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The following statement is a full description of this invention, in
cluding the best method of performing it known 
tous : 
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'i'llj S 5.J:' 7 ~)1.tl on r· cl : l Lu:l ·(-Jj the l_rmui rJ !! to,.r0th (:I• 
•- > LJ 
f> l l r • r .--: C .-~ s u. l 1 G p 0 t O l ! -: u i' i,.) ! J !. (' h j_ 3 9. l :; ( ; t ( j l ' 8 11 c, y ' 
r, ., me, tn.J - b3. .c1e cl cot1Jpound. ( th e l:cirrn tM~ 1::-1 l_ w:) :L 1_ : , r ,., _ .... i n::tft,· r' 
b e ta lte n to include th o aJ1.oy or 711_0tal•·t:Jase d c: or,;po1J.r"1 c~) 
Epoxy r r,si n ;-,,1s hJ. thert ,.) been used i :0 1:-:onci 
metalR ·!_-r) -(~~etals . and met13_"i3 Lo syrtt.hetJ0 .t'1:~.J .i.L1~ : 1,) ·,l d,:_:,.d 
• 
matbLlals. In general, u s0 of this convenient bondin,~ 
• L.) 
c..Gent has P -~·o-vided R. bon d ot.' adeq1;at0 --r~;rencth for ,,•ost 
l 
pur1:os Gs , but when sud1 a bond is in ,:0~tact wi th water, 
the 11''8. ter <~ t ff uses in t.n the epoxy layer and in due r·.o urs ,• 
dest1•oys the bond b8 t1-rnen the epoxy material and. the me tP...l. 
1he obj ect .->f the p2es0nt invention is to prov:i i;,; 
a bond to metal s1Jrfaces which is r.ia·ny times more resistanr. 
to th (3 eff'ects of · water than the plain epox.y bond. 
According to the present invention, a method of 
bonding a metal component to a second com.po n .:~1\ t comprises: 
coatinf the surface of said metal comp6nent with at leRst 
one layer of a synthetic resin as herei.nath~r defined; 
baking said coated metal component nfter the app li0ation 
uf the or each layer of synthetic :r.•esi'n; p1'!3par-ing, after 
baking, the surface of such coa te,cJ m0 tal corilponen t for D.n 
epoxy bond by cleaning and, if ne ce s sarJ.1 rn 1.t[::)10 n i. · 1r; S-8.J;;e ~ 
preparing the surface of said secori<l conponcn t:: for an 
epoJG bond by cleaning and, if necessary, i'O uc;heni ng sc-:, .::~; 
and bonding said coated netal co-:n:pon snt and se.id seco:-id 
component together using an epoxy resin. 
The term "syn the tic reoin" as used herein is 
defined as meaning a resin which: 
a) . when baked forms e. coating which is sub-
st~ntiallv imnervious to moisture; " 
-~- 4166 3 5 
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I b) requirc3 nii xj_n0 wj tb 9. solvent in or-dep tc 
he ef.fo c ti vely applied e. s a co 8. tine: , with S'"i.ch $OJ ve~t 
being a subRtance that evaporates durinG the b8king proc 2s 3; 
c) exhibj_ts a st:eong bond to metR.l surfacen w1:811 
:~_1.)p:l:i.ed a~ A coa U 11g thereto a,nd baked; and 
d) does not form a sound adhesive hond between 
two ~u.r·fA.c)es which are• impervious to the solvent. 
Tn the mel.,hod of. this invention·, the synthotic· 
resi.ns n!:lecl act purely as a coating, or a water-proofing 
ageilt, 0n the metal surfac0s and do not contribute to the 
b1)l".l.d.i)) :; together of the two components. These snythetic 
J•esj_n::J a :1:>8 Hr;cordingly r.hosAn primarily for their impervious-
, :ne~J~ to moisture a....n.d .for their bond strength to metal. 
':rb.l)S0 rs sins arf: applied with the aid of a solvent and, 
after appl:i.cation, t1.rl=) baked at a high temperature, e.-g. 
300°F or 400°F. in order to evaporate the solver:i.t and 
cause chemical cross-lin~ing of the resin. Examples of , 
synthetic resin8 which are suitable for use as coating 
agents in the method of this invention are phenol 
f01waldehyde resins and phenolic-epoxy, resins. 
:a 416 6 3 5 
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Th e wat.er resist .~n
ee of U '•! ~ .. ,orH1 ol,t.c1ined
 
u s ~ ,...,9 i~hi :::; inventio
n i s pJ:-P;,Ulnably du
e to th:~ :f:;::i_ct "1.J121t. 
i ·· ' -· :=:ynthetic resin
 co2tin9 is r,1or. i ·,1
•.:..·'-!:r.:v:i..ot.i--: : 0 \-, c3.i:.1:-,:
 
i_;han r::,r::?o:.;.y ::::es in i-'l
;i -i, 1.:.hu Dt)nd 
1J>; i.:: v: ,)E::: i'1 : .J--1.e syn i .·1
 if.':-_ ;_ c 
1.· r-:•, ~. 11 coat.ing cll.\:l 
epu~·:.y _re'7 \n 
i s litt le affec~·- i.:: d 
b y 
• 
v-•c1ter diffused int
<) the epoxy materia
l. 
It h-:P3 he;P.n fo,111.d 
Lha t. ,;1 h r.1n.d ,;,.=l dP. 
).11 
a,~c:::o:rcl;i1tce wi_l,h tJ1.
e method of ;~his in
v~ntion i .s 10:3:, 
brittle , and n~_;W3.'1.l
~r stro(\0Pr , than th
e plain epoxy bond. 
l 'u1 a dd i_ti .onrc1 l ;H1.van
t.a')<~ of the pn?. :->'n :: 
5.nv·(:!fl tion 
i.n 
t3c,1m =':! clectr i \;d L app
lications is that th
e coating o:E 
s ynthetic :r.0sin pro
viJes a layer of in
sulation which 
may be ins~ected be
fore the bond is cn
mplete. A 
further advantag 1:;::, 
tn some casns, of th
e present ·i.1~v--:: !tion
 
is i.:.hat tbe metal c
oated with syntheti
c resin rna:Y };~ 
.heated in air in or
der t .o cure the resi
n befu:i:..e bon d.ir\':J 
wiU:i the epoxy mate
rial without fear of
 oxidatioT'. of 
the metal. Previou
sly I a metal wh-
5.ch would have 
oxidised under such
 heating had tn :Of! 
heated in an inert 
atmosphere. 
A particular applic
atiun of the presen
t 
invention is to the
 fabrication of ele
ctrical solenoids 
employing high powe
r densities. for exa
mple, the solenoids 
used to generate hi
gh magnetic fie lds 
for experimental 
purposes. It is th
erefore appropriate
 to describe a 
preferred embodimen
t of the invention a
s used for this 
purpose. The coils referred 
to in the previous p
aragcaph 
are usually cooled 
by water in direct 
contact with the 
conductor of the co
il. The water in su
ch cases must 
necessarily come in
to contact with the
 bonding agent 
used to bond adjace
nt t urns of the sol~
noid together. 
For the particular 
application to be d
c,sccibed, 
4- 41663 5 
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copper wire of rectangular cross-section is first 
• [0:r.med :i.nto the helical ~,:hape of the solenoid. · The helix 
is th~n pulled a~ially so that it stretches elastically, 
exposl.ng the surfc1ces to be bonded. The surfaces to 
he boi1ded i-\re than sand blasted end coated with phenol 
f:or.rnald•~hyde resin :by a known process. Whilst one coat 
• 
.l.s ~1.1 Cf. ,; 1::ient for some applications, s·everal coats of 
phenol fo.i:maldehyde are no.nnally applied, with a baking 
.l;,~riod ;ifter each coat. It has been found that two 
•. ~oats, 8nch ODO.l inch thick, gives a very satisfactory 
;:-esu l't. 'T'he s1i , ... f:'iic·es are exa;ninecl £or flaws c1fter each 
coi:l.-t. of phenol formaldehyde has been baked. 
When the required nu~er of coats of phenol 
formaldehyde resin. have been applied and baked, the 
surface of the pheriol formaldehyde is lightly sanded 
with a fine sand paper or lightly sand blasted, care 
h~.in•J taken not -~_: o expose the conductor. The turns of 
the helix are thdn cor~ectly located with respect to 
0ne r1nothe-c t.o provide t:he space between them for- the 
i..Hi::cusion of epoxy resin and to ensure t-hat the bonded 
hel.:i.x hast.he desired pitch. A jig and several strips 
temporarily bonded longitudinally to the external 
1:3\lrface o.f th,~ ~;olenoid may be conveniently used for 
;•.his purpose. 
The hel.i.x is now ready _for bonding using the 
-::!puxy resm, which is generally a hot curing type chosen 
., 
. r:or :tts hiljh water resistance. 
·Tn the preferred method of forming the epoxy 
r'. ·; 
resin bond, . the helix is heated before applying the 
e,POXY resin to give a quick and practical method of 
intruding the epoxy resin between the surfaces to be 
bonded. This is done by placing it in a cylindrical 
canister which is spun adjacent to the coiJ.s of a radio 
5 41663& 
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f req1, ·-~n c y hcc1t
er or c"'t se t of 
9 ;-, s b1t -cners . 
1,•f : , (~: n t hC! 11clix 
i s c.J. t the corre
c t t s.mp er~t, n:-e
, 
• · , ·1>.t\.)f _i,,, , ' · !_-_
,_. : ' r' 70°:· ~ -· , the cold
 s p oxy r e s in i
s r np i d l y 
in i.. .cocJ• 1 <: '( !d 1.1 , :-'.J
 Lh :~ ,- ,.H1is ter 
whr:;re it is q 11
ickl y mar:"J .... 
fllJ:i_d by ,)(~in'.'J' 
s1.11~, jec-:-:2d to lu
rge d i st0rtin9 
torce s 
. 
. . 
t i . .i .•! epoxy n ':'.r-a.r,
 • :.: ~ thixotropi
c materi a l) ~nd b
y c.', .. .t1tac t 
v;i-1'll i "h. 2. "hot }
1elix - ·~•he n~o
bile fluid re s in
 the n 0 0 - ; i,1 11 
inL:x.:udr~ !, beb,1
1J·~n 'i-l le turns o
f the helix 2.. nc
.l ·i.s s p read , 
I 
, t ,,. 1 
' 
.0y cen r i r: •.:t tJ ~'l 
actJ.r.1 :1.. 
It has <)een fo
w : :l i:.i1r1t a s pi
nning speed of
 
2000 r .p .m. 1.s 
adequate tu :~)e
r form the above
 operation 
when the insid
e diameter nf 
the helical co
il is 2 inches 
and where the 
spacing betwee
n the coated tu
rns is no 
greater than 0.0
01 inch. The n
ecessary spinni
ng speed 
for different 
size~ helical 
coils is inver
sely proportion
al 
to the square 
root of the in
side diameter 
of the helix. 
• After suffici
ent epoxy resin
 has been appl
ied 
to fill all the
 spaces betwee
n the turns of
 the helix 
and the spaces
 between the h
elix.and the ca
psule, the 
temperatur.e of
 the helix is 
raised to prom
ote rapid 
curing aHd the
 spinning is c
ontinued for th
e curing time 
. recommended by
 the epoxy res
in manufacture
rs. 
The canister i
s then removed
 from the helix
 
by machining, 
which will als
o remove any r
esin from 
the outer surf
ace of the hel
ix as it is im
portant for 
the cooling of
 the helix tha
t the cooling w
ater comes 
into direct co
ntact with the 
copper of the 
solenoid. 
It will be und
erstood that a 
particular way
 
in which the p
resent inventio
n may be utiliz
.ed has been 
described. It
 is not essent
iol to carry ou
t all of these 
steps in other
 applications 
of this invent
ion; in 
particular, it
 will rarely b
e necessary to 
assemble 
• 
the result2.nt 
product in a j
ig if a single
 bond i s to 
6 
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If a rn8ta l Slu~:i:-'ac e {s to be h onded to the 
surfE'ce of a. synthetic resin - bn1·tded rnc1tP-ri8l , that 
mate ·cic1l n ee ds no coating treat!Tlcnt before usinr; the 
epoxy resi.n to effect the bond., but Leeds only to be 
clevned and , in some -LnstannP.s, roughened., by way of 
preparat ion for the adtual bondini . : In ·this context, . 
the term "synthetic resin-bonded material" means a 
resin reinforced by the i nclus icn of threeds or sheets 
of any substance which will bond to the resin. Essentially 
I 
the resin encases the reinforcinc and gives form and 
rigidity to the composite material. The resin is usually 
I
i a thermosetting plastic and the reinforcing will include ·1 1 . 
l1 
· metal threads as well - as the more usual glsss strands, 
: 
linen or glass cloth, paper, mica flakes and carbon strands. 
An example of a synthetic res1.n ~bonded material is 
polyester bonded fibreglass and epoxy bonded fibreglass. 
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'J.'he cl~ir.:s i-;A
fi. ,}i n 1_:, ,11n iu
vellt:i.cm are 
as fo.1 lm-: s~ 
lo A 111c thod
 of ,boi1 cVino; 
v. wetal co:,:;H
.H!l'H"!t to a 
:
1 0cond corr,p cJn
er1c which C()
Ll:~Q i:•is(:.s~ co
aL·i ng thP- su
rface ·of 
l':iaid tn8ts.1 ' ,,
onponent with
 ut lea::;t one 
l ayer of' a ~-
,YT:th f'j :; ·l.c 
,:-e::dn us her
,·) i.nbeforr::) d0
fin0d; bakin
g s!'.:li.d coatt~
d 1:1et:=iJ. 
,) ornp<J(l c~ n i_: 
.11f ter f:\})pl ico
 tion 01' the 
or 0ach l ri y<.H
' of syn.tho i;i
 c 
• 
rG ·"'.in; 1_Jrepa1
.•lfl1.:~, Rfter 
baking, th0 
rnirf .1.00 vf s
aid 1?oatBri 
mete.1. c.0111_µ,Jn
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